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Abstract 

 

Semiconducting polymer dots (Pdots) are rapidly gaining popularity as fluorescent probes in 

bioanalysis and imaging. These materials have several remarkable and highly advantageous 

properties, including their extremely high per particle brightness, large one- and two-photon 

absorption cross sections, biocompatibility, and ease of preparation. However, being a new 

material, Pdots suffer from several key limitations that must be addressed before they may find 

widespread use in bioanalysis. Pdots are typically synthesized by the manual nanoprecipitation 

method which suffers from poor control and reproducibility. Although energy transfer-based 

chemical and biological sensors have been developed using Pdots, their photophysics and 

mechanisms of energy transfer are poorly understood, limiting the rational design of such sensors. 

Being held together by relatively weak entropic forces, Pdots are only moderately stable and are 

often prone to non-specific binding due to their surface chemistries. To date, relatively few surface 

and bioconjugate chemistries have been reported.  

 

This thesis presents the development of a novel, flow-based synthetic method for Pdots yielding 

improved reproducibility, tuneable particle sizes, and the ability to synthesize Pdots on small (1 

mL) and large (100 mL) scales. A comprehensive study of energy transfer between Pdot donors 

and organic dye acceptors is also presented, and considers the frameworks of Förster Resonance 

Energy Transfer (FRET), Dexter energy transfer, and photoinduced electron transfer (PET). The 

results suggest that FRET alone is not sufficient to describe energy transfer in such systems, and 

that Dexter ET and PET likely also contribute. Thirdly, a surface coating material based on dextran, 

a biosynthetic glucan, was used to functionalize the Pdot surface and enabled preparation of 
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immunoconjugates using tetrameric antibody complexes (TACs), resulting in improved 

performance in proof-of-concept immunoassay and cellular imaging applications. Overall, this 

thesis presents key contributions to the development of Pdots for applications in bioanalysis, 

including their synthesis, a deeper understanding of their photophysics, and enhanced performance 

in biosensing and imaging.  
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Lay Summary 

 

Fluorescence, or the emission of light stimulated by other light, is a powerful tool for studying 

biological processes. Although many types of fluorescent materials exist, each material has certain 

limitations and drawbacks. This thesis aims to further develop and better understand a new class 

of super-bright emissive materials made of polymers, called “polymer dots” (Pdots). These 

materials have many desirable properties, including high brightness and biocompatibility, but are 

difficult to synthesize reproducibly, poorly stable, and have complex interactions with other 

fluorescent materials. Presented here are a novel and improved synthetic method for Pdots, the 

development of surface coating materials that enhance their stability and performance in 

bioanalytical applications, and a study of energy transfer between Pdots and other fluorescent 

materials, which together lay the groundwork for better design of bioanalysis and imaging 

methods.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Bioanalysis is a field of research concerned with the identification, quantification and 

characterization of molecules in biological systems, and the development of novel measurement 

techniques to achieve these aims [1]. Bioanalysis is a far-reaching field; many analyses are directly 

or indirectly related to biology, with their motivation spanning fundamental research, clinical 

medicine, the production of consumer products, the design of industrial processes, and beyond [2]. 

Advances in bioanalysis often arise from enhancements in instrumentation, novel computational 

techniques, and developments in materials science. The field of bioanalysis encompasses many 

different experimental techniques, including but not limited to mass spectrometry (e.g., the ‘omics’ 

fields), electrochemistry, and optical spectroscopy. Of particular interest in bioanalysis is the 

application of fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy to solve analytical problems.  

 

1.1 Fluorescence in bioanalysis 

Fluorescence is a powerful tool for studying biological species and processes, especially at 

subcellular length scales. Fluorescence measurements have many advantages over other modes of 

detection. They are typically fast, highly sensitive (at best single molecule detection), and non-

destructive to the sample. Convenient multiplexing is achieved using fluorophores with well-

resolved emission colours. Multiple properties of fluorescence may be measured: intensity, 

wavelength, lifetime, and polarization. Altogether these properties make fluorescence a very 

versatile tool across many disciplines, particularly when analysis on microscopic scales is required.  

 

Fluorescence methods are most frequently enabled by the use of exogenous labels. Although some 

intrinsic probes exist (e.g., tryptophan in proteins), such examples are rare and are typically not 
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brightly emissive. Addition of an exogenous label can sometimes perturb the system being studied, 

but potential perturbations may be minimized by careful selection of the fluorescent label, 

considering the system under study, and the size and brightness of the label.  

 

1.1.1 Fluorescent probes 

The parameters and limitations of a given fluorescence experiment largely depend upon the 

physicochemical and optical properties of the fluorophore used. Important physicochemical 

considerations include the chemical nature and size of the fluorophore, its biocompatibility, and 

the interactions the fluorophore may have with the analyte or its environment. Salient optical 

properties include the spectral position, width and shape of the fluorophore’s absorption and 

emission bands, its molar extinction coefficient, and its quantum yield. The Stokes shift is a 

measure of the spectral overlap between a fluorophore’s absorption and emission bands and 

therefore determines how easily the excitation signal may be separated from the measured 

emission [3]. With these considerations in mind, an ideal and highly utile fluorophore has the 

following characteristics: 

(1) Convenient excitation wavelengths that avoid excitation of the background or surrounding 

biological matrix; 

(2) Detection possible with conventional instrumentation;  

(3) High emission brightness, defined as the product of the molar extinction coefficient at the 

excitation wavelength and the quantum yield of the fluorophore;  

(4) High solubility in aqueous and biologically relevant media; 

(5) Good chemical and photostability in relevant conditions; 

(6) Contains functional groups appropriate for site-specific labelling of biological targets; 
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(7) Well-known photophysics; 

(8) Available in a highly reproducible format (e.g., consistent physical and optical properties). 

 

Depending upon the requirements of a specific application, further considerations may include 

steric or size effects of the fluorophore, delivery of the fluorophore into cells, biocompatibility and 

cytotoxicity, and multiplexing capabilities [3]. 

 

In response to the broad utility and popularity of fluorescence methods, many classes of 

fluorophores have been developed that meet many of the above requirements. Fluorophores may 

be broadly categorized as follows: 

(1) Molecular fluorophores with well-defined chemical structures including organic dyes, 

transition metal-ligand complexes (e.g., Ru(bby)3
2+), and lanthanide chelates; 

(2) Fluorophores of biological origin such as genetically encoded fluorescent proteins (FPs); 

(3) Nanocrystals with size-dependent optical properties such as quantum dots (QDs), carbon-

based QDs, and silicon NPs;  

(4) Nano- or micro-sized particles with size-independent optical properties, such as dye-loaded 

silica NPs and semiconducting polymer dots (Pdots) [3].  

 

Currently, molecular fluorophores and FPs are most commonly used. FPs are large (ca. 25 kDa) 

fluorophores that may be genetically encoded into cells to avoid the need for an additional labeling 

step, although their large size may cause non-trivial perturbations to the system under study. 

Mutants of the original green fluorescent protein have been developed with varying optical 

properties, including a rainbow of emission colours, although green-, yellow- and red-emitting FPs 
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are most common. Wild-type FPs suffer from several drawbacks including low folding efficiency 

at physiological temperatures, low fluorescence intensity and low levels of expression in certain 

types of mammalian cells [4]. Molecular dyes are small (ca. 1 kDa) but must be introduced to the 

system under study. The optical properties of molecular dyes depend on the chemical and 

electronic structure of the molecule. Emission of visible photons is enabled when the molecule 

features extended π-orbital overlap along its structure (i.e., delocalization of electrons) or due to 

intramolecular charge transfer [3]. Dependent upon the chemical structure of the probe, it may or 

may not be sensitive to its local environment (e.g., pH or solvent polarity), a property which may 

be matched to the intended application. Although molecular fluorophores are used extensively, 

they are often limited by their relatively low brightness and fast rates of photobleaching. Over the 

past several decades, luminescent nanomaterials have emerged as an alternative to molecular dyes, 

overcoming some of these limitations. 

 

1.1.1.1 Luminescent nanomaterials 

Luminescent nanomaterials represent a broad class of emissive materials larger than single 

molecules but having at least one dimension less than 100 nm [5]. Most luminescent nanomaterials 

are inorganic or contain metals, but several types of organic nanomaterials have been developed 

in recent decades. Although luminescent nanomaterials encompass a broad range of materials, 

many share several key advantages over molecular fluorophores and FPs. Luminescent 

nanomaterials typically have high brightness, good resistivity to photodamage, tuneable optical 

properties, functionalizable surfaces and for some soft materials, a useable volume (e.g., for 

carrying a payload). Luminescent nanomaterials also suffer from limitations not applicable to 

molecular dyes and FPs, namely their poorly defined structures, synthetic variability, and non-
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uniform size distributions. Luminescent nanomaterials have non-trivial sizes and may induce 

greater perturbations in the system under study than molecular dyes.  

 

The following sections briefly introduce the main classes of luminescent materials currently used 

in the field of bioanalysis and highlight some of their key applications in biosensing and imaging. 

Selected physical and optical properties of these materials are summarized in Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1. Selected physical and optical properties of luminescent nanomaterials. Adapted from ref. [6]. 

NP Size (nm) λEx. (nm)a λEm. (nm)b Brightness Photostability Toxicity 

QDs 4-10 330-450 420-700 High High 
Low (if properly 

passivated) 

Carbon dots 2-20 350-500 450-700 Good High Low 

UCNPs 8-100 780-980 350-NIRc Poor High Low 

Dye doped 
NPs 

15-100 UV to NIRc UV to NIRc High Fair Low 

a Range of excitation wavelengths b Range of emission wavelengths c Near Infrared (800-2500 nm) 

 

 

1.1.1.1.1 Semiconductor quantum dots 

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are one of the most utilized types of luminescent nanomaterial 

in bioanalysis. Owing to their ubiquity, broad scope of demonstrated applications and many 

desirable optical properties, QDs are the ‘gold standard’ luminescent nanomaterial and make a 

natural point of comparison for other materials. QDs are small (4-10 nm) inorganic nanocrystals 

composed of semiconducting materials such as CdSe or silicon. The physical stability and optical 

properties of QDs can be enhanced by overcoating the semiconducting core with a shell material 

such as ZnS. QDs exhibit many advantageous optical properties including bright, spectrally narrow 

and size-tuneable emission, high quantum yields, broad absorption bands and high resistance to 
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photobleaching. QDs are often synthesized with heavy metals and their degradation products are 

generally considered toxic. Potential toxicity is mitigated by high quality surface coatings which 

prevent the leaching of heavy metals from the QD core and the low concentrations required for 

exceptional signal contrast because of their high brightness [7].    

 

QDs are ideal fluorophores for multiplexing applications because of their spectrally narrow (and 

therefore resolvable) emission bands, broad absorption bands allowing excitation of multiple QDs 

at a single wavelength, and finely size-tuneable emission colour. Their high brightness is also ideal 

for technologically demanding applications such as the development of point-of-care (POC) 

theranostic assays with fluorescent readout [8].  

 

Taking advantage of the multiplexing capabilities of  QDs, Chen and coworkers designed a paper-

based fluorescence sandwich-style immunoassay for the simultaneous detection of 

carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and prostate specific antigen (PSA) using CdTe QDs as 

fluorescent labels  [9]. This sensor design leveraged the characteristic narrow emission bands of 

QDs to enable multiplexed detection of two cancer biomarkers within a single spot on a paper 

strip. QDs emitting at 525 nm (green) and 605 nm (orange) were used to label detection antibodies 

for CEA and PSA, respectively. Capture antibodies for CEA and PSA were localized on the same 

spot of the paper strip, and the corresponding labelled detection antibody were bound only in the 

presence of the specific analyte. Both QDs were excited at the same wavelength owing to the 

characteristic broad absorption bands of these materials. This assay design is only possible because 

of the narrow and well-resolved QD emission peaks allowing simultaneous detection [9].      
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Novel QD materials maintaining the desirable optical properties of existing QDs are currently 

under development. Bruns and coworkers developed a new class of indium arsenide QDs with 

shortwave IR (1000-2000 nm) emission, exhibiting many of the same desirable optical properties 

as conventional QDs including narrow and size-tuneable emission bands and good quantum yields  

[10]. InAs QDs were incorporated into higher order structures including phospholipid micelles, 

nanosomes (lipoprotein micelles) and composite particles. The authors demonstrated the utility of 

these probes in a wide variety of in vivo imaging applications including real-time imaging of 

lipoproteins to monitor metabolic processes, quantitation of heart rate and respiration in mice, and 

the visualization of the brain vasculature of mice [10].  

 

1.1.1.1.2 Carbon nanomaterials 

The term carbon nanomaterial is used to describe several distinct types of organic nanoparticles 

that are composed of mostly carbon, hydrogen, and in some cases oxygen atoms. Both carbon and 

graphene quantum dots exhibit size tuneable emission but are differentiated by the arrangement of 

the carbon atoms in their cores. Whereas carbon quantum dots consist of sp2 or sp3 hybridized 

carbon atoms in a crystalline geometry, graphene quantum dots consist of individual sheets of 

graphene (sp2 hybridized carbon atoms) less than 20 nm in length. Carbon dots represent a third 

class of carbon nanomaterial and are amorphous, quasi-spherical particles consisting of disordered 

sp3 hybridized carbon atoms in their cores. These materials exhibit size independent emission 

arising from an assembly of individual emitters within the core [11]. Because they contain only 

benign organic materials, carbon nanomaterials are generally considered biocompatible and 

surface-functionalized carbon nanomaterials have been used to non-specifically label and image 

cells and for photothermal therapy [12]. The emission intensity and wavelength of carbon 
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nanomaterials may be sensitive to several parameters including changes in environment (e.g., 

solvent, pH) or analyte concentration (e.g., metal ions) which is useful for sensing applications 

[13].  

 

Carbon dots may contain several inherent functional groups that are responsive to certain 

environmental factors such as pH. Xia and coworkers leveraged intrinsic dual-emission from 

carbon dots for ratiometric pH sensing [14]. Nitrogen-containing carbon dots having resolved 

emission peaks at 393 nm and 580 nm under 365 nm excitation were synthesized using o-

phenylenediamine, polyethylene glycol (PEG) and oxalic acid. Both emission peaks exhibited pH-

dependence albeit with opposite trends. The 580 nm peak decreased in intensity with decreasing pH 

whereas the intensity of the 393 nm peak increased with decreasing pH. The ratio of the two intensities 

was used as the sensing parameter. The pH responsive properties are inherent to these carbon dots; 

intrinsic nitrile, amine and carboxylic acid functionalities are protonated at low pH, changing the π-

conjugation of the carbon cores and tuning the emission wavelength.   Carbon dots uniquely enable 

ratiometric sensing using a single probe without the incorporation of pH-sensitive organic dyes [14].  

 

The intrinsic functional groups found in carbon dots can also be leveraged for in vitro imaging of 

analytes. Liu and coworkers developed formaldehyde-sensitive carbon dots containing carbonyl 

and amino groups [15]. Intramolecular charge transfer occurred from the amino groups to the 

carbonyl groups resulting in strong emission at 580 nm. Formaldehyde selectively reacted with the 

amino groups, suppressing charge transfer and quenching emission at 580 nm. In response to 

increasing formaldehyde concentrations, a second blue-shifted peak at 500 nm emerged. These 

carbon dots were observed to target lysosomes natively, an effect postulated to arise from the 
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acidotropic effect of their intrinsic amino groups, and were used to ratiometrically image 

formaldehyde in living HeLa cells [15].  

 

1.1.1.1.3 Upconverting nanoparticles  

Upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) are a class of nanomaterial that emit due to the upconversion 

effect, where emitted light is of a shorter wavelength (higher energy) than the excitation light. 

Upconversion is most commonly observed in materials containing rare earth metals such as 

trivalent lanthanide or actinide ions, which are doped into a non-emissive host matrix to form 

nanoparticles. Absorption in these materials occurs sequentially, first to the metastable and long 

lived first excited state, then subsequently to a higher energy excited state from which emission 

occurs. As a result, UCNPs are excited in the near-IR where most biological samples are 

transparent, minimizing autofluorescence and allowing efficient excitation at low incident power.  

 

UCNPs have many desirable optical properties including spectrally narrow emission bands, large 

Stokes shifts, long emission lifetimes (up to milliseconds), high chemical stability, and good 

biocompatibility [16]. The visible emission colour can be tuned by the choice of the luminophore 

(i.e., rare earth metal species), although multiple emission bands contribute to the observed colour, 

usually at several distinct wavelengths. UCNPs dot not photobleach or exhibit blinking, but are 

less bright than QDs used in similar applications [17]. 

 

UCNPs are useful for multiplexing applications as multiple spectrally resolvable luminophores 

may be excited at a single excitation wavelength. Because of their long emission lifetimes, time-

gating can be used to eliminate background scattering or autofluorescence from biological samples 
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[17]. UCNPs may be used as fluorescent labels in chemical and biological assays, or their emission 

may be modulated via luminescence resonance energy transfer (LRET) when paired with an 

appropriate acceptor (e.g., oxygen sensitive dyes or heavy metals) in a sensing configuration [16-

17]. 

 

Zhang and coworkers developed a hypochlorous acid (HOCl) sensor using ytterbium-containing 

UCNPs coupled to a ruthenium(II) complex which is responsive to HOCl. Upon excitation at 980 nm, 

the UCNPs emitted blue light (450 and 475 nm), which overlapped with the absorption spectrum of the 

Ru(II) complex, efficiently quenching UNCP emission via LRET [18]. HOCl reacted with the Ru(II) 

complex, forming a product with a suppressed a blue-shifted absorption band that did not have suitable 

spectral overlap for LRET, causing the UCNP emission to ‘turn-on’ to an extent dependent upon the 

HOCl concentration. UCNP emission at 800 nm was not affected by LRET and was used as an internal 

reference. The ratio of intensities at 450 or 475 and 800 nm was used as the analytical signal to determine 

HOCl concentration. Sensing was performed in solution as well as using a paper-based assay. Sensing 

and imaging of HOCl were also performed in vitro and in vivo, leveraging the near-infrared (NIR) 

excitation of UCNPs to minimize autofluorescence and interference from background signal [18].  

 

Zhao and coworkers leveraged NIR excitation capabilities of UCNPs to design a photoactivatable 

nanodevice for the detection of microRNAs in vitro and in vivo [19]. In this study, a DNA beacon 

structure containing a UV-cleavable bond in its hairpin loop was functionalized onto the surface 

of UCNPs. Upon NIR irradiation, the UCNPs emitted UV light, cleaving this bond, and allowing 

the displacement of the quencher-labelled strand by the microRNA analyte. Fluorescence of the 

dye-labelled complementary strand was then restored, acting as a ‘turn-on’ sensor for microRNA. 
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The nanodevice was deployed in living HeLa cells and HeLa tumor bearing living mice, and was 

demonstrated to enable spatially and temporally controlled imaging of microRNA [19].  

 

1.1.1.1.4 Dye-doped nanoparticles 

Some of the inherent limitations of molecular dyes may be circumvented by doping a large number 

of dyes (≥10 000) inside of an inert non-emissive matrix such as silica or latex, yielding brightly 

emissive nanoparticles. These particles are orders of magnitude brighter than an individual dye as 

thousands of emitters are superimposed within the particle core. Doped dyes are shielded from the 

surrounding environment and are therefore less prone to photobleaching than individual dye 

molecules. Dye doped nanoparticles are often favoured for applications involving high signal 

intensity and long measurement times such as single particle tracking (if the application suits the 

particle size). Many surface chemistries are accessible via the silica and silane reagents used in NP 

synthesis (e.g., carboxylic acid, amine, thiol) enabling many possible bioconjugation pathways, 

and the use of dye doped nanoparticles as fluorescent labels in biosensing applications and specific 

cellular labelling. Multiplexed sensing may be achieved by doping with dyes of multiple emission 

colours, creating two or three colour barcodes embedded within a single NP [20]. 

 

Dye-doped nanoparticles may be prepared using a variety of dopants responsive to multiple analytes of 

interest, enabling convenient multiplexing. Wang and coworkers developed multiplexed sensors for the 

simultaneous detection of temperature, oxygen and pH using silica-coated dye-doped polystyrene (PS) 

nanoparticles [21]. PS NPs were doped with a NIR emissive chromium(III) complex that is sensitive to 

both oxygen and temperature. Fluorescein, a pH responsive dye, was conjugated to the particle surface. 

A dye with constant emission was also doped into the particle core to act as a reference. All three 
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emissive species were excited at the same wavelength but had resolvable emission bands, allowing for 

the sensing of three different analytes simultaneously [21].  

 

The beneficial optical and physical properties of luminescent NPs may be combined for theranostic 

applications. Kim and coworkers developed Cy5-doped ultrasmall (<10 nm) silica NPs for in vitro 

and in vivo fluorescence imaging and cancer cell targeting [22]. The dye doped silica NPs were 

surface functionalized with melanoma-targeting peptides, allowing localization of the NPs in 

cancer cells. These NPs were observed to induce cell death (ferroptosis) in various cancer cell lines 

and were observed to inhibit tumor growth in xenograft mouse models. Both in vitro and in vivo 

fluorescence imaging were used to locate the therapeutic NPs and monitor cell death and tumor 

growth [22].  

 

The highlighted sensing applications of QDs, Carbon Dots, UCNPs and dye-doped nanoparticles are 

summarized in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2. Biosensor and assay properties for selected examples using different types of luminescent nanomaterials 

Nanomaterial Analyte 
Fluorescence 

signal 
readout 

Detection Limit 
Dynamic 

range 
λEm. (nm) λEx. (nm) 

Recognition 
element 

Ref. 

CdTe QDs 
Protein 
cancer 

biomarkers 

Multiplexed 
fluorescence 

0.3 ng/mL (CEA), 
0.4 ng/mL (PSA) 

1.0-40 ng/mL 525/605 272 
Detection 
antibody 

[9] 

Dual-emissive 
Carbon Dots 

pH 
Ratiometric 

fluorescence 
N/A 2.2-8.0 393/580 365 

(De)protonation of 
intrinsic functional 

groups 
[14] 

UCNPs HOCl 
Ratiometric 

LRET 
166 nM (450 nm), 
136 nM (475 nm) 

0.60 µM- 

2.0 µM 

450/475 
(modulated), 

800 
(reference) 

980 Ru(bpy)2 complex [18] 

Dye-doped 
nanoparticles 
(silica-coated 
polystyrene) 

Temperature, 
O2, pH 

Ratiometric 
fluorescence 

N/A 

3.8-8.7 (pH),  
282-343 K 

(temperature), 
0.3 hPa-214.5 
hPa (oxygen) 

740/778 
(Cr(III) 

complex), 520 
(fluorescein), 

633 
(reference) 

440 
Cr(III) complex 

(temperature, O2), 
fluorescein (pH) 

[21] 
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Overall, luminescent nanomaterials display broad applicability across many bioanalytical 

applications, and offer unique flexibility in their properties, design, and surface functionalization. 

Although QDs, carbon dots, UCNPs and dye-doped particles are well-developed and widely used, 

each material faces certain inherent drawbacks and limitations. The continued development of 

novel fluorescent probes with complementary properties will allow for innovation in fluorescence 

biosensing and imaging. Important considerations for the development of new luminescent 

materials include biocompatibility for downstream regulatory approval and high brightness to meet 

the increasingly high technical demands of emerging techniques such as single particle 

spectroscopy and point-of-care diagnostics. Semiconducting polymer dots (Pdots) are an emergent 

luminescent nanomaterial that may prove invaluable to the development of novel fluorescence 

techniques.  

 

1.2 Semiconducting Polymer Dots (Pdots) 

The focus of this thesis is the development and optimization of Pdots as a fluorescent probe in 

bioanalytical sensing and imaging. The group of Jason McNeill first reported the formation of 

aqueously dispersed nanoparticles of single molecules of the semiconducting polymer poly[2-

methoxy-5-((2-ethylhexyl)oxy)-p-phenylenevinylene] (MEHPPV) in 2005 [23].  The first 

biological application of Pdots followed soon after in 2008, where the McNeill group non-

specifically labelled cells with Pdots of varying composition and emission colour [24].  

 

Since these early reports, Pdots have exploded in popularity as a fluorescent probe in a variety of 

bioanalytical applications due to their many advantageous properties, including their extremely 

high per particle brightness, biocompatibility, permeable cores suitable for loading with cargo, and 
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relative ease of synthesis. As of 2019, over 500 original research articles1 have been published on 

Pdots since they were first reported in 2005. Although they have seen rapid growth, Pdots are still 

in their infancy and, like other luminescent nanoparticles, require optimization and the overcoming 

of several key limitations before they may find more widespread use.  

 

1.2.1 What is a Pdot? 

Pdots can be considered as a subclass of polymer nanoparticle. A polymer nanoparticle is defined 

as “a submicrometer-sized entity which represents a separate discontinuous phase surrounded by 

a continuous free-flowing medium”, usually a low molecular weight solvent and most often water 

[25]. This classification consists of particulate colloids and excludes macromolecules in the 

solution phase (i.e., unaggregated polymers fully soluble in their solvent) and nanophase-separated 

solid bulk materials [25]. The group of Daniel Chiu defines Pdots as polymer nanoparticles 

consisting of semiconducting polymers (SPs) at a volume fraction or weight concentration of at 

least 50% (ideally > 80%) and having particle sizes comparable to those of QDs, typically less 

than 30 nm [26]. The limitation on size is somewhat ambiguous as the diameter may be given as 

either the hydrodynamic or dehydrated diameter, and the average or median diameter is not 

representative of the broad size distribution usually obtained. The volume fraction or weight 

concentration of a semiconducting polymer nanoparticle (SPN) is correlated to its desirable optical 

properties, namely its extremely high per particle fluorescence brightness. A nanoparticle with a 

higher fraction of the emissive component is expected to have greater per particle brightness. The 

composition requirement therefore differentiates Pdots from other nanomaterials containing only 

                                                 

1 Web of Science results for original research articles containing “Polymer Dots” or “Pdots” in all fields since 2005 
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a small fraction of SPs, such as dye loaded silica or latex NPs. Nanoparticles with sufficiently high 

volume fractions of SPs but greater particle sizes are typically classified more generally as 

semiconducting polymer nanoparticles (SPNs) [26]. Pdots should also contain a hydrophobic 

polymer core. The inclusion of a significant fraction of hydrophilic species within the core may 

swell the particles, reduce the overall colloidal stability of the particles, cause increased non-

specific binding through electrostatic interactions, and affect the packing density of the SP chains 

in the interior which may affect the fluorescence brightness or other optical properties [27].   

 

Although there exists a proposed definition, the term Pdot is applied more generally in the 

literature. There are many examples where the term Pdot is used to describe nanoparticles that do 

not meet the proposed conditions of size, composition, or in some cases, either [28-29]. The most 

common case is SPNs that fulfill the proposed composition requirement but exhibit particle sizes 

above 30 nm [28, 30-32].  

 

The term Pdot is also frequently used to describe polymer NPs that do not meet the proposed 

condition of composition [33-34]. In some cases, SPNs that contain less than 50% SP by weight 

or volume are classified as Pdots [35]. There are also examples where the term Pdot is used to 

describe NPs composed of other, non-semiconducting polymer materials, such as ‘non-

conjugated’ Pdots [36-45] which are usually emissive by crosslink enhanced emission, or 

aggregation-induced emission (AIE) Pdots [46-47]. Non-emissive polymers with pendant 

fluorophores have also been referred to as ‘Pdots’ [48].  
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Because of the broad use of the term Pdot in the literature, a more general definition is emerging. 

Pdots are generally considered to be SPNs with sub-100 nm average (hydrodynamic) diameters 

with > 50% SP by mass having (assumed) hydrophobic cores [49]. Thusly the term Pdot is used 

to describe all SPN materials used in this thesis, regardless of their size, as almost all materials 

used here meet the conditions of this emergent definition. Particle sizes obtained by 

nanoprecipitation methods are often difficult to control, and consequently, Pdots of sizes ranging 

from ~30–100 nm were used throughout this thesis.  

 

1.2.2 Pdot synthesis 

There exist two general methods for the preparation of polymer nanoparticles. The direct 

polymerization method involves the polymerization of low molecular weight monomers directly 

into nanoparticles, without first forming free solution phase polymer. Optical properties of the 

resulting nanoparticles can be easily tuned by adjusting the monomers used in synthesis. It is 

possible to obtain SPNs with small (< 100 nm) diameters via direct polymerization [50]. However, 

this method suffers from several key difficulties, namely that the polymerization reactions used 

typically require a transition metal catalyst and are often inherently incompatible with water or 

other dispersion solvents. Aqueous NPs are preferred for down stream biological applications. 

Contaminants present in reagents or side reactions may also affect the resultant nanoparticles [51]. 

The direct polymerization method is thus rarely used to synthesize Pdots or SPNs intended for 

biological applications.  

 

The post-polymerization method uses high molecular weight polymers to form nanoparticles. The 

polymer is first dissolved in an organic solvent and nanoparticles are produced when the dissolved 
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polymer is introduced to water or another dispersion solvent. The exact mechanism of nanoparticle 

formation depends on the miscibility of the particular organic solvent with the dispersion solvent. 

When the SP is dissolved in a water-immiscible solvent such as chloroform (CHCl3), NPs are 

formed by the mini-emulsion process. When a water-miscible solvent like tetrahydrofuran (THF) 

is used, NPs are formed by the nanoprecipitation process, the most common route for synthesizing 

small polymeric NPs such as Pdots. The post-polymerization method is considerably easier than 

the direct polymerization method. Many high-quality and pure semiconducting polymers are 

commercially available so this method is accessible without expertise in organic synthesis or 

access to specialized equipment [26].  

 

1.2.2.1 Mini-emulsion 

The mini-emulsion method is used when the semiconducting polymer is dissolved in a water-

immiscible solvent. This method typically produces larger NPs with diameters above 100 nm. A 

mini-emulsion is a system where highly stable small droplets are created in a bulk continuous 

phase using high shear, such as ultrasonication [52]. Droplet growth occurs via collisional 

exchange and Ostwald ripening (mass exchange). To obtain small, uniform droplets, an emulsifier 

or surfactant such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is used to prevent collisional exchange, and a 

highly hydrophobic species (hydrophobe) may be used to minimize mass exchange. After mixing 

of the immiscible and dispersion solvents (i.e., droplet formation), the immiscible solvent is 

removed (e.g., by evaporation) to produce stable nanoparticles. Depending on the precise 

conditions and which surfactant(s) are used, droplet sizes can range from 30 nm to 800 nm [53]. 

Mini-emulsion was first used to prepare semiconducting polymer nanospheres in 2002. Landfester 

and co-workers showed that various classes of SPs could form single polymer or polymer blend 
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NPs (diameters > 70 nm) when emulsified from CHCl3 or xylene using SDS as a surfactant [54-

55]. There have since been several other examples of mini-emulsion synthesis of Pdots using PEG 

[56] or SDS [57] as an emulsifier, although this pathway remains far less common than 

nanoprecipitation. Mini-emulsion can also be used to produce NPs by the direct polymerization 

method [52], although this is not a common pathway for the synthesis of Pdots or SPNs. In this 

method, monomers are first confined to the droplet phase followed by the initiation of 

polymerization.  

 

1.2.2.2 Nanoprecipitation 

The most common synthetic route to small (< 100 nm) polymeric nanoparticles is 

nanoprecipitation, sometimes called reprecipitation. A dilute solution of SP in water-miscible 

solvent, often THF, is rapidly introduced to and mixed with water. The sudden change in solvent 

polarity (i.e., decrease in solubility of the SP) and hydrophobic interactions between polymer 

chains or within individual polymer chains results in the formation of spherical nanoscale 

aggregates. The organic solvent is then removed by evaporation [51]. This method does not require 

the use of small molecule surfactants, although an amphiphilic co-polymer is often co-precipitated 

with the SP to stabilize the NPs.  

 

Nanoprecipitation was first employed to make polythiophene SPNs (40–140 nm) by the group of 

Hiroshi Masuhara in 2004 [58]. Soon thereafter the McNeill group used nanoprecipitation to make 

Pdots, differentiated by their small diameters, in 2005. In this work, the conjugated polymer 

MEHPPV was dissolved in THF and rapidly mixed with water. Resultant NPs were small (< 10 
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nm) which is much smaller than particles synthesized by other methods such as mini-emulsion 

[23].  

 

Particle formation via nanoprecipitation depends upon competition between aggregation (i.e., 

multiple polymer chains coming together) and chain collapse (i.e., a single polymer chain folding 

on itself). Some tuning of particle size should therefore be possible by variation of the precursor 

concentration [24]. Some groups have shown that lower precursor concentrations result in Pdots 

of smaller diameter [59], although this trend is not widely reported and has not been studied 

systematically. Particle size has also been reported to increase with the volume of the organic phase 

[60]. There is some evidence that suggests the conformation of the polymer before precipitation 

occurs can influence how the polymer chains are packed in the Pdot core and can therefore alter 

Pdot photophysics [61].  

 

1.2.3 Composition 

Formation of SPNs by nanoprecipitation is a generalizable method that works with a wide variety 

of polymers having variable but hydrophobic structures. Single types of SP in the absence of 

stabilizers have been shown to form Pdots via nanoprecipitation. Although the polymer structure 

itself is hydrophobic due to the extended π-conjugation along its backbone, these particles remain 

stable in water. It is thought that the oxidation of surface sites creates charged species which act 

to stabilize the particles [62]. More commonly, SPs are co-condensed with another, non-

fluorescent polymer species. These can be amphiphilic (i.e., containing both hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic moieties or regions) small-molecule or polymeric surfactants and may be ionic 

(charged) or neutral. The hydrophobic portion is believed to co-condense with the hydrophobic SP 
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in the NP core. The hydrophilic portion is thought to remain on the surface of the particle, forming 

a shell-like structure around the hydrophobic core [63].  The true core/shell structure of Pdots in 

not known, including the thickness and surface coverage of the hydrophilic shell and the degree to 

which the SP and amphiphile intermix.  

 

1.2.3.1 Semiconducting polymers 

Semiconducting polymers typically contain alternating single and double bonds along the length 

of their backbones, an arrangement known as π-conjugation. This specific arrangement of 

molecular orbitals allows valence electrons to delocalize along a conjugated structure instead of 

being closely associated with a single atom or bond. Alternating single and double bonds also 

prevent rotation around an individual bond, conferring structural rigidity and a mostly planar 

structure. As the length of a conjugated segment increases, neighbouring π–bonding or π–

antibonding orbitals become closer in energy. In a semiconducting polymer, the energy levels 

become close enough to form a continuum of states, known as a band, instead of discrete energy 

levels. The occupied π–bonding orbitals form the valence band which is occupied by valence 

electrons. The unoccupied π–antibonding orbitals form the conduction band, which lies at a higher 

energy than the valence band. The difference in energy between the highest occupied molecular 

orbital (i.e., the top of the valence band) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (i.e., the 

bottom of the conduction band) is known as the band gap (Eg) and corresponds to the absorption 

onset of the polymer (Figure 1.1). Organic semiconductors typically have band gaps between 1.5 

and 3.5 eV (ca. 350-850 nm) [64].  
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Figure 1.1 Band structure of a simplified semiconducting polymer (polyacetylene). A single carbon-carbon 
double bond is illustrated on the left. The lowest energy optical transition occurs from the HOMO (red), a 
π-bonding orbital, to the LUMO (blue), a π-antibonding orbital. As the extent of conjugation increases (i.e., 
more alternating single and double bonds), more π and π* orbitals occur at similar energies. For a 
semiconducting polymer, the orbitals become close enough in energy to form a quasi-continuum of states, 
forming a band structure. The lower energy occupied orbitals become the valence band (VB) and the higher 
energy unoccupied orbitals become the conduction band (CB). The gap between the top of the VB and the 
bottom of the CB is known as the bandgap energy (Eg).  

 

 

In reality, π-conjugation does not persist across the entire length of a single polymer chain. Local 

changes in conformation, such as bending or kinking of the backbone, can prevent strong π-orbital 

overlap at the site of the conformation change. Electrons are delocalized over shorter lengths of 
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the backbone bordered by areas of poor overlap. These shorter conjugated segments are referred 

to as the effective conjugation length of the polymer.  

 

The energy levels and bandgap of a SP are dependent upon its chemical structure. The inclusion 

of different aromatic rings in the repeat unit or functionalization with electron donating or 

withdrawing groups can be used to tune the energy levels. Further tuning can be achieved using 

donor-acceptor polymers whose monomers consist of alternating electron rich (donor) and electron 

poor (acceptor) co-monomers. Smaller bandgaps can be achieved by orbital mixing of the two co-

monomers (Figure 1.2), resulting in desirable red or near-IR emission for biological applications. 

Alternating donor and acceptor monomers also increases the overall double bond character along 

the polymer backbone, increasing planarity and electron delocalization [65]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Orbital mixing in donor-acceptor semiconducting polymers leading to decreased bandgap 
energies.  
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Dozens of SPs with emission colours spanning the visible spectrum are commercially available 

and many have been shown to form Pdots or SPNs. Figure 1.3 shows the chemical structures of 

common commercial SP monomer units. MEHPPV, an orange-red emitter based on the methoxy-

phenylenevinylene monomer, is often used as a model system in the study of SPs and its thin films 

have been studied extensively [66]. MEHPPV [24, 67] and its derivatives such as poly[2-methoxy-

5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-(1-cyanovinylene-1,4-phenylene)] (CNMEHPPV) [60-61, 68] and 

poly([2-[2′,5′-bis(2″-ethylhexyloxy)phenyl]-1,4-phenylenevinylene]-co-[2-methoxy-5-(2′-

ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene]) (BEHP-PPV) [56] have been widely used for Pdot 

synthesis. Many SPs are based upon the fluorene monomer, the simplest of which are 

polydioctylfluorene (PFO) and its derivatives. PFO emits blue light, but its emission colour may 

be tuned by the inclusion of other co-monomers. PFO  [24, 69-72] or similar SPs differing only by 

the length of their pendant alkyl chains [73-76] are often used to synthesize Pdots. Poly(9,9-

dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT) is a popular donor-acceptor PFO derivative for Pdot 

synthesis, differing by the inclusion of a benzothiadiazole co-monomer rendering its emission 

green [24, 28, 31, 59, 77-82]. Poly[(9,9-dioctyl-2,7-divinylenefluorenylene)-alt-co-(2-methoxy-5-

(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene)] (PFMEHPPV), a green emitter, contains both the fluorene and 

methoxy-phenylenevinylene monomers and has been used for Pdot synthesis [24, 31, 74]. Other 

commonly used commercial SPs include poly[N-9'-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4',7'-di-2-

thienyl-2',1',3'-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) [57], poly(9-vinylcarbazole (PVK) [33, 83], 

polyphenyl ether (PPE) [24], and polymers based on thiophene [32, 84]. Blends of multiple 

polymers may be used to synthesize Pdots where efficient energy transfer between the two species 

is desired [85].  
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Figure 1.3 Chemical structures of common monomer units incorporated into SPs 

 

 

Custom synthesized SPs are also used in Pdot synthesis as they offer more flexibility in design. 

‘In-house’ synthesized SPs may be designed to tune optical properties, confer specific 

functionalities, or integrate conjugation chemistries without the use of a non-fluorescent additive. 

Additional chromophores such as porphyrins may be directly added to the polymer backbone to 

change the observed emission colour due to energy transfer [86]. Emission colour, Stokes shift, 

and even photoblinking behaviour can be tuned by selection of co-monomers and their ratios (e.g., 

fluorene and benzothiadiazole as in F8BT) [50, 87-88]. Fluorine-substitution of a 

benzothiadiazole-based polymer was shown to improve the quantum yield and emission brightness 

of the resultant Pdots, but also changed their morphology [89]. Monomers responsive to an analyte 

of interest can be incorporated directly into the SP backbone for sensing applications [30, 90-91]. 

Reactive functionalities (e.g., carboxylic acids [92-94], azides for click reactions [95]) can be 

installed directly on the SP backbone to facilitate conjugation, or amphiphilic SPs can be used to 

form Pdots directly [96]. Functionalized π-conjugated oligomers have also been shown to form 

emissive NPs [97]. Photocrosslinkable functionalities may be added to the polymer backbone to 

improve Pdot stability or confer desired nanoscale structure [98-99]. However, use of custom 

designed SPs requires expertise in organic synthesis and is therefore not accessible to many 
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researchers. Synthesis of SPs usually requires an expensive and air-sensitive palladium catalyst. 

An alternate route to custom polymers is the chemical modification of commercial SPs to confer 

desired properties, such as the additional of a radical scavenger to prevent photobleaching [72].   

 

1.2.3.2 Non-fluorescent polymers and surface chemistries  

Although Pdots can be made without amphiphiles or other additives [24, 30, 76, 82], such materials 

are often poorly stable, prone to non-specific binding to the hydrophobic Pdot surface, and are of 

limited use in bioanalytical applications due to the lack of surface functional groups available for 

conjugation. The most common solution to these problems is the co-precipitation of an amphiphilic 

polymer during Pdot synthesis. These additives may be classified as ionizable (i.e., charged) or 

neutral. Two ionizable amphiphiles are commonly used for Pdot synthesis. Poly(styrene-co-maleic 

anhydride) (PSMA) is a random co-polymer containing hydrophobic styrene residues and 

hydrolyzable anhydride residues that produce carboxylate groups when introduced to water. 

PSMA is often used in Pdots [32-33, 61, 69-71, 73, 75, 77-81, 88]. Polystyrene-graft-polyethylene 

glycol end functionalized with carboxy (PSPEGCOOH) is another common amphiphile for Pdot 

synthesis because of its unique structure  [28, 59, 68, 72, 83-86, 89, 92]. PSPEGCOOH is a graft 

co-polymer containing a hydrophobic styrene backbone, grafted with hydrophilic carboxy-end 

functionalized PEG. The hydrophobic nature of the styrene block promotes precipitation with the 

SP in the Pdot core, while the hydrophilic PEG groups remain on the surface and prevent non-

specific binding. Each PEG chain is end-functionalized with a carboxylate group, providing 

additional steric and electrostatic stabilization and a chemical handle for conjugation chemistry. 

Small molecule surfactant such as SDS and nonionic surfactants such as PEG and triblock PEG-

containing polymers have also been used in Pdot synthesis [56, 67, 100], although some evidence 
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suggests that nonionic surfactants are easily displaced from the SPN surface by other species such 

as serum proteins [101].  

 

Other strategies for altering the surface chemistry of Pdots have been reported but not widely 

explored, such as silica shelling [102-104]. In a similar fashion to dye-doped nanoparticles, 

individual Pdots have been encapsulated in a silica matrix [105]. Pdots have also been used to seed 

the formation of a non-emissive polymer shell [106]. 

 

1.2.3.3 Dopants 

A unique property of Pdots compared to other luminescent nanomaterials is their soft structure and 

permeable cores. Pdots and SPNs can serve as a host matrix for hydrophobic species and have 

been demonstrated to release cargo under certain conditions. Modified doxorubicin was shown to 

release from Pdots in cell nuclei via the acid-catalyzed cleavage of hydrazone bonds [107]. Most 

frequently, optically active species are non-specifically doped into the Pdot core that may 

participate in energy transfer. Pdots are excellent energy donors because they absorb excitation 

light efficiently. Doped acceptors are suitably close by to receive energy at high efficiencies, 

significantly quenching Pdot emission. This strategy has been used to narrow and red-shift Pdot 

emission  [63], or to load photosensitizers for other applications such as photothermal therapy [79, 

108]. Analyte sensitive dyes may be non-specifically doped into the Pdot core for sensing 

applications [75]. Examples of optically active dopants include singlet oxygen sensitizers enabling 

afterglow emission (i.e., long lived emission after the cessation of excitation) [100], 

photoswitchable energy acceptors enabling controllable on/off Pdot emission [68], and 
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luminescent europium complexes enabling high excitation efficiency with long luminescence 

lifetimes  [83].  

 

1.2.4 Physical properties 

Although Pdots may be composed of a variety of emissive and non-emissive materials, they 

typically share some commonalities in terms of their physical properties. Table 1.3 lists selected 

physical properties of Pdots and how they compare to QDs and organic dyes.  

 

 

Table 1.3. Selected physical properties of Pdots, QDs and fluorescent dyes. Adapted from ref. [109]. 

 Pdots QDs Fluorescent dyes 

Composition π-conjugated polymers 
Inorganic 

semiconducting 
nanocrystal 

Small organic molecule 

Dopinga Molecules, other NPs Ions - 

Surface passivation - Inorganic shell(s) - 

Diameterb 5-100 nm 4-10 nm (core/shell) ~1 nm 

Size polydispersity Moderate to high Low - 

Aqueous dispersionc 
Amphiphilic polymers, 
direct functionalization 

of polymer 
Ligands, amphiphiles - 

a Discrete entities within the NP 
b Geometric diameter of species (core/shell diameter for QDs), exclusive of surface functionalization 
c Methods for stabilization in aqueous environments 

 

 

1.2.4.1 Structure 

Pdots are composed of soft, weakly bound materials, and therefore have a poorly defined structure. 

Some evidence suggests that the constituent polymer chains adopt a disordered glassy phase when 

Pdots are suspended in water [110]. Pdots are assumed to be spherical in water due to entropic 
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effects (i.e., exclusion of water molecules from the hydrophobic core) and enthalpic effects (e.g., 

hydrophobic interactions, pi-pi stacking). Surface tension between the hydrophobic core and 

surrounding aqueous environment may also play a role in the spherical particle morphology. It is 

not possible to directly ascertain the particle geometry in solution, so measurements of morphology 

are usually performed on samples dried on a substrate, which is not truly indicative of the aqueous 

structure when the particles are surrounded by and partially swollen with water. Nevertheless, 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images show Pdots 

to be spherical or quasi-spherical with sub-100 nm diameters.  

 

Unlike metallic or crystalline NPs, Pdots are porous and permeable to other species, which may 

partition into the Pdot core without disrupting the molecular-level structure.  Permeability may be 

advantageous, for example, in allowing access of analytes to the Pdot core, or may be 

disadvantageous, for example in allowing dissolved oxygen or other quenchers to access 

chromophores located in the core.  

 

Pdots synthesized with an amphiphile are thought to adopt a core/shell-like structure, where the 

hydrophobic SP and the hydrophobic segment of the amphiphile condense into the core and the 

amphiphilic segment of the amphiphile forms a shell around this core. This core/shell structure has 

not been definitively shown, and the coverage of the SP by the amphiphile, the thickness of the 

shell, and the degree of intermixing between the SP and the amphiphile are not known. The 

hydrophilic portion of the amphiphile determines the surface chemistry of the Pdot. Pdots are 

typically synthesized with negatively charged or neutral amphiphiles. Many amphiphiles contain 

reactive functionalities like carboxylic acids that can be used for conjugation reactions. The 
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identity of the amphiphile also determines the surface charge and therefore the zeta potential of 

the particles, which has been shown to have little dependence on the particle size [61]. Although 

evidence suggests that, on average, charged groups are on the Pdot surface (e.g., zeta potential 

measurements, gel electrophoresis), some of these groups may also be located within the particle 

core, particularly with a random copolymer such as PSMA.  

 

Single chain Pdots have been reported [23, 111-112], but typically Pdots are estimated to have 

between 10-1000 polymer chains per particle, depending upon the molecular weight of the 

polymer (where polymers of lower molecular weight will yield more chains per particle), the size 

of the Pdots (the number of chains should roughly scale with the cube of the particle radius), and 

the density of chain packing in their core. McNeill and co-workers have estimated a 20-30 nm 

Pdot contains 100-200 chains of F8BT (MW ~10 kDa) [113]. Pdots composed of MEHPPV having 

a higher molecular weight (~200 kDa) of ~20 nm diameter were estimated to have 10-20 molecules 

per particle [74]. It is non-trivial to estimate the number of chains per Pdot as the polymer density 

and nature of chain packing in the core are unknown. It is possible to estimate the number of chains 

per particle assuming that all the polymer added is incorporated into nanoparticles during 

synthesis, but usually some proportion of materials form large aggregates or precipitate out of 

solution, limiting the accuracy of such estimates.  

 

Another potential complication in characterization of the Pdot structure, although not yet addressed 

in the literature, is the possibility of a dynamic structure, where for example individual Pdots may 

collide or break apart, exchange material with other Pdots, or form large aggregates over time. The 

effects of such processes would be difficult to observe on an ensemble level but may impact the 
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downstream use of Pdots. Liposomal systems are known to undergo fission, fusion, and the 

dynamic exchange of materials, which may occur analogously with Pdots [114]. 

 

1.2.4.2 Size and size distributions 

Pdots and SPNs have been synthesized over a wide size range, from < 10 nm to 100s of nm or 

microns. To be considered a Pdot, SPNs must have an average diameter less than 100 nm, although 

NPs above this size cut-off retain many of the same physical and optical properties. Pdot size is 

influenced by a number of factors including the structural rigidity of the SP, the precursor 

concentration used in synthesis, and the relative volumes of the organic and aqueous phases during 

nanoprecipitation [24, 61, 74]. Hydrodynamic sizes are usually determined by dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) and dehydrated particle sizes are determined by TEM and AFM. 

 

Pdots made by nanoprecipitation typically have broad size distributions (standard deviations) 

ranging from 15–30 nm, although some groups have reported much narrower distributions (< 5 

nm) for some materials [24]. Broad size distributions likely arise from the polydispersity of the 

starting materials and the poor control observed with nanoprecipitation. Size distributions are best 

described by a lognormal function, because there are significant contributions above the average 

diameter from larger aggregates.  

 

1.2.5 Optical properties 

The optical properties of a Pdot are largely conferred by its constituent SP. Unlike QDs, the optical 

properties are not directly dependent on particle size but instead are influenced by the arrangement 

and packing of the SP chains in the particle core, which are somewhat related to particle size, 
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among other factors such as backbone rigidity [24, 61]. Changes in the optical properties due to 

particle size or chain packing are often subtle and obscured by the wide size distributions across 

an ensemble of particles. Selected optical properties of Pdots, QDs, and dyes are listed in Table 

1.4. 

 

Table 1.4. Selected optical properties of Pdots, QDs and fluorescent dyes. Adapted from ref. [109]. 

 Pdots QDs Fluorescent dyes 

Electronic transitiona π-π* VB-CB π-π*, nb-π* 

Number of chromophore unitsb 102-105 1 1 

Absorption coefficientc 107-108 M-1cm-1 105-107 M-1cm-1 104-105 M-1cm-1 

Absorption FWHM 50-200 nm 150-300 nm 30-80 nm 

Two-photon cross-sectionc 103-107 GM 103-104 GM 101-102 GM 

Quantum yield 0.1-0.6 0.1-0.9 0.05-0.9 

Emission lifetimed 100 ps to 1 ns 10-50 ns 1-10 ns 

Emission FWHMe 50-100 nm 25-40 nm 30-80 nm 

Blinkingf Size dependent Typical Some 

Number of photons emittedg 108-109 107-108 104-106 

a Electronic transition associated with photon absorption and emission 
b Number of chromophore units per NP or molecule 
c Values increase with NP size 
d Pdots and QDs often have multiexponential lifetimes whereas dyes have single exponential lifetimes 
e Pdots and dyes have asymmetric red-tailed emission that is under-represented by the FWHM 
f Only small Pdots (<10 nm diameter) exhibit emission blinking 
g Total number of photons emitted by a single NP or molecule before irreversible photobleaching 

 

 

1.2.5.1 Absorbance 

Pdots typically have very broad absorption bands, ranging from the UV into the visible and usually 

containing multiple electronic transitions. The particle size has a negligible effect on the peak 

shape, but larger particles, containing more chromophores, have larger absorption cross sections. 

For example, the peak absorption cross section of 15 nm Pdots was reported to be ~10-13 cm2, 
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orders of magnitude greater than QDs or organic dyes [24]. Many groups do not report absorption 

cross sections or molar extinction coefficients for Pdots because of the difficulty and significant 

uncertainty involved in determining their concentrations, but estimated molar extinction 

coefficients range from 107-109 M-1cm-1 depending on the nature of the material [109].  

 

An unaggregated polymer chain dissolved in a good solvent primarily exists in a straight or open 

conformation, although it will still experience some amount of bending or kinking along its 

backbone where π-conjugation is broken due to poor orbital overlap. Polymer segments bounded 

by these conformational changes act as linked but independent chromophores having different 

extents of π-conjugation. As approximated by the 1D particle in a box model, longer segments will 

have lower π-π* energy gaps. As the solvent quality decreases (i.e., polarity increases), the polymer 

chain will begin to coil on itself or form chain-chain aggregates. The formation of coils decreases 

the effective conjugation length, increasing the energy of the π-π* energy gap and blue-shifting 

the absorption spectrum. The absorption spectrum of the resultant Pdot is the superposition of 

absorption from the individual segments having different effective conjugation lengths. 

Resultingly, Pdot absorption bands are typically broad (> 50 FWHM) [61].  

 

Pdots are promising materials for use in multiphoton spectroscopy. Conventional fluorophores 

have two photon absorption (2PA) cross sections less than 100 GM [115]. Pdots have high two- 

and three-photon absorption cross sections, allowing for excitation in the NIR-I (700-950 nm) or 

NIR-II (1000-1700 nm) transparency windows. Pdots approximately 20 nm in diameter having 

varying composition were reported to have 2PA absorption cross sections between 104-105 GM 

[74]. Pdots containing two types of SPs were reported to have 2PA cross sections of 106 GM [116]. 
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2PA applications have been reported using Pdots, where NIR excitation and emission overcomes 

some limitations of traditional fluorescence imaging. The high tissue penetration of NIR light has 

allowed Pdots to find use as 2PA fluorescence probes for in vivo imaging of vasculature in mice 

brains [117].  More recently, NIR-I emitting Pdots with a 2PA cross section of  ca. 103 GM were 

used to image brain vasculature through the skulls of living mice  [35]. 

 

1.2.5.2 Steady state emission  

Pdot fluorescence arises solely from the constituent semiconducting polymer. SPs are inherently 

emissive due to their molecular structure (see section 1.2.3.1). SPs feature extended π-conjugation 

along their backbones, and as a result a large number of molecular orbitals with similar energies 

exist forming band-like electronic structures, giving rise to their semiconducting character. SP and 

Pdot emission arise from π-π* transitions from the LUMO (i.e., bottom of the conduction band) to 

the HOMO (i.e., top of the valence band). The emission colour of the Pdot solely depends on the 

identity of the SP and unlike QDs is not directly dependent on the particle size (i.e., not quantum 

confinement).  

 

When SP chains collapse into a Pdot, many competing photophysical processes occur 

simultaneously, namely electronic energy transfer from high to low energy states, triplet-triplet 

annihilation, exciton quenching by triplets, and singlet exciton quenching polarons [66]. Emission 

typically redshifts compared to the unaggregated polymer in solution because of increased 

interchain interactions. Some fraction of the chromophores within the Pdot form aggregate species 

of lower energy. Chromophores of relatively high π-π* gaps may absorb simultaneously within 

the Pdot, but, due to the tight chain packing and short donor-acceptor distances, efficient energy 
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transfer occurs driving energy towards the lower energy aggregate chromophores. This energy 

transfer process is very rapid and emission only occurs from the low energy states, of which there 

are 1-3 per polymer chain [24].  

 

Unmodified Pdots typically have broad, asymmetric emission peaks (FWHM 50-100 nm), arising 

from the range of effective conjugation lengths of the chromophores, the differing local 

environments of the chromophores (i.e., in the hydrophobic core or contacting polar water 

molecules at the surface) and rapid energy transfer processes to low energy states [26]. The peak 

width may be a disadvantage for applications requiring spectral purity such as multiplexing, but 

various strategies have been deployed to narrow the emission band, usually doping in a sufficiently 

high number of organic dyes to act as energy acceptors and cause near complete quenching of the 

SP [118].    

 

1.2.5.3 Time-resolved emission 

The excited state dynamics of SPs and Pdots are complex as a large number of photophysical 

processes may occur simultaneously [119]. Fluorescence lifetimes of SPs are typically studied 

using thin films for applications in organic electronics, which are seen to have short (< 5 ns) 

lifetimes whose values are dependent upon the phase of the polymer and interactions with 

neighbouring species (e.g., energy transfer decreasing measured lifetimes) [120-121]. Solution-

phase SPs also typically have fluorescence lifetimes on the order of a few nanoseconds [122]. 

Pdots typically display short fluorescence lifetimes (< 1 ns) [24, 123]. Some high-speed 

applications benefit from such a fast radiative rate such as flow cytometry, high-speed imaging 

and single particle tracking [26].  
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1.2.5.4 Quantum yield and per particle brightness 

The quantum yield of Pdots can vary dramatically depending upon the identity of the SP or simply 

from batch-to-batch variation. Typical Pdot quantum yields range from a few to 40% [24]. Pdots 

containing multiple types of SPs have been reported to have quantum yields up to 57%  [117]. 

There are conflicting reports on the relationship between particle size and quantum yield. Some 

groups have reported that there is little effect of particle size on quantum yield [59], while other 

studies have shown that smaller Pdots have higher quantum yields owing to the higher efficiency 

of energy transfer to various quenchers in larger particles  [24].  

 

The brightness of a fluorophore is usually quantified as the product of its quantum yield and molar 

extinction coefficient at the excitation wavelength, Eqn. 1.1, where B is the brightness, Φ is the 

quantum yield and ε is the molar extinction coefficient.   

B   (1.1) 

As a multichromophoric system, Pdots have very high per-particle brightness, orders of magnitude 

brighter than QDs, which are themselves heralded as an ultrabright fluorophore and are orders of 

magnitude brighter than organic dyes [124]. For example, F8BT/PSPEGCOOH Pdots were 

reported to be 30 times brighter than QDs (Qdot 565 from Invitrogen) or the molecular dye Alexa 

488 when excited at 488 nm [59]. Pdot brightness scales with particle size, as larger particles 

contain more chromophores and active fluorophores (i.e., low energy emissive states).  

 

Sun et al. performed a systematic study of the effect of Pdot size and brightness using single 

particle fluorescence imaging [61]. CNMEHPPV/PSMA Pdots were synthesized having average 
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diameters of 16 nm, 33 nm and 59 nm. The quantum yields of all batches were comparable 

(between 40-50%), indicating that any changes in particle brightness must arise from changes in 

the molar extinction coefficient or absorption cross section. The volume of a spherical particle, or 

in the case of a Pdot the number of chromophores per particle, scales with the cube of its radius 

and therefore particle brightness was also expected to have a cubic dependence on particle 

diameter. However, a quadratic dependence between particle diameter and brightness was 

observed. Although the authors suggest several experimental rationales that may account for this 

deviation, changes in the photophysical behaviour of Pdots as a function of size likely affect the 

efficiency of absorption and the observed fluorescence brightness.  

 

1.2.5.5 Photostability 

Pdots are typically reported to have excellent photostability and have been reported to emit 

between 106 and 109 photons before irreversibly photobleaching (i.e., the death number), 

corresponding to a photobleaching quantum yield of 10-10 to 10-8 [24, 74]. They typically do not 

photobleach over short times (at low excitation power) and their resistance to photobleaching is 

better than organic dyes and comparable to QDs  [56, 67, 124]. 

 

Efforts have been made to characterize the photobleaching behaviour of Pdots. At sufficiently low 

excitation powers, organic dyes exhibit monoexponential photobleaching kinetics. SPs and Pdots 

exhibit much more complex behaviour due to interactions between a large number of species 

within and around the polymer(s) including excitons, polarons, molecular oxygen, and partially 

oxidized polymeric species whose structures are unknown [76]. Photobleaching of Pdots has been 

hypothesized to occur largely by photoinduced radicals that may be quenched by radical 
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scavengers (e.g., HEPES and MES buffer) to reduce photobleaching  [72]. In some cases, observed 

emission can increase upon prolonged photoexcitation, for example, if emissive species are formed 

from the oxidation of the SP backbone [76].  

 

1.2.5.6 Fluorescence intermittency (blinking)  

Fluorescence intermittency or blinking refers to the phenomenon of a fluorophore switching 

between an ‘on’ (emissive) and ‘off’ (non-emissive) state under continuous excitation. Blinking is 

a commonly observed phenomenon in single particle measurements of QDs, where typical 

blinking time scales range from milliseconds to seconds [125].  

 

Large Pdots (> 10 nm diameters) do not exhibit blinking, but smaller Pdots sometimes do [59, 74]. 

Smaller (and dimmer) Pdots contain fewer chromophore units. On/off dynamics occurring within 

a single Pdot cause fluctuations in the number of fluorophores that are in the on state versus the 

off state. When the number of chromophores is sufficiently high, there is always an appreciable 

fraction of fluorophores in the on (emissive) state leading to constant fluorescence. Single chain 

NPs may blink when single photooxidation events generate polarons (positive charges) that quench 

excitons within a radius larger than the radius of the NP [66]. Tuneable blinking has been 

demonstrated with Pdots, where the ratio of the donor and acceptor monomers of the SP is varied 

to change the proportion of time a single Pdot spends in the on or off state, which is desirable for 

some super-resolution imaging techniques [88]. 
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1.2.6 Biocompatibility 

The physical and chemical properties of a nanoparticle, specifically its size, shape and surface 

chemistry, largely determine its biocompatibility [126]. Biocompatibility is generally defined as 

“the quality of not having toxic or injurious effects on biological systems” or more specifically 

“the ability of a material to perform with an appropriate host response in a specific application” 

[127]. Pdots are typically considered to be one of the most biocompatible fluorescent 

nanomaterials because of their benign chemical composition. Pdots are usually composed of only 

organic materials and contain no metals or metalloids that may induce toxicity (unless such 

materials are doped into the Pdot core to achieve a specific function). This is a key advantage over 

heavy metal-containing QDs which may have deleterious effects if poorly passivated (i.e., if heavy 

metal atoms leach from the core). Being brighter, lower concentrations of Pdots are required to 

achieve similar signal levels as QDs, further decreasing the likelihood of negative effects on the 

biological matrix [128]. 

 

For in vitro experiments, biocompatibility is considered in terms of cytotoxicity, defined as the 

“effect or range of effects, microscopic and/or visual ranging from impairment in growth to 

complete cell lysis or dissolution, caused by the presence of test materials, in cultures, relative to 

control cultures” [127]. Such effects include “decreased plating efficiency, lysis, inhibition of 

macro-molecular synthesis and cell growth, and detachment of cells from the substrate” [127]. 

Pdots have been observed to be taken up into cells non-specifically by an endocytic mechanism  

[24, 67, 82], although the specific endocytic mechanism and the kinetics of uptake depend on the 

cell line under study [129]. Numerous studies have shown that Pdots of varying compositions have 

no measurable cytotoxic effects on a variety of cell lines [33, 67, 82, 128], and in some cases Pdots 
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induce cell proliferation [73]. However, surface chemistry is an important factor for determining 

cytotoxicity. For example, SDS is known to cause damage to the cell membrane, so SDS-coated 

SPNs may be toxic, particularly in the presence of excess SDS (i.e., inefficient purification) [67]. 

Conversely, PEG-capped SPNs were shown to cause no damage to the cell membrane upon 2 h 

incubation  [56].  

 

Biocompatibility of Pdots or SPNs may be further increased by custom design of constituent SPs 

to make them metabolizable in vivo. SPs containing vinyl bonds that may be enzymatically cleaved 

or oxidized were used to synthesize SPNs for photoacoustic imaging and photothermal therapy. 

These materials were used to perform in vivo imaging in a mouse model, and resulting metabolites 

were small (~1 nm) and were cleared from the body by the hepatobiliary and renal systems [130-

131]. 

 

1.2.7 Applications of Pdots 

Although Pdots are still in their infancy, many bioanalytical applications have been reported using 

Pdots. Their unique physical structure and other characteristics are favourable for a variety of 

applications in chemical and biochemical sensing and in vitro and in vivo imaging. Pdots have 

become increasingly popular materials for photodynamic and photothermal therapy due to their 

efficient absorption of excitation light and the relative ease of doping in energy acceptors.  

 

1.2.7.1 Sensing 

Fluorescence sensors using Pdots have been developed for a wide range of biologically relevant 

analytes. Pdots may be used as a fluorescent label, for example, in a sandwich style immunoassay 
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[60] or a multiplexed lateral flow assay [132]. Binding of surface carboxylate groups of 

F8BT/PSMA Pdots to Cu(II) or Fe(II) ions was used to design an aggregation-induced quenching 

assay [77]. When deposited onto an electrode, Pdots have been used as an electrochemiluminescent 

probe for amino acids [79], protein biomarkers for disease [80], microRNA [81] and metal ions  

[133]. Pdots have also been paired with other fluorophores, such as luminescent lanthanide 

complexes, for ratiometric fluorescence sensing [71]. 

 

1.2.7.1.1 Energy transfer-based sensing 

Pdots are promising materials as energy donors in energy transfer-based sensing applications. They 

efficiently absorb excitation light and transfer that energy with high efficiency to nearby acceptors 

either within the Pdot core or at the Pdot surface. Hydrophobic dyes are often non-specifically 

doped into Pdots to facilitate energy transfer and redshift the emission signal. Porphyrin-doped 

Pdots have been used as sensors for oxygen with both conventional and smartphone camera 

detection for point-of-care diagnostics [75, 108]. Target-sensitive and target-insensitive 

fluorophores may be jointly included in the SP backbone for ET sensing, for example of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) in vitro and in vivo [90]. Pdots have also been incorporated into sensors as 

the energy acceptor, for example, in a thermochemiluminescent sensor system with enhanced 

fluorescence brightness [60].  

 

Pdots may also be paired with non-emissive quenchers such as gold nanoparticles to facilitate 

‘turn-on’ sensing where upon binding of a target, the linkage between the Pdot and the quencher 

is broken, preventing energy transfer and restoring emission from the Pdot [69]. A positive readout 

lateral flow assay for a small molecule analyte was also reported combining Pdot and AuNPs for 
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generating the analytical signal [134].  Similarly, Pdots were conjugated to a metal organic 

framework quencher by a peptide offering turn-on fluorescence sensing of enzymatic cleavage 

[70].  

 

ET-based sensors are often advantageous in that the analytical signal can be taken as a ratio of the 

donor and acceptor emission, minimizing effects of the local environment or fluctuations of the 

excitation beam or detection method. Rhodamine B, an inherently temperature sensitive dye, was 

end functionalized onto hydrophobic polystyrene for doping into Pdots and was used for 

ratiometric temperature sensing [31]. Pdots may also be paired with sensitizers known to 

participate in photoinduced electron transfer (PET). Liao et al. reported an in vivo NO2- sensor 

using a Pdot where Rhodamine B was incorporated into the SP backbone. Bonding of the analyte 

to the polymer prevented PET from occurring between the modulator polymer segment and 

Rhodamine B, the transducer element [91]. 

 

1.2.7.2 Imaging  

1.2.7.2.1 .In vitro 

Pdots make a near-ideal fluorescence imaging probe due to their brightness and high absorption 

cross section, allowing efficient absorption of excitation light and therefore bright emission at low 

incident power. Pdots were first used for in vitro imaging in 2008, where Pdots of different 

emission colours (i.e., composed of different SPs) were used to non-specifically label cells [24]. 

Non-specific cellular labelling has since been demonstrated by a number of research groups [56, 

67, 89], and some specific immunolabeling applications have also been reported [59, 61]. Pdots 
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have also been used as labels for flow cytometry [59, 89]. Analyte-sensitive Pdots have also been 

used for imaging, for example oxygen-sensitive Pdots were used for hypoxia imaging [135].  

 

The energy transfer capabilities of Pdots have also been used in imaging applications. Europium-

grafted Pdots have been used for live cell imaging leveraging the efficient absorption of Pdots with 

the long-lived emission from luminescent lanthanide complexes to achieve time-gated imaging 

[33, 83]. Photoswitchable molecular quenchers have also been incorporated into the Pdot to allow 

for selective cellular imaging dubbed ‘optical painting’ [68], flow cytometry applications, and the 

specific labelling of sub-cellular structures [94]. 

 

Owing to their extreme brightness, Pdots have also found use in super-resolution imaging 

techniques such as super-resolution optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) [88, 136], and stimulated 

emission depletion (STED) microscopy [137]. 2D and 3D single particle tracking has also been 

demonstrated with F8BT Pdots, where their fast emission rates (109 photons per second) resulted 

in good (i.e., less than 2 nm) lateral and spatial resolution [138].  

 

1.2.7.2.2 .In vivo 

Pdots have found use in a wide variety of in vivo imaging applications. For these applications, 

emission (and excitation) in the NIR region of the spectrum is favoured as tissue is typically 

transparent at these wavelengths, reducing the effects of autofluorescence and scattering from the 

sample. Pdot emission is easily tuned to the red or NIR via the use of doped dyes (e.g., porphyrins) 

or by utilizing blends of multiple SPs.  
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Pdots have been used for the specific and non-specific imaging of tumors in mouse models. Via 

carbodiimide chemistry, tumor targeting peptides such as chlorotoxin can be conjugated to the 

Pdot surface to enable specific imaging [124]. NIR-emitting self-luminescing Pdot probes were 

reported by Xiong et al., where an energy cascade involving both bioluminescence resonance 

energy transfer and FRET enabled in vivo imaging of lymph nodes and tumors in a mouse model 

without external excitation [139]. Miao et al. designed NIR-emitting Pdot probes capable of super-

bright ‘afterglow’ emission where emission continues after the cessation of excitation to eliminate 

interference from autofluorescence. These probes were used to non-specifically image both lymph 

nodes and tumors in a mouse model [100].  

 

Pdots have also been developed for the detection of analytes in vivo. By incorporation of an oxygen 

sensitive porphyrin into the SP backbone, oxygen sensitive Pdots were prepared and used to detect 

hypoxia (low oxygen concentrations) in vitro and in vivo [135]. Oxygen-sensitive Pdots containing 

long-lifetime phosphorescent dyes were conjugated to glucose oxidase for in vivo monitoring of 

euglycemia (normal blood glucose levels) and hyperglycemia (high blood glucose levels) in live 

mice. The consumption of glucose by glucose oxidase consumed oxygen, restoring emission from 

the dye and changing the emission colour of the sensor. The Pdot-enzyme complex was implanted 

into live mice and used to monitor blood glucose levels, and was sufficiently bright to enable 

detection via a smartphone camera in lieu of traditional fluorescence instrumentation [75].  

 

More recently, Pdots have been developed for multiphoton fluorescence applications. Pdots, 

having 2PA cross sections orders of magnitude higher than other fluorophores, are well suited for 

2PA and multiphoton bioimaging. Of particular interest are fluorescent probes that can both absorb 
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and emit in the NIR region of optical transparency. Both two- and three-photon fluorescence 

techniques have been demonstrated using NIR-emitting Pdots with varying composition for the 

imaging of vasculature and tumors in mouse models [140-141]. 

 

1.2.7.3 Photothermal and photodynamic therapy 

Due to their highly efficient absorption of excitation light and the ease of doping energy acceptors 

into their cores, Pdots have become popular sensitizers for photothermal therapy (PTT) and 

photodynamic therapy (PDT) [49]. In PTT, incident light energy is transformed by a sensitizer into 

heat to treat certain medical conditions such as cancer. In PDT, light energy is absorbed by a 

photosensitizer that acts to produce cytotoxic singlet oxygen or other reactive oxygen species. Both 

methods are favoured for being non-invasive and localized only to the area of irradiation (i.e., 

minimal toxicity to healthy tissue). When used with Pdots these methods are often paired with 

photoacoustic imaging (PAI), a technique where optical excitation of a probe leads to heating and 

thermal expansion, causing the probe to emit ultrasonic waves that can be detected by ultrasonic 

transducers to produce images. PAI is sometimes favoured over fluorescence as it has deep tissue 

penetration and good spatial resolution.  

 

Photoacoustic imaging with SPNs was first investigated in 2014 where they were doped with ROS-

sensitive dyes to achieve ROS sensing and whole body lymph node mapping of mice [142]. PAI 

was also used to monitor embryonic stem cell‐derived cardiomyocytes using SPs encapsulated in 

a non-emissive matrix [143].  
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In vitro PDT was first demonstrated with Pdots in 2014 [144]. Energy transfer from the fluorene 

units to phosphorescent iridium units both in the polymer backbone produced singlet oxygen for 

PDT. Some semiconducting polymers are inherently photothermal (i.e., convert light to heat) and 

have been used to synthesize photothermally active Pdots without the need for a secondary 

sensitizer. NPs containing a photothermally active SP encapsulated in a non-emissive polymer 

matrix were seen to ablate tumor cells by PTT in 2015 [145]. In vitro and in vivo PTT with Pdots 

was first reported in 2016, where Pdots demonstrated high (65%) photothermal conversion 

efficiency [32]. Similar systems were used to achieve concurrent PTT and photoacoustic imaging 

with maximum photothermal conversion efficiencies above 40% and 50% respectively [84, 146]. 

Biodegradable PTT and PAI active SPNs were reported in 2018 [130] and enzyme-cleavable SPNs 

soon followed in 2019 [131].  

 

Multimodal PTT and PDT has also been reported with Pdots. Jiang et al. designed Pdots with 

inherent PTT and PDT activity, with 40% photothermal conversion efficiency and 3% 

photodynamic conversion efficiency. A therapeutic agent was coupled to the particle surface via a 

linker that was cleaved by singlet oxygen. Upon irradiation, singlet oxygen was produced by the 

Pdot core and the therapeutic agent was released, improving its delivery to the tumor site [95]. 

PTT, PAI and nitric oxide therapy have similarly been combined using an SPN platform [147].  

 

1.2.7.4 Multimodal Pdots 

Pdots may be combined with species of other functionalities to create fluorescent multimodal 

materials for a variety of applications, beyond combinations of PTT, PDT and PAI.  
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Pdot nanocomposites have been reported where a distinct inorganic nanoparticle is doped into the 

Pdot core. Magnetic iron oxide NP-doped Pdots may be used for concomitant cellular separation 

and fluorescence imaging, or gold NP-doped Pdots may be used to provide contrast in brightfield 

and fluorescence imaging using a single probe [148]. Pdot-coated gold nanorods have been 

reported for dual-modal colourimetric and plasmon-enhanced fluorescence readout of a lateral 

flow assay for PSA as a model analyte [149]. SPs have also been used to form Janus structures 

embedded with magnetic iron oxide NPs used for magnetic particle imaging, magnetic resonance 

imaging, photoacoustic imaging and fluorescence imaging in vivo [150]. Gold NP-doped Pdots 

have also been reported for concomitant in vivo X-ray computed tomography and fluorescence 

imaging [85]. Lanthanide-coordinated Pdots were reported to provide signals for both flow 

cytometry (i.e., fluorescence-labeling) and mass cytometry [92]. QDs have been doped into the 

Pdot core via covalent conjugation to the SP backbone to combine the desirable optical properties 

of both species  [151]. Pdots may be localized along with therapeutic agents such as doxorubicin 

in the hydrophobic cores of micelles or liposomes for theranostic applications [152-153].  

 

1.2.8 Bioconjugation strategies 

Many bioanalytical applications of fluorescence require the fluorophore to be specifically 

conjugated to the analyte of interest or another species to enable specific targeting (e.g., 

streptavidin, specific antibodies, etc.). The fluorophore therefore must contain reactive functional 

groups to enable the formation of covalent bonds between itself and the desired target. The ideal 

conjugation reaction is highly efficient, specific and selective, both chemically and with regards 

to the site of conjugation. Non-covalent conjugation may be achieved via non-specific binding 

(i.e., adsorption), but this strategy is disfavoured as it offers limited control.  
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1.2.8.1 Carbodiimide crosslinking  

Carbodiimide crosslinking involves the reaction between a carboxylic acid group and a primary 

amine, forming a stable amide bond. This reaction is extremely common due to its ease, rapidity, 

and the ubiquity of carboxylic acid and amine groups in biological species.  The following section 

describes the mechanism of carbodiimide crosslinking, possible side reactions, and its use for 

bioconjugation to the Pdot surface.  

 

1.2.8.1.1 Mechanism and side reactions 

Carbodiimides directly couple an amine and a carboxylic acid without the insertion of other atoms. 

The most common water soluble carbodiimide reagent is 1-ethyl-3-(3 dimethylaminopropyl) 

carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC). EDC reacts with carboxylic acids to form an O-acylisourea 

intermediate that is highly reactive towards nucleophiles such as primary amines (Scheme 1.1). 

Reaction with a primary amine forms the desired product by way of amide bond formation [154].  

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1.1 EDC mediated reaction of a carboxylic acid with a primary amine. 
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However, several side reactions are possible that do not result in the desired bond formation. EDC 

may hydrolyze and form a non-reactive isourea side product, either directly or by first forming the 

reactive O-acylisorea intermediate (Scheme 1.2). A non-reactive N-acylisourea derivative may 

also be formed between two neighbouring EDC molecules. For species containing both an amine 

and carboxylic acid functionality, self-polymerization may also occur [154].  

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1.2 Hydrolysis of EDC to the isourea byproduct.  

 

 

Although carbodiimide crosslinking is ubiquitous, the use of this reaction has several key 

drawbacks. The reaction suffers from a lack of selectivity and site specificity. EDC will link any 

carboxylic acid to any primary amine, both of which are common functionalities in biomolecules. 
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The lack of specificity is especially problematic when carbodiimide crosslinking is used with 

proteins which contain many amine and carboxylate groups. Conjugation may occur within the 

active site, or conjugation to a large body such as a nanoparticle may block the active site. The 

reaction also suffers from poor efficiency. Even using optimized reaction conditions, it is difficult 

to control the extent of the reaction and only a subset of available groups will participate in the 

reaction.  

 

1.2.8.1.2 Carbodiimide crosslinking with Pdots 

Pdots are commonly synthesized to have surface carboxylate groups, suitable for carbodiimide 

crosslinking with primary amines. Carbodiimide crosslinking is the dominant method for Pdot 

conjugation. Most commonly, EDC is used to couple streptavidin to the Pdot surface to enable 

further conjugation to biotin-labelled species such as antibodies for cellular labelling [28, 60-61, 

68, 83, 89, 92, 94]. Antibodies may also be directly conjugated to the Pdot surface via carbodiimide 

crosslinking albeit with no of control of orientation [132]. Carbodiimide crosslinking has been 

used to conjugate other recognition elements to the Pdot surface such as tumor-targeting peptides 

and DNA, and is generalizable so long as the species contains at least one primary amine [80, 124]. 

Functional enzymes such as glucose oxidase have also been conjugated to the Pdot surface via 

EDC coupling [155]. Organic dyes have been conjugated to the Pdot surface by EDC to participate 

in energy transfer [156]. 

 

Carbodiimide crosslinking as also been used to introduce other functional groups to the Pdot 

surface that are useful for other types of bioconjugation reactions. For example, the Chiu group 
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coupled small alkyne- and azide-terminated amine molecules to the Pdot surface to facilitate 

biorthogonal click reactions [78].  

 

1.2.8.2 Other strategies 

To date, few alternative bioconjugation strategies have been reported with Pdots. Amphiphilic 

polymers containing reactive groups other than carboxylic acids have been used to enable new 

bioconjugation pathways, such as the thiol-containing polystyrene reactive against isothiocyanates 

and maleimides [157].  Reactive functionalities may be directly added to the backbones of custom-

synthesized SPs. In such cases reactive groups are usually appended to the long alkyl substituents 

of the fluorene monomer to minimize disruptions to the overall electronic structure of the 

polymers. In the absence of carboxy-containing amphiphile, carboxylic acid may be incorporated 

into the SP backbone although such a structure still requires carbodiimide crosslinking for 

bioconjugation [93]. Other reactive groups, such as azides for use in click chemistry reactions, 

may also be introduced to the SP during synthesis [95]. Silica-coated Pdots have a wider variety 

of bioconjugate chemistries accessible via the diversity of silanization reagents available for their 

preparation [102].  

 

1.2.9 Current limitations  

Pdots have many of the characteristics of an ideal fluorophore as outlined in Section 1.1.1. They 

have a broad excitation band, have extremely high per particle brightness, have good aqueous 

stability over the time course of a typical fluorescence experiment, and contain some surface 

functional groups for bioconjugation. However, Pdots are highly deficient in some areas and 

require continued development and optimization. Because of their brightness and apparent 
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biocompatibility, these materials are extremely promising as a fluorescent probe in a wide variety 

of applications across not only bioanalysis but also in fields such as organic electronics. For Pdots 

to go beyond their current niche these limitations must be addressed. 

 

1.2.9.1 Pdot synthesis 

Current synthetic methods for Pdots suffer from many limitations. Nanoprecipitation is poorly 

controlled and poorly reproducible. Although some variables have been identified that affect the 

particle sizes obtained, the effects of mixing efficiency, injection rate, and the volume of mixing 

have not been quantified. Consequently, synthetic methods are difficult to reproduce between 

research groups who are likely using different equipment for synthesis. Studies on the effect of 

particle size are difficult to perform due to difficulties producing multiple batches of the same size 

and the broad size distributions obtained. As nanoprecipitation is usually performed manually, it 

suffers from inherent limitations in scale. Pdot research would greatly benefit from an improved 

and more precisely defined synthetic method allowing greater control over particle size. 

Additionally, commercial adoption of Pdots will require synthetic methods more amenable to 

larger volume scales.  

 

1.2.9.2 Poor aqueous stability 

Pdots are typically reported to have good aqueous stability over the time course of several months. 

However, such statements are rarely supported by quantitative data regarding the particle size, 

concentration, or fluorescence brightness over time. Although their aqueous stability is suitable 

for the time course of a typical fluorescence experiment (i.e., hours to days), in our hands Pdots 

tend to form large aggregates, sometimes visible to the naked eye, or destabilize on longer time 
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scales. Destabilization (i.e., the loss of colloidal stability) is typically marked by the deposition of 

fluorescent material on the walls of the storage vessel and is thought to occur from surface-induced 

unfolding.  

 

Additionally, Pdots display poor stability in acidic, neutral, and basic buffers and solutions of high 

ionic strength. Most bioanalytical sensing and imaging methodologies must be performed in an 

environment of controlled pH and thusly poor Pdot stability in such conditions presents a serious 

limitation. Possible solutions include covalent crosslinking of the Pdot to itself [99, 158] or the 

engineering of the Pdot surface to enhance stability.  

 

1.2.9.3 Dearth of bioconjugation chemistries  

Bioconjugation to the Pdot surface is almost always performed using carbodiimide crosslinking, 

whose limitations are discussed in Section 1.2.8.1.1. There currently exists a significant dearth of 

site specific or biorthogonal conjugation chemistries demonstrated with Pdots, arising from the 

limited number of unique surface chemistries that have been investigated with Pdots. Carbodiimide 

crosslinking is not optimal for methods where the orientation or number of species on the Pdot 

surface matters for the downstream applications. For example, the binding site of an antibody may 

be inaccessible to its antigen if bound in a non-productive orientation or the active site of an 

enzyme may be blocked if too near the particle surface. It is non-trivial to control the number of 

energy acceptors bound to the Pdot surface for energy transfer-based sensing applications when 

they are conjugated via EDC. The investigation of alternative surface chemistries and coatings is 

necessary to expand the scope of possible conjugation chemistries and improve the utility of Pdots 

in bioanalysis.  
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1.2.9.4 Poorly understood photophysics  

An individual Pdot comprises hundreds or thousands of closely packed chromophores. The internal 

structure of Pdots including the chain packing density, crystallinity, and extent of intermixing 

between the SP and amphiphile is not well known and is difficult to control via current synthetic 

methods. The photophysical processes within the Pdot core and on the Pdot surface are likely 

highly dependent on these factors. Additionally, multiple short-lived species such as excitons and 

polarons are likely involved in Pdot photophysics.  

 

There are many examples of energy transfer-based Pdot sensors in the literature. In most cases, 

FRET is assumed to be the mechanism of action. There is limited evidence that FRET is the 

dominant mechanism either when the energy acceptor is doped with the Pdot core or located at the 

surface. The location of energy acceptors is poorly defined due to the permeable and ill-defined 

structure of the Pdot itself. Although FRET is a probable mechanism because of its long range of 

action compared to other ET mechanisms, it is not the only possibility. Dexter energy transfer and 

photoinduced electron transfer (PET) are alternate mechanisms that act at shorter donor-acceptor 

distances. Energy acceptors doped within the Pdot core or adsorbed onto its surface may be close 

enough to the Pdot chromophores for Dexter ET and/or PET to occur with good efficiency. This 

ambiguity leads to difficulty in rational sensor design, where the number and location of energy 

acceptors and the mechanism of ET affect how the fluorescence signal is modulated. Pdot 

photophysics must be investigated more thoroughly for the development of improved, ultrabright 

fluorescence sensors relying on these materials.  
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1.3 Contributions of this thesis 

Pdots are a very promising emergent fluorescent probe for a variety of applications in bioanalysis. 

However, development beyond proof-of-concept applications will require fundamental research 

into and optimization of their synthesis, photophysics, surface chemistry, and bioconjugation 

chemistries. As highlighted in Section 1.2.9, Pdots have several major deficiencies currently 

precluding their widespread adoption in bioanalysis. This thesis describes efforts towards the 

optimization of Pdots in overcoming some of these limitations. Namely, improvements were made 

towards Pdot synthesis, the understanding of Pdot photophysics, and the stability and surface 

chemistry of Pdots. Additionally, Pdots with improved surface chemistry were used in proof-of-

concept immunoassay and cellular imaging applications, demonstrating their utility as a bright 

fluorescent probe.  

 

To date there have been limited attempts to systematically study Pdot synthesis by 

nanoprecipitation. Pdots are typically synthesized manually, that is with limited control over how 

the precursor and aqueous solutions are introduced and mixed, with poor reproducibility as the 

result. Additionally, the nature of SP and amphiphilic polymer (AP) materials that will reliably 

form small, colloidally stable Pdots has not been studied systematically. Chapter 5 of this thesis 

addresses these problems using a flow-based manufacturing methodology for Pdot synthesis. The 

use of a semi-automated system allowed for the systematic study of the variables impacting 

particle sizes and size distributions. A variety of SPs and amphiphilic polymers having different 

properties were surveyed to test whether small, colloidally stable particles could be produced. 

Finally, as a first step to the commercial production of Pdots, the flow-based method allowed for 

the scale-up of Pdot synthesis to volumes not achievable using the manual injection method.  
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Because Pdots are multichromophoric, their photophysics are complicated and they do not have a 

direct analogue in other luminescent nanomaterials. Although it is possible to design energy 

transfer-based sensors without full knowledge of the system’s photophysics, such sensors must be 

designed empirically. The ability to predict the system’s response to an analyte would allow for 

the rational design of chemical and biological sensors and would enable a higher degree of 

sophistication. Some studies on the nature of energy transfer in Pdot systems have been performed, 

but a full picture of the photophysical processes occurring therein has yet to emerge. Chapter 6 

presents an in-depth photophysical study of Pdots in an energy transfer configuration with a variety 

of organic dyes to elucidate the mechanism of ET in such systems. Although FRET has been 

postulated to be the dominant ET mechanism with Pdots, Chapter 6 considers Dexter energy 

transfer and photoinduced electron transfer as alternate and concurrent mechanisms.  

 

Surface chemistry is an important consideration for any system to be deployed in a biological 

context. The surface chemistry of a material governs its interactions with its environment and 

controls what chemical modifications are possible. Pdots are most often synthesized having a 

negatively charged (above pH 5) carboxylated surface and are therefore prone to non-specific 

binding with many species that may be present in a biological matrix. Pdot surface chemistry is 

usually controlled by the identity of the co-precipitated amphiphile forming the putative shell 

structure. Additional surface coating materials are a potential strategy for easy modification of 

surface chemistry but have not been widely explored beyond a limited number of examples with 

silica. Chapter 7 presents the development of a dextran-based surface coating material for Pdots 

that was shown to improve colloidal stability in physiologically relevant conditions and to reduce 
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non-specific binding for in vitro bioanalytical applications. The dextran surface coating also 

enabled novel bioconjugation pathways for fluorescent labeling with Pdots.  

 

The research presented in this thesis has made several key contributions to the development of 

Pdots as a fluorescent probe in bioanalysis. In addition to the practical improvements to Pdot 

synthesis and physiochemical properties presented in Chapters 5 and 7, Chapters 5 and 6 present 

experimental results that further the conceptual understanding of Pdot synthesis and photophysics, 

respectively.  

 

1.4 Thesis organization 

This thesis is divided into eight chapters, including this introductory chapter. Additional data and 

data analysis are included as appendices.  

 

Chapter 2 introduces the theory of fluorescence and energy transfer. Various techniques for 

measuring fluorescence (and absorbance) are also discussed. This chapter is meant to provide the 

reader with the background to understand the methods and research results presented in Chapters 

3-7.  

 

Several experimental methods and characterization techniques were used repeatedly throughout 

this thesis. The experimental details for these methods are described in Chapter 3. Chapters 5-7 

contain additional experimental details specific to those chapters.  
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Chapter 4 presents an overview of the various Pdot materials used in this thesis, their constituent 

polymer species and the various methods used to characterize them. The operational theory of each 

technique is also discussed. Of particular importance to the results in Chapters 5 and 6 is the 

discussion of Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA), a method that allows for the simultaneous 

determination of particle sizes and concentrations. NTA is the most widely used particle 

characterization technique in this thesis because of its rapidity, good sizing accuracy, and its 

unique ability to determine particle concentrations. However, the technique suffers from some 

limitations that may ultimately limit the accuracy of some numerical results, as discussed in 

Chapter 4.  

 

A flow-based manufacturing system for Pdots is presented in Chapter 5. Syringe pumps were used 

to control the flow and mixing of the organic and aqueous phases for nanoprecipitation, resulting 

in semi-automated Pdot synthesis. The reproducibility of this method allowed for a systematic 

study of the affect of both the identity of the semiconducting polymer species and the amphiphilic 

polymer species on particle size and optical properties. The use of positive displacement pumps in 

lieu of syringe pumps allowed for proof-of-concept scale up of flow synthesis.   

 

FRET [76, 113, 159], possibly concurrent with PET [119], are postulated to be the dominant 

mechanisms of ET in Pdots. Chapter 6 describes an investigation into the nature of energy transfer 

between Pdot donors and organic dye acceptors, considering three dynamic ET mechanisms, 

FRET, Dexter ET and PET. By using several series of acceptor dyes, the analysis takes into 

account effects of donor-acceptor distance, spectral overlap, and batch-to-batch variations in Pdot 

properties.  
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The utility and widespread adoption of Pdots is current limited by their poor colloidal stability and 

propensity towards non-specific binding. Currently, there is a dearth of suitable surface and 

bioconjugate chemistries in use with these materials. To address these problems simultaneously, 

Chapter 7 presents the development of a dextran-based surface coating material for Pdots, and 

demonstrates the use of dextran-coated Pdots in proof-of-concept fluorescence immunoassay and 

cellular immunolabelling applications. 

 

Chapter 8 summarizes the key conclusions from the preceding chapters and outlines future 

directions for the continuation of this research.   

 

In summary, this thesis presents unique and important contributions to nanotechnology, materials 

chemistry, and bioanalytical chemistry. Several key improvements were made to improve the 

utility of Pdots in bioanalysis in terms of their synthesis, stability, bioconjugate chemistry, and our 

understanding of their energy transfer-related photophysics. With continued optimization, Pdots 

will find extended use as fluorescent probes for a wide variety of applications.  
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Chapter 2: Theory and measurements of fluorescence 

This chapter presents a basic description of fluorescence theory, fluorescence measurements and 

energy transfer processes. An understanding of fluorescence theory will enable the reader to 

understand many aspects of the research presented in this thesis including experimental design, 

the techniques used, the data presented, and the analysis and interpretation of the results.  

 

2.1 Fluorescence theory 

Luminescence is defined as the spontaneous emission of a UV, visible or infrared photon from an 

electronically excited species [115]. Several excitation processes may lead to luminescence, 

including photon absorption (photoluminescence), chemical processes (chemiluminescence), 

biological processes (bioluminescence) or applied electric potential (electroluminescence). 

Luminescence is different than incandescence, which refers to excitation via an input of heat. 

Fluorescence is a specific type of luminescence that results from electronic relaxation from an 

excited singlet state to the singlet ground state. Phosphorescence describes the emission of a 

photon via electron relaxation from a triplet to a singlet state. The following sections outline the 

fundamental theory of fluorescence and describes the methods used for measuring fluorescence.  

 

2.1.1 Jablonski diagram 

The emission of a photon via fluorescence represents one of a multitude of possible vibronic 

transitions (i.e., simultaneous changes in the electronic and vibrational state of a molecule) in a 

molecular fluorophore. Photophysical processes occurring within a molecular fluorophore are 

conventionally shown on a Jablonski diagram (Figure 2.1). On a Jablonski diagram, singlet (Sn) or 

triplet (Tn) electronic states are represented by potential wells, each containing vibrational states 
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(νn), which themselves contain rotational states (which are not shown for clarity). Electronic states 

are separated by energies on the order of 1–10 eV (~8000 cm-1–80 000 cm-1), and vibrational states 

within a given electronic state are separated by energies on the order of 0.25 eV (~2000 cm-1) 

[160]. A vibronic transition from the ground electronic state to an excited electronic state may be 

brought on by the absorption of a UV-visible photon of wavelength 200-800 nm.  

 

The simplest pathway resulting in fluorescence is shown in Figure 2.1A. Upon absorption of a 

UV-visible photon of appropriate energy (i.e., resonant to the energy difference between the initial 

and final states) by the fluorophore, an electron is excited from the ground state, S0ν0 to a 

vibrational state within the first electronic excited state, S1νn. The absorption process occurs 

rapidly, on a scale on femtoseconds. Through vibrational relaxation (i.e., the loss of energy to the 

solvent as heat), the fluorophore decays to the lowest vibrational state of the first electronic state, 

S1ν0, on a picosecond time scale. The fluorophore remains in the S1 state for picoseconds to 

nanoseconds, corresponding to its fluorescence lifetime.  Fluorescence occurs from S1ν0 to a 

vibrational state of the ground electronic state, S0νn, a phenomenon known as Kasha’s rule, 

resulting from the relative time scales of vibrational relaxation and fluorescence. Because emission 

usually occurs from the lowest energy vibrational state of the first excited electronic state, 

molecular emission spectra are independent of the excitation wavelength. The emission of a photon 

occurs on a similar time scale to the absorption of a photon (femtoseconds). The fluorophore 

decays further to S0ν0 by vibrational relaxation returning the fluorophore to its ground state [115]. 
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Figure 2.1 Jablonski diagrams illustrating the processes involved in photoluminescence, including 

absorption and competing non-radiative pathways. Electronic states are shown as potential wells where Sn 

corresponds to a singlet state and Tn corresponds to a triplet state. Vibrational states, νn, are shown within 

each electronic state. Rotational states are not shown for clarity. (A) Pathways involved in fluorescence. 

Upon absorption of a photon (i), an electron is excited from S0ν0 to S1ν2. Non-radiative decay occurs via 

vibrational relaxation to S1ν1 then S1ν0 (ii). Radiative decay (i.e., fluorescence) occurs (iii) and the electron 

returns to the ground electronic state. (B) Non-radiative decay pathways. Upon absorption of a photon, the 

electron may be excited to S1 (i) or S2 (ii). Vibrational relaxation occurs to S2ν0 (iii), followed by internal 

conversion to S1 (iv). Vibrational relaxation occurs to S1ν0 followed by either fluorescence (see panel A) or 

internal conversion to S0 (v). The system returns to S0ν0 via vibrational relaxation (iii). (C) Intersystem 

crossing. Upon excitation to S1ν2 (i), vibrational relaxation occurs to S1ν0 (ii). The system then undergoes 

intersystem crossing to T1ν1 (iii), followed by vibrational relaxation to T1ν0 (iv). From this state the system 

will return to the ground state non-radiatively, or radiatively via phosphorescence or delayed fluorescence 

(process not shown in diagram).         
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Fluorescence competes with other de-excitation pathways whose probabilities depend on their 

relative rates. These processes include internal conversion, where the excited fluorophore returns 

to the ground electronic state via transition to a resonant vibrational state within S0, intersystem 

crossing involving a spin forbidden transition to a triplet state, intramolecular charge transfer and 

conformational change within the fluorophore. The excited triplet state populated by intersystem 

crossing may decay non-radiatively to T1νn by vibrational relaxation, then may decay to the ground 

state non-radiatively or radiatively in a process called phosphorescence. Phosphorescence is spin 

forbidden and is therefore slow (10-4–102 s) and occurs with low or negligible intensity for most 

fluorophores. De-excitation processes are discussed in detail in Section 2.1.3. Other excited state 

interactions also compete if they occur on a comparable time scale including electron transfer, 

proton transfer, energy transfer, and the formation of excited state species (excimers or exiplexes) 

[115].  

 

2.1.2 Absorbance 

There are three possible physical effects when matter interacts with light: elastic (Rayleigh) 

scattering, inelastic (Raman) scattering, or absorption. In a polyatomic molecule, absorption 

describes the electronic transition of an electron in a ground state orbital to an unoccupied orbital 

of higher energy via photon absorption. Absorption of a UV-visible photon usually results in a 

transition from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO), corresponding to a transition from a pi bonding (π) or non-bonding (n) 

orbital to a pi antibonding orbital (π*). In conjugated systems, where there are extended sections 

of alternating single and double carbon-carbon bonds, electrons are delocalized over the 

conjugated segment due to extensive overlap of pi orbitals, known as the resonance effect. Such 
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segments are typically responsible for these transitions, where the energy associated with the 

transition decreases as the length of the segment increases [115]. The segment of a molecule where 

absorption occurs is known as a chromophore.  

 

Absorption events are governed by two quantum mechanical selection rules. Transitions involving 

a change of spin multiplicity are forbidden (i.e., transitions from a singlet state to a triplet state or 

vice versa). This rule is relaxed where spin-orbit coupling causes weak interactions in the 

wavefunctions of the singlet and triplet states, allowing a small number of spin-forbidden 

transitions to occur. The Laporte selection rule states that for a centrosymmetric molecule (i.e., a 

molecule containing an inversion centre of symmetry) transitions conserving parity (either 

symmetry or antisymmetry about the inversion centre) are forbidden. Transitions within a set of p 

or d orbitals, in which electrons are redistributed within the subshell, are forbidden. Vibrations of 

the molecule can momentarily distort the symmetry, allowing symmetry-forbidden transitions to 

occur [115].   

 

The efficiency of light absorption at a wavelength λ is given by the absorbance, A, or the 

transmittance, T, described by Eqn. 2.1, where I0 and I are the intensities of the light beam entering 

and exiting the sample respectively.   

 

0( ) log log ( )
I

A T
I

 = = −  (2.1) 
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For many molecular chromophores, absorbance follows the Beer-Lambert law, Eqn. 2.2, where ε 

is the molar absorption coefficient, b is the absorption path length and c is the concentration of the 

absorbing species.  

 

0( ) log ( )
I

A bc
I

  = =  (2.2) 

 

The molar absorption coefficient describes the ability of a molecule to absorb light of a wavelength 

λ in a given solvent and is also used to describe the probability of the corresponding vibronic 

transition. For n → π* transitions, typical ε values are on the order of 102 or less, and for π → π* 

transitions, ε values are on the order of 104 or higher for relatively large chromophores [115].  

 

The strength of a transition can also be described by the oscillator strength (f), Eqn. 2.3, where ε0 

is the vacuum permittivity, m and e are the mass and elementary charge of an electron respectively, 

c is the speed of light, λ is the wavelength, and λav is the average transition wavelength. Oscillator 

strength is descriptive of the entire transition, as in its determination the molar absorption 

coefficient is integrated over the range of wavelengths associated with the transition. Classically, 

the absorption of light by a chromophore is described considering the molecule as an oscillating 

dipole. The oscillator strength is expressed as a ratio of the strength of the transition and the 

strength of the dipole of a bound electron behaving as a harmonic oscillator [115].   
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Absorption may also be characterized by the molecular absorption cross-section (σ(λ)), Eqn. 2.4, 

where N is the number of absorbers contained in a unit volume of the absorbing medium along the 

light path, and b is the path length. The molecular absorption cross-section corresponds to the 

photon-capture area associated with an individual molecule  [115].  

 

01
( ) ln
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  =  (2.4) 

 

2.1.2.1 Franck-Condon principle 

The Franck-Condon principle states that over the time course of an electronic transition, the atomic 

nuclei are stationary, and the molecule does not vibrate because the motions of electrons are much 

faster than the motions of nuclei. Consequently, the motions of the electrons and the nuclei can be 

treated separately. The promotion of an electron from the ground electronic state to an excited 

electronic state takes about 10-15 s, whereas molecular vibrations typically occur on time scales of 

10-10–10-12 s  [115]. In a Jablonski diagram (Figure 2.2), transitions occur vertically; the energy of 

the electron changes but the nuclear position remains stationary. The quantum mechanical 

description of the Franck-Condon principle states that the intensity of a vibrational transition is 

proportional to the square of the overlap integral between the vibrational wavefunctions (Ψ) of the 

initial and final states, Eqn. 2.5. This overlap integral is known as the Franck-Condon factor (FCF).  
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Figure 2.2 (A) The probability of an electronic transition depends on the overlap of the probability densities 
of the initial and final vibrational states. (B) Shape of absorption spectrum. The intensity of each band 
depends on the probability of the transition described by the Franck-Condon factor. In the gas phase, 
several bands may be observed corresponding to individual vibronic transitions. In solution, these bands 
are obscured by band broadening effects.  

 

 

The extent of vibrational overlap depends on the offset between the equilibrium bond lengths for 

the ground and excited state potential wells. Because there is no nuclear movement over the course 

of an excitation event (10-15 s), the final vibrational energy level must be instantaneously 

compatible with the nuclear position of the initial state. The non-equilibrium state achieved 

instantaneously upon excitation is known as a Franck-Condon state. After the excitation event the 
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electronic configuration of the molecule has changed, and the nuclei must reorient to the new 

electronic configuration resulting in molecular vibration. Decay to thermal equilibrium occurs 

rapidly (~1 ps) as the chromophore undergoes many (1012) collisions per second with neighbouring 

solvent molecules [161].  

 

At room temperature, absorption occurs from the S0ν0 state. The population of vibrational states 

in a molecule is described by the Boltzmann distribution, Eqn. 2.6, where N is the number of 

molecules in the 1st or 0th vibrational state having energy levels of E1 or E0 respectively, k is the 

Boltzmann constant (k = 1.3807×10-23 J K-1) and T is the absolute temperature [115].  
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At room temperature, the thermal energy (kT) is much less than the energy difference between 

neighbouring vibrational states (~200 cm-1 and 1000–3000 cm-1 respectively). The population of 

vibrational levels above the ground state is negligible [161].  

 

The shape of the absorption spectra therefore arises from the relative probabilities of transitions 

from S0ν0 to S1νn. The most intense peak corresponds to the transition with the highest extent of 

vibrational wavefunction overlap. For some fluorophores, distinct peaks corresponding to each 

vibronic transition may be resolved at low temperature. However, at room temperature, significant 

band broadening occurs. Many normal vibrations of the molecule are coupled to the electronic 

transition (i.e., arising from the change in electron density). Within each vibrational level are 
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rotational states that are significantly broadened from solvent collisions that hinder rotation. 

Collisions and electrostatic interactions with surrounding solvent molecules contribute to peak 

broadening. As a result of these effects, a quasicontinuum of states is superimposed on every 

electronic level, and broad absorption bands are observed in practice [161].  

 

2.1.2.2 Multiphoton absorbance 

Conventionally, a single photon is absorbed whose energy is resonant to the energy difference 

between S0ν0 and S1νn. Excitation to the excited state is also possible by the simultaneous 

absorption of multiple photons whose cumulative energies are resonant with the energy of the 

overall transition (Figure 2.3). In this way, incident light of lower energy (higher wavelength) can 

be used to incite an electronic transition in a chromophore typically requiring higher energy input. 

Multiphoton absorbance occurs via short lived virtual states whose energies lie between S0 and S1. 

The probability of a multiphoton absorption event depends on both the spatial and temporal 

overlap of the incident photons as all photons must reach the absorption cross section of the 

chromophore within 10-18 s. Multiphoton absorption depends non-linearly on the intensity of the 

excitation light (quadratic for two-photon, cubic for three-photon, etc.). Although the most 

common configuration for multiphoton excitation involves a coherent, high-intensity laser, the 

photons do not need to be resonant. Two-photon absorption cross-sections, σ2, are usually given 

in units of 10–50 cm4 s, known as Goeppert-Mayer units (GM). Two-photon cross-sections for 

typical fluorophores range from 1–100 GM, corresponding to low absorbance. Thus, high intensity 

incident radiation, usually from a high-power laser, is required for multiphoton excitation [115].  
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of one, two and three photon absorption. Multiphoton absorbance occurs via a short-
lived virtual state, demarcated by a dashed line. Although resonant photons from a laser source are often 
used for multiphoton excitation, multiphoton absorbance is also possible with non-resonant photons as 
demonstrated here for three photon absorption.  

 

 

2.1.3 De-excitation pathways 

A chromophore in the excited state will undergo several processes as it relaxes back to the ground 

state (S0νn). These processes are demonstrated on the Jablonski diagram in Figure 2.1 (vide supra). 

Relaxation may occur non-radiatively (vibrational relaxation, internal conversion, intersystem 

crossing) or radiatively (fluorescence, phosphorescence). De-excitation pathways are summarized 

in Table 2.1.  

 

A chromophore in a higher excited singlet state (Sn>1) will rapidly relax to S1 via internal 

conversion (vide infra) within 10−11–10−14 s. Chromophores in the first excited state (S1νn>0) relax 

to the lowest vibrational state of S1 by losing energy to other molecules (e.g., solvent) as heat 

through collisions in a process called vibrational relaxation. Vibrational relaxation occurs on time 
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scales of 10−10–10−12 s, faster than the other processes that depopulate S1, and thusly the 

chromophore will relax to S1ν0 before any subsequent relaxation process will occur [161].   

 

 

Table 2.1. Overview of de-excitation pathways of excited electronic states of 
molecular dyes. Adapted from ref. [161]. 

Process Electronic Transition Time Scale (s) Rate Constant 

Internal Conversion Sn–S1, Tn–T1 10−11–10−14 kic 

Internal Conversion S1–S0 10−7–10−6 kic 

Vibrational Relaxation S1νn>1–S1ν0 10−10–10−12 kvr 

Fluorescence S1–S0 10−11–10−7 kf 

Intersystem Crossing S1–T1, T1–S1 10−7–10−9 kisc 

Phosphorescence T1–S0 10−3–102 kp 

  

 

 

Internal conversion is a non-radiative transition that occurs between two resonant (or near-

resonant) electronic states of the same spin multiplicity (i.e., Sn-Sm or Tn-Tm). Internal conversion 

occurs very rapidly from S2-S1, but the efficiency of internal conversion from S1-S0 is much lower 

because of the large energy gap between these states. As an important consequence, fluorescence 

(and intersystem crossing leading to phosphorescence) can compete with internal conversion and 

the emission of photons can possibly be observed [115]. 

 

Intersystem crossing is a non-radiative transition between two resonant vibrational levels within 

electronic states of different spin multiplicity (i.e., Sn-Tn or Tn-Sn). Transition involving a change 

in spin multiplicity are spin forbidden but can occur when spin-orbit coupling is significant (i.e., 

coupling between the orbital magnetic moment and the spin magnetic moment). The presence of 
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heavy atoms increases the spin-orbit coupling and favours intersystem crossing. Typically, a 

chromophore excited to S1 will first relax to the lowest vibrational state of this level by vibrational 

relaxation before undergoing intersystem crossing [115]. The triplet state is of lower energy than 

the singlet state because of the exchange energy between two electrons having the same spin. 

Intersystem crossing will occur to T1νn>0 followed by vibrational relaxation to T1ν0 before 

subsequent radiative (phosphorescence) or non-radiative (intersystem crossing and vibrational 

relaxation) relaxation to S0. Transitions between triplet and singlet states are spin forbidden and 

therefore the excited triplet state may be long lived. It is possible for internal conversion to happen 

from T1 to S1, resulting in an emissive process known as delayed fluorescence [161]. Non-radiative 

relaxation of T1 is favoured due to its long lifetime; many collisions of the chromophore with 

solvent molecules favour intersystem crossing to a high vibrational state of S0 followed by 

vibrational relaxation. Radiative relaxation from T1 to S0 (phosphorescence) becomes competitive 

with non-radiative processes at low temperature or in rigid (viscous) media where collisions with 

solvent are reduced. The phosphorescence spectrum of a fluorophore is red-shifted compared to 

its fluorescence spectrum as T1 is of lower energy than S1.  

 

Fluorescence is the spontaneous emission of a photon arising from relaxation from S1 to S0. The 

time scale of fluorescence is 10−11–10−7 s, corresponding to the amount of time the fluorophore 

remains in the S1ν0 state before relaxation. The actual emission of a photon occurs on the same 

time scale as an absorption event (10−15 s) and is considered instantaneous. Because the transition 

is rapid, like absorption, fluorescence is governed by the Franck-Condon principle, where 

transitions involving greater orbital wavefunction overlap will have greater intensity. The 

fluorescence spectrum is an approximate mirror image of the absorption spectrum and is red 
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shifted (lower energy) than the absorption spectrum due to the loss of energy associated with 

vibrational relaxation to S1ν0 (i.e., Kasha’s rule). The difference between the wavelength of 

maximum absorbance and maximum fluorescence is known as the Stokes shift.  

 

2.1.4 Quantum yield and fluorescence lifetime 

The observed intensity and fluorescence lifetime of a species depends on the relative rates of all 

de-excitation processes that may occur. The fluorescence lifetime describes the average amount of 

time a fluorophore remains in the excited state before it decays to the ground state. The 

fluorescence lifetime, τ, is given by Eqn. 2.7, where kr is the radiative rate constant and Σknr is the 

sum of the rate constants for all non-radiative decay processes.  

 

1

r nrk k
 =

+ 
 (2.7) 

 

For an arbitrary species A, an instantaneous light pulse of suitable energy at time 0 will excite a 

proportion of molecules to the excited state, A*. The rate of relaxation of A* from S1 to S0 is given 

by Eqn. 2.8, accounting for contributions from radiative and non-radiative processes [115].  
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The intensity of emission at an arbitrary time, I(t), after the excitation pulse follows an exponential 

decay (Eqn. 2.9) where I0 is the intensity at t=0. The fluorescence lifetime is a statistical average 
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and corresponds to the time when ~63% of excited fluorophores have decayed to ground state, or, 

equivalently, when the intensity has reached 37% (e-1) of its initial value [162].   
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The fluorescence lifetime is related mathematically to the quantum yield (Φ) by Eqn. 2.10. 

Qualitatively, the quantum yield of a fluorophore is the ratio of the number of photons emitted to 

the number of photons absorbed, or equivalently, as the fraction of molecules in the excited state 

that decay to the ground state via emission of a photon. Quantitatively, the quantum yield can be 

described by the radiative rate constant, kr, and the sum of all non-radiative rate constants, Σknr, 

which encompasses all non-radiative decay pathways including internal conversion, intersystem 

crossing, or other intra- and inter-molecular quenching mechanisms (Eqn. 2.11), where kq is the 

rate constant of all quenching processes (excluding energy transfer) and ket is the rate constant of 

energy transfer [161].  
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2.1.5 Quenching processes 

Any process that leads to a decrease in the fluorescence intensity may be described as fluorescence 

quenching, although processes that permanently change the molecular structure of the fluorophore 

are typically excluded. Photochemical reactions or photobleaching (vide infra) are not typically 
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considered quenching process as they cause permanent changes to the molecular structure of the 

fluorophore. Many substances are potential quenchers; for example, molecular oxygen is of 

particular note as it quenches most known fluorophores [162]. Dynamic quenching acts on the 

excited state of the fluorophore. As the result of a dynamic quenching process, the fluorophore 

returns to the ground state without emission of a photon, therefore decreasing the fluorescence 

lifetime of the fluorophore. Collisional quenching is an example of dynamic quenching, where 

quenching results from collisions between the fluorophore and the quencher while the fluorophore 

is in the excited state. Dynamic quenching processes include collisions with heavy atoms and 

energy transfer processes (vide infra) such as electron or charge transfer or FRET (a through-space 

quenching mechanism) [115]. 

 

The Stern-Volmer equation, Eqn. 2.12, describes collisional quenching, where I0 and I are the 

fluorescence intensities of the fluorophore in the absence and presence of quencher, respectively, 

kq is the bimolecular quenching constant, τ0 is the lifetime of the fluorophore in the absence of the 

quencher and Q is the concentration of the quencher. KSV is the Stern-Volmer constant for purely 

dynamic quenching.  

 

   0
01 1q SV

I
k Q K Q

I
= + = +  (2.12) 

 

For a single type of fluorophore uniformly accessible to the quencher, a plot of I0/I vs. [Q] is linear 

with slope KSV.  
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Static quenching processes inhibit the formation of the excited state and do not affect the observed 

fluorescence lifetime. Static quenching occurs either due to the existence of a sphere of effective 

quenching or the formation of a non-emissive ground state complex of the fluorophore and 

quencher [115]. In the case of complex formation, static quenching is described by Eqn. 2.13 where 

Ks is the association constant for complex formation.  

 

 0 1 s

I
K Q

I
= +  (2.13) 

 

Both dynamic and static quenching depend upon the concentration of the quencher and are not 

easily resolved by steady state intensity measurements. Lifetime measurements are used to 

differentiate static and dynamic quenching. For dynamic quenching, changes in intensity and 

lifetime are concomitant (i.e., I0/I = τ0/τ). For static quenching, the complexed fluorophores are not 

emissive, whereas uncomplexed fluorophores are unperturbed and their lifetimes are unmodified 

(i.e., τ0/τ = 1) [162].  

 

Dynamic and static quenching can occur concurrently by the same type of quencher. This process 

is described as combined quenching, and results in non-linear deviations from the Stern-Volmer 

relationship.  

 

2.1.6 Photobleaching  

Photobleaching refers to the irreversible photochemical modification of a fluorophore in its excited 

state resulting in the loss of its ability to fluorescence (or absorb). Photobleaching is distinct from 
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fluorescence intermittency (blinking) because fluorescence is not restored after time spent in the 

‘dark’ state. The particular mechanism responsible for photobleaching and the photobleaching rate 

are dependent upon the molecular environment of the fluorophore and the intensity of the incident 

radiation. The underlying mechanisms of photobleaching are poorly understood and the process 

itself is thought to be very complex. Of the prevailing theories, the most common is reaction with 

ground state triplet oxygen (3O2). For a fluorophore with high propensity for the excited triplet 

state (i.e., a high quantum yield of intersystem crossing), a considerable fraction of the 

fluorophores will be in the long-lived excited triplet state at any given time. The lifetime of this 

state is relatively long (10−6–10−3 s) which permits a longer time scale for potential photoreactions 

to occur. Interactions between fluorophores in the triplet state and molecular oxygen produce 

singlet oxygen, which itself produces reactive radical species upon its decomposition. 

Fluorophores in the excited triplet state are also highly reactive to other organic molecules, 

potentially leading to photodegradation [163].  

 

The resistivity of photobleaching varies from fluorophore to fluorophore. Some dyes emit only a 

few hundred photons before photobleaching whereas others may emit tens of millions [163]. The 

rate of photobleaching depends both on the fluorophore’s environment as well as excitation 

intensity. Observed rates of photobleaching decrease when the fluorophore is protected from 

molecular oxygen. Photobleaching is also a concern in multiphoton absorbance experiments, as a 

higher incident power is required for excitation [163]. 
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2.1.7 Fluorescence measurements 

Steady state and time resolved fluorescence measurements are a widely used analytical tool in 

bioanalysis. Many properties of fluorescence can be measured to gain information about the 

system under study including intensity, emission wavelength, excited state lifetime and anisotropy 

(polarization).  

 

2.1.7.1 Steady state measurements  

Steady state fluorescence measurements are typically recorded using a spectrofluorometer, where 

the sample is continuously irradiated by a source with constant photon fluence (constant number 

of photons per unit time).  The time scale of steady state measurements is much greater than the 

time scale of relaxation of the fluorophore, so steady state is effectively achieved immediately 

upon first exposure to the excitation beam. The concentration of excited fluorophores remains 

constant over the course of the measurement (i.e., the sample is in equilibrium between the ground 

and excited states) [115].  

 

Steady state fluorescence may be recorded as a function of wavelength with a constant excitation 

wavelength (selected by a monochromator of non-zero bandwidth) called an emission spectrum, 

or as a function of excitation wavelength with a constant emission wavelength called an excitation 

spectrum. The excitation spectrum typically has similar peak shape and spectral position as the 

absorbance spectrum.  

 

For a dilute solution, the steady state fluorescence intensity measured at a given wavelength is 

approximated by Eqn. 2.14, where IF(λE) is the fluorescence intensity measured at wavelength E, 
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K is an experimental proportionality factor, ΦF is the quantum yield of the fluorophore, ε(λE) is the 

molar absorption coefficient at wavelength E, b is the path length and c is the concentration of the 

fluorophore. The brightness of a fluorophore, Eqn. 1.1, follows from this relationship. 

 

0( ) 2.3 ( )[ ( ) ]F E F E EI K I bc      (2.14) 

 

For fluorescence measurements performed using the same experimental setup (i.e., with equivalent 

K values), the total intensity depends on both the quantum yield of the fluorophore, its molar 

extinction coefficient and the intensity of the excitation light [115].   

 

2.1.7.2 Fluorescence lifetime measurements 

The decay of emission intensity over time is measured in time-resolved fluorescence 

measurements. For time-domain measurements, intensity is recorded as a function of time after 

the excitation pulse and this information is used to determine the fluorescence lifetime.  

 

Lifetime measurements are most commonly performed using time correlated single photon 

counting (TCSPC). In this method, the sample is excited with a short light pulse that also sends a 

signal to a constant function discriminator that measures the arrival time of the pulse. The 

electronic signal is passed to a time-to-amplitude converter that increases a voltage linearly with 

time on the nano- or picosecond scale.  Conditions are adjusted so only ca. 1 in 100 excitation 

pulses leads to the emission of a photon such that only a single photon arrives at the detector and 

the time-to-amplitude convertor can be restored to its initial voltage before the arrival of a 

subsequent photon. The arrival of the first emitted photon is recorded, and the timing of the arrival 
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is determined by the constant function discriminator, which sends an electronic signal to stop the 

voltage ramp. The magnitude of the voltage is proportional to the delay time between the excitation 

pulse and the emitted photon. The voltage is converted to a digital value that is stored with its 

corresponding time delay. The excitation and emission process is repeated hundreds of thousands 

of times and a histogram of number of photons vs. delay time is generated. The histogram 

corresponds to the decay profile of the sample [162].  

 

Fluorescence lifetime measurements may also be recorded in two dimensions by fluorescence 

lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) (or three dimensions if confocal or multiphoton microscopy 

are used). FLIM is favoured for some imaging applications because fluorescence lifetimes are 

independent of concentration (unlike intensity) but are often affected by the local environment of 

the fluorophore. In FLIM, the excitation source is rastered across the sample in two dimensions 

and the lifetimes are recorded for each pixel using a microscope and a TCSPC system. The pixels 

are combined to create an image that contains spatial information about the fluorescence lifetime 

in various regions of the image [162].  

 

2.1.7.3 Transient absorption spectroscopy 

Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy measures dynamic processes affecting the excited state of 

chromophores on ultrafast time scales. Measurements of absorbance rather than fluorescence are 

advantageous because non-emissive states may be probed. An excitation pulse, called the pump 

pulse, is passed through the sample promoting a small fraction (ca. 0.1–10%) of chromophores to 

an electronic excited state. After a variable delay time, a second weak pulse is passed through the 

sample. The probe pulse has sufficiently low intensity to avoid multiphoton absorption events. The 
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difference in the absorption spectra of the excited sample and the ground state sample, ΔA, is 

recorded for each delay time (Eqn. 2.15).  

 

log ( )

log ( )

pumped

unpumped

I
A

I




 = −  (2.15) 

 

As the delay time is modulated ΔA is recorded as a function of delay time and wavelength, and 

this function contains information about dynamic processes occurring on ultrafast time scales. 

Such processes include pathways that populate or de-populate the excited state such as excited-

state energy migration and charge transfer [164].  

 

Plots of ΔA usually contain multiple features corresponding to different dynamic processes. The 

ground-state bleach peak occurs at roughly the same spectral position as in the steady state 

absorption spectrum. Upon application of the pump pulse, the number of chromophores in the 

ground state is reduced. The ground state absorption of the excited sample (i.e., investigated by 

the probe pulse) is less than that of the non-excited sample. The result is a negative signal in the 

ΔA spectrum. Stimulated emission of the excited sample may occur upon application of the probe 

pulse (i.e., a photon of the probe pulse inducing emission from an excited state chromophore), 

increasing the light intensity striking the detector and therefore resulting in a negative ΔA signal. 

Stimulated emission occurs only for optically allowed transitions and will have a peak position 

similar to the steady state fluorescence peak of the fluorophore. Excited-state absorption, that is 

absorption from the first excited state to higher excited states, may be brought upon by the probe 

pulse. Since the probe pulse is being absorbed, the result is a decrease of light striking the detector 
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and a positive ΔA signal. Absorption events arising from the products of photochemical reactions 

may also contribute to the observed ΔA traces [164].  

 

2.1.7.4 Fluorescence microscopy 

Fluorescence microscopy is used to obtain spatial and intensity (or in the case of FLIM, lifetime) 

information about a sample. The sample is illuminated with a light source whose wavelength and 

associated bandwidth are selected by optical filters or by choice of a specific laser. The detected 

light originates from the sample itself and scattered excitation light is filtered out by a dichroic 

mirror and an emission filter [115]. The optical image formed by the microscope is recorded by a 

digital camera such as a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera or a scientific complementary 

metal–oxide–semiconductor (sCMOS) camera. The digital image is a two-dimensional array of 

pixels, each of which represents a specific location within the sample. The number of photons 

detected at an individual pixel is recorded and converted to an intensity value, correlated to the 

number of fluorophores within that area (and their brightness) [165]. The resolution of an optical 

microscope is limited by the diffraction limit (ca. one half the wavelength of light imaged, 200–

400 nm) and is therefore useful for imaging whole cells but not small subcellular structures [115].  

 

2.2 Energy transfer 

Many fluorescence sensing applications rely on energy transfer (ET) as their mechanism of action. 

Transfer of the excitation energy of a donor species to a nearby acceptor species may occur under 

certain conditions and when there is sufficient overlap between the emission spectrum of the donor 

and the absorbance spectrum of the acceptor (for some mechanisms). When the donor and acceptor 

chromophores are different species energy transfer is called described as heterotransfer. In the 
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case where the donor and acceptor are identical species, energy transfer is referred to as 

homotransfer. If the homotransfer process repeats and the energy transfers between several 

chromophores, the process is called excitation transport or energy migration. Energy transfer may 

occur radiatively, where a photon emitted by the donor is absorbed by the acceptor, or non-

radiatively where the energy is transferred without donor emission. Non-radiative energy transfer 

involves short or long-range interactions between the donor and the acceptor [115].   

 

2.2.1 Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 

Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) is a long range (i.e., nanometre scale), non-radiative 

ET mechanism where energy is transferred from a donor species in its excited state to a nearby 

acceptor in its ground state through dipole-dipole (Coulombic) interactions. The FRET process is 

illustrated on the Jablonski diagram in Figure 2.4. The rate of FRET, kT, depends on a number of 

factors: the extent of overlap between the donor emission and acceptor absorbance spectra (i.e., 

the resonance condition where transitions must have the same energy), the quantum yield of the 

donor, the relative orientation of the transition dipoles of both species, and the donor-acceptor 

distance. The distance dependence of FRET allows it to be used as a ‘molecular ruler’ for the 

determination of relative distances on the nanometre scale [162].  
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Figure 2.4 Jablonski diagram illustrating the process of FRET. The donor is excited to S1 by a high energy 
photon. It undergoes vibrational relaxation to the lowest vibrational state of S1 then transfers its energy to 
a nearby acceptor, relaxing to S0 and promoting the acceptor to S1. The acceptor then undergoes vibrational 
relaxation and then relaxes to S0 via emission of a lower energy photon (if it is a fluorophore) or via a non-
radiative pathway.   

 

 

The classical FRET formalism treats the donor and acceptor molecules as oscillating dipoles which 

may interact through space if they have similar resonant frequencies. The rate of FRET (kT) 

between a single donor and single acceptor at a distance r is given by Eqn. 2.16, where ΦD is the 

quantum yield of  the donor in the absence of the acceptor, κ2 is an orientation factor describing 

the relative orientations of the donor and acceptor transition dipoles normally assumed to be 2/3 

for randomly oriented dipoles, τD is the fluorescence lifetime of the donor in the absence of the 

acceptor, N is Avogadro’s number, n is the refractive index of the medium, and J(λ) is the spectral 

overlap integral given by Eqn. 2.17 [162].  
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In Eqn. 2.17, FD(λ) is the fluorescence intensity of the donor between λ and λ+ dλ where the total 

intensity of the fluorescence spectrum has been normalized to a peak area of 1. Eqn. 2.18 is an 

equivalent expression showing the mathematical normalization of the emission peak. εA(λ) is the 

molar absorption coefficient of the acceptor at wavelength λ. J is represented graphically in  

Figure 2.5, albeit qualitatively as the illustration does not account for the λ4 dependence.  

 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Graphical representation of the spectral over integral (purple) of the donor emission spectrum 
(blue) and the acceptor absorption spectrum (red).  
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It is often more convenient to describe FRET using distances rather than transfer rates. The donor-

acceptor distance at which the FRET efficiency is 50% for a particular donor-acceptor pair is 

denoted the Förster distance, R0, given by Eqn. 2.19.  
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R0 can be determined from the spectral properties of the donor-acceptor pair and the quantum yield 

of the donor. Typical R0 values range from 2–6 nm. At R0, half of the excited donors decay by 

FRET and half decay by the usual radiative and non-radiative pathways. The rate of FRET for a 

single donor and single acceptor can be determined by Eqn. 2.20 [162]. 
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FRET efficiency for a single donor-acceptor pair, E, is the fraction of photons absorbed by the 

donor whose energies are transferred to the acceptor and is given by Eqn. 2.21.  
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The FRET efficiency has a strong dependence on the donor-acceptor distance (Figure 2.6). When 

r is much less than R0, FRET efficiency is near 100% and results in near complete quenching of 

the donor. When r is much greater than R0, the FRET efficiency is near 0%. Thusly the practical 

range for FRET measurements ranges from r = 0.5R0 (E = 95.5%) to r = 2R0 (E = 1.54%) [162].  

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 FRET efficiency as a function of the donor-acceptor distance, r, over the Förster distance, R0. 

 

When multiple equivalent acceptors (i.e., dyes having the same identity and same donor-acceptor 

distance) are within close proximity of a single donor, Eqn. 2.21 becomes Eqn. 2.22 where a is the 

number of acceptors per donor. The probability and therefore efficiency of FRET increases in the 

presence of multiple donors as there are more energy transfer pathways available [166].  
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FRET efficiency can be tabulated directly from measurements of donor intensity or lifetime in the 

presence and absence of the acceptor, Eqn. 2.23, where D refers to the donor alone and DA refers 

to the donor in the presence of the acceptor [162].   
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2.2.2 Dexter energy transfer  

Dexter energy transfer, also known as electron exchange, involves the transfer of an electron from 

a donor in the excited state to an acceptor in the ground state. Electron transfer requires overlap of 

the donor and acceptor molecular orbitals and thus Dexter ET only occurs appreciably for donor 

acceptor distances less than 5 Å [167]. The process of Dexter ET is illustrated in Figure 2.7.   

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of Dexter energy transfer. A donor in its excited state (denoted by an 
asterisk) transfers an electron from its LUMO to the vacant LUMO of the acceptor. Concurrently, the 
acceptor transfers an electron from its HOMO to the singly occupied HOMO of the donor, leaving the 
acceptor in its excited state.  
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A donor in its excited state contains an electron in its LUMO. When in close contact (i.e., within 

van der Waals contact distance) of a ground state acceptor, the electron in the excited state may be 

transferred to the acceptor. The acceptor simultaneously transfers an electron from its HOMO back 

to the donor. As a result the donor is in the ground state and the acceptor is in the excited state 

[162]. Although the result of Dexter ET is similar to that of FRET, the underlying mechanisms of 

ET, their rates and their dependences on the donor-acceptor distance are quite different.  

 

The rate of Dexter ET, k’T, is given by Eqn. 2.24, where h is the Planck constant (6.6 × 10−34 J s), 

K is an experimental constant not related to the spectral properties of the donor and acceptor, J’ is 

the Dexter spectral overlap (Eqn. 2.25), r is the donor-acceptor distance, L is the average Bohr 

radius of the donor and acceptor, and Rc is the distance of closest approach, F( ν ) is the donor 

fluorescence intensity as a function of wavenumber, and ε( ν ) is the acceptor molar extinction 

coefficient as a function of wavenumber [115].  
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Unlike the r−6 dependence of FRET, the rate of Dexter ET decays exponentially as a function of 

the donor-acceptor distance. The steep decay in rate is responsible for the short-range nature of 
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Dexter interactions. Observations of Dexter ET are often challenging as FRET may occur between 

the donor and acceptor at longer separation distances before Dexter ET is able to occur (i.e., before 

near-contact between the donor and acceptor for sufficient wavefunction overlap for Dexter ET) 

[162].  

 

2.2.3 Photoinduced electron transfer  

Photoinduced electron transfer (PET) is an additional energy transfer mechanism requiring van 

der Waals contact between a fluorophore and a quencher, and thus occurs at sub-nanometre length 

scales. PET can arise from molecular collisions or from the formation of excited state complexes 

that persist for multiple excitation-emission cycles [168].  

 

Upon absorption of light and promotion to the excited state, the redox activity of a chromophore 

can change and favour PET. Depending upon the relative oxidation and reduction potentials of the 

fluorophore and the quencher, electron transfer can occur from the fluorophore to the quencher or 

vice versa. In descriptions of PET, the terms donor and acceptor refer to the species that donates 

or accepts the electron respectively and may be either the fluorophore or the quencher.  The 

oxidative and reductive transfer processes are illustrated by Eqns. 2.26 (oxidative PET) and 2.27 

(reductive PET) where D refers to the electron donor (either the fluorophore or the quencher), A 

refers to the electron acceptor and ● denotes a radical species. These processes are illustrated 

schematically in Figure 2.8. 
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1D* + A → D●+ + A●- (2.26) 

1A* + D → D●+ + A●- (2.27) 

 

Typically, PET forms a charge transfer complex (e.g., D+A-) that returns to the ground state non-

radiatively. In some cases, the formation of an excited state complex (exciplex) can lead to 

emission. As a final step, the electron is returned to the electron donor and the complex dissociates.  

 

The standard Gibbs energy for either of the above reactions is given by Eqn. 2.28, where F is the 

Faraday constant (96 485 C mol−1), E0 is the reduction potential for the donor or acceptor, N is 

Avogadro’s number, hν00 is the excitation energy corresponding to the energy difference from S0ν0 

to S1ν0 for the fluorophore, e is the electron charge, ε is the permittivity of the solvent, and R is the 

distance between the two species. The final term represents the Coulombic energy of the formed 

ion pair.  
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For a given donor/acceptor pair in a given solvent, Eqn. 2.28 can be used to determine the 

feasibility of PET. Thermodynamic feasibility alone is not sufficient to predict PET; the rate of 

PET, which depends on the strength of the interaction between the donor and acceptor and the 

donor-acceptor distance, must also be competitive with other decay processes [115]. 
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Figure 2.8 Schematic representation of (A) reductive PET and (B) oxidative PET. Reductive PET occurs 
when the HOMO of the fluorophore is lower in energy than the HOMO of the quencher. Promotion of an 
electron to the fluorophore’s LUMO leaves a vacancy in its HOMO into which the quencher transfers an 
electron. Oxidative PET occurs when the quencher’s LUMO is of lower energy than the LUMO of the 
fluorophore. Upon excitation, the electron in the fluorophore’s LUMO is transferred to the vacant LUMO of 
the quencher. The terminology donor and acceptor here refer which species is donating/accepting the 
electron.  
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Chapter 3: General experimental methods 

This chapter includes the experimental methods that are common between the subsequent research 

chapters. Chapters 5–7 will contain additional experimental methods specific to that chapter. 

Kelsi Lix designed and/or executed the experimental methods in this chapter, except for the AFM 

imaging experiments, which were done by Ethan Sauvé.  

 

3.1 Polymer materials 

Poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) (F8BT, Mn 17–23 kDa), poly(styrene-co-maleic 

anhydride) (PSMA, Mn 1.7 kDa), poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (PMAO), Jeffamine 

ED-600, IGEPAL CO-520, polyethylene-block-poly(ethylene glycol) (PE-b-PEG), Brij L23 and 

Pluronic F-127 were from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada). Poly[(9,9-dioctyl-2,7-

divinylenefluorenylene)-alt-co-(9,10-anthracene)] (PFVA), poly[(9,9-dioctyl-2,7-

divinylenefluorenylene)-alt-co-(2-methoxy5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene)] (PFMEHPPV), 

poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene-vinylene]  (MEHPPV), and poly[2-methoxy-

5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-(1-cyanovinylene-1,4-phenylene)] (CNMEHPPV) were from American 

Dye Source, Inc. (Baie D'Urfé, PQ, Canada). Poly(styrene-block-acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA), 

poly(styrene-block-ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEG), and polystyrene-graft-ethylene oxide 

functionalized with carboxy (PSPEGCOOH) were from Polymer Source Inc. (Dorval, PQ, 

Canada).  

 

3.2 Other materials 

Water (>18.2 MΩ cm) was from a Milli-Q Synthesis Water Purification System from Millipore 

(Burlington, MA). 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) buffer and 1-
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ethyl-3-(-3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) were from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, 

Canada). Agarose (low EEO) was from Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). 

 

3.3 Pdot synthesis 

Pdots were synthesized by the nanoprecipitation method [59]. In a typical synthesis, 100 μL of 

F8BT solution (1 mg/mL in THF) and 20 μL of PSMA solution (1 mg/mL in THF) were diluted 

to 5 mL with THF for final concentrations of 20 μg/mL and 4 μg/mL, respectively. The precursor 

solution was sonicated for 30 s to ensure complete mixing. A syringe was used to rapidly inject 

precursor solution into 10 mL of ultrapure water under sonication. Sonication was continued for 

an additional 2 min. The Pdot solution was concentrated by partial rotary evaporation or by heating 

to 90 °C under N2 flow. Any large aggregates were removed by passing the concentrated solution 

through a 0.22 μm syringe filter. 

 

3.4 Pdot characterization 

Nanoparticle sizes and concentrations were determined by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) 

using a NanoSight NS300 (Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, UK). Measurements were recorded in 

scattering and fluorescence modes (500 nm long pass filter) using a scattering/excitation laser 

wavelength of 488 nm. Pdots were diluted 500–5000× in 0.22 µm-filtered ultrapure water. Raw 

data were fit with a lognormal function, Eqn. 3.1 (where A, xc and w are the parameters used for 

fitting), to determine particle sizes. Concentrations were usually determined by averaging the 

results from the scattering and fluorescence modes.  
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Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential measurements were performed using a 

NanoBrook Omni particle size analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY) 

equipped with a 659 nm laser.  

 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were recorded on a Hitachi H7600 TEM with 

an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. Undiluted aqueous Pdots (5 µL) were drop cast onto carbon 

coated copper grids (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) and dried at room temperature.  

 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained (by Ethan Sauvé) using an Asylum 

Instruments Cypher S AFM system in tapping mode at scan rates of 0.1 Hz. Samples were prepared 

by spin-coating solutions of Pdots dispersed in water onto freshly cleaved mica at 2500 rpm for 

1.5 min at concentrations of ~500 pM. Samples were placed under vacuum for at least 2 h before 

images were obtained using Mikromasch HQ:NSC14/No Al or HQ:NSC19/No Al probes, with 

typical resonance frequencies f and spring constants k of (f = 160 kHz, k = 5 N/m) and (f = 65 kHz, 

k = 0.5 N/m), respectively. 

 

Pdots were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Samples were prepared by mixing 10 µL of 

aqueous Pdot solution (~500 pM-1 nM) with 4 µL of aqueous glycerol (20% v/v). Samples were 

loaded onto a 0.5% w/v agarose gel and run at 100 V (~6.5 V cm–1) for 30 min in 1X TBE buffer 
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(pH 8.3, 89 mM Tris-borate, 2 mM EDTA). Gels were imaged under UV illumination (302 nm) 

using a Bio-Rad Gel DocTM XR. 

 

Photobleaching measurements were performed using an Olympus IX83 inverted fluorescence 

microscope. Aqueous samples (5.0 µL) with approximately equal initial fluorescence intensities 

were continuously irradiated with blue light (450/50 BP excitation filter) for 1.5 h. Images were 

captured every 60 s (500 LP emission filter and T510 dichroic mirror) and intensity values were 

determined using the Time Series Analyzer V3 plugin in ImageJ software (National Institutes of 

Health, Bethesda, MD). 

 

3.5 Spectroscopic measurements 

Absorbance spectra and fluorescence emission and excitation spectra of aqueous samples were 

measured using an M1000 multifunction fluorescence plate reader using 5 nm excitation and 

emission bandwidths (Tecan, Morrisville, NC).  

 

Absorbance spectra of solution phase SPs were recorded using an Agilent Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR 

spectrophotometer. Fluorescence emission and excitation spectra of solution-phase SPs were 

recorded using an Agilent Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer.   

 

Fluorescence lifetime measurements were made on a Zeiss LSM510 two photon scanning confocal 

microscope equipped with a fluorescence lifetime imaging module (Becker & Hickl GmbH, 

Berlin, Germany). Two-photon excitation (720–800 nm) was from a tunable Coherent Chameleon 

XR femtosecond laser with a repetition rate of 80 MHz and a pulse width of 140 fs. Data 
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acquisition was done over 16 wavelength channels with an xy-resolution of 128 × 128 pixels and 

256 time-channels with data collection for 30–60 min. 

 

Quantum yields were determined a FS5 Spectrofluorometer (Edinburgh Instruments, Livingston, 

UK) fitted with an integrating sphere sample cassette, or by comparison with a standard. For the 

relative determination of quantum yield, fluorescein was used as a standard, either in ethanol (Φ 

= 0.79) or 0.1 M NaOH (Φ = 0.95). Five standard solutions of Pdots or fluorescein were prepared 

with maximum absorbances between 0.01–0.1, and the absorbance and emission spectra recorded. 

Linear plots of the absorbance (at 460 nm for F8BT Pdots) versus the integrated fluorescence 

intensity were obtained.  The quantum yield was determined by Eqn. 3.2, where Φ is the quantum 

yield, m is the slope of the linear region of the plot, and η is the solvent refractive index of the 

sample or the fluorescein reference standard (std).  
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Chapter 4: Physical and optical characterization of Pdots 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The term Pdot refers to a broad class of materials that have similar compositions and similar 

physical and optical properties. Virtually any hydrophobic semiconducting polymer (SP) is a likely 

candidate for the formation of aqueously dispersed nanoparticles (NPs), typically with the 

inclusion of an amphiphilic species to confer colloidal stability. Despite the wide range of materials 

that can be used to make Pdots, their overall physical properties are often similar. Any significant 

change in physical properties is often caused by the choice of amphiphilic component, whereas the 

optical properties of Pdots are largely determined by which SP is used in their synthesis. 

Unaggregated SPs exhibit many of the same optical signatures as Pdots: broad absorbance and 

emission peaks, short fluorescence lifetimes, and high quantum yields. Some optical properties 

change between the unaggregated polymer and the NP because of changes in effective conjugation 

length and local environment upon chain collapse, but the overall optical properties of the 

unaggregated SP are largely retained. The emission colour or other desired optical properties can 

therefore be tuned by appropriate selection of the SP.  

 

This chapter presents an overview of the materials used for Pdot synthesis in this thesis, as well as 

the methods used for physical and optical characterization. Pdots were synthesized using 

commercially available SPs and amphiphilic copolymers. Typical results for each characterization 

method are described alongside representative data. Chapters 5–7 will also report characterization 

of the specific materials used therein.  
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Although the Pdot materials used throughout this thesis share similar physical and optical 

properties, their structures are poorly defined and challenging to characterize. Batch-to-batch 

variation arising from the synthetic method was observed to be significant, highlighting the 

importance of thorough characterization before use in downstream experiments. Owing to their 

good reproducibility and favourable optical properties, F8BT/PSMA Pdots were used most 

commonly throughout this work, although other types of materials are surveyed in Chapter 5, some 

of which presented additional characterization challenges. Despite these challenges, Pdots have 

found use in a wide variety of analytical applications and continue to be a promising emergent 

ultrabright fluorescent probe.  

 

4.2 Materials 

Dozens of SPs with emission colours spanning the visible spectrum are commercially available. 

We selected a series of polymers with emission colours ranging from green to red as these colours 

are best suited for our characterization methods and downstream bioanalytical applications. The 

molecular structures of these materials are shown in Figure 4.1. The SPs contain either the fluorene 

monomer or the methoxy-phenylene vinylene monomer. Emission stemming from these core 

functional groups is tuned by the inclusion of other functional groups along the polymer backbone 

(i.e., that cause a  change in bandgap energy) [65]. These polymers contain extended pi-

conjugation throughout their backbones which leads to suitable energy level overlap for the 

formation of quasi-continuous valence and conduction bands, giving rise to their semiconducting 

properties. They also contain extended alkyl chains to confer solubility in organic solvents (i.e., 

solution processability).  
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Figure 4.1 Chemical structures of SPs used to make Pdots in this thesis.  

 

 

The co-condensation of an amphiphilic species with a SP increases the colloidal stability of the 

Pdots and provides reactive groups for conjugation reactions. In this work, Pdots were most often 

synthesized with PSMA as the amphiphilic component, as this amphiphile provided reliable 

stability against buffer or other chemical reagents. PSMA is a random copolymer of styrene and 

maleic anhydride monomers. It is thought that the hydrophobic styrene residues interact with the 

hydrophobic SP during Pdot synthesis, anchoring the amphiphile to the Pdot core [26]. The maleic 

anhydride groups hydrolyze when introduced to water, resulting in two carboxylic acid groups 

that, on average, are thought to remain at the particle surface due to their negative charge above 

pH 5 (Scheme 4.1). These functional groups impart additional colloidal stability and provide 

chemical handles for bioconjugation reactions that are not natively found in commercial SPs.  
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Scheme 4.1. Hydrolysis of PSMA in the presence of water.  

 

 

Other amphiphilic polymers (APs) were used in this thesis to a lesser extent than PSMA. These 

polymers may be generally classified as co-polymers with ionizable functional groups (e.g., 

carboxylic acids, amines) or surfactants with at least one polyethylene glycol segment in the 

polymer chain. The structures of the amphiphilic copolymers used for Pdot synthesis are shown in 

Figure 4.2.   

 

Pdots were synthesized from one SP and from either one AP or occasionally without an 

amphiphile. It is possible to compose a Pdot with multiple SPs; however, highly efficient energy 

transfer is likely to take place because the chromophores are in close proximity, resulting in 

emission only from the species with the lowest energy emission band [85, 113]. Hydrophobic 

dopants such as organic dyes may be introduced during Pdot synthesis or may be added post-

synthetically via non-specific partitioning. 
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4.3 Physical characterization 

Several characterization methods were used to measure the physical properties of Pdots, most 

importantly the size and size distribution, the electrophoretic mobility, and the concentration. This 

section introduces each technique and gives a general summary of its results.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Chemical structures of ionic and non-ionic polymeric amphiphiles used to synthesize Pdots.  
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4.3.1 Hydrodynamic diameter 

The hydrodynamic or Stokes radius of a particle represents “the radius of a hard sphere that 

diffuses at the same rate as that solute,” or, equivalently, the “effective hydrated radius in solution” 

[169]. This value incorporates the effect of any ions and water molecules solvating and therefore 

diffusing with the NP. There is likely a strong solvation effect on the Pdot surface, as the negatively 

charged carboxyl groups strongly attract polar water (or solvent) molecules or dissolved ions. The 

extent of the solvation effect is determined by the strength of the electric field created by the 

particle. As Pdots are a soft, permeable material, it is also likely that the particles are somewhat 

swollen with water molecules, dissolved ions, or other small molecule species that escape the core 

(de-swell) when measurements are performed under vacuum or when samples are otherwise dried. 

The hydrodynamic radius is measured in the solution phase and therefore best represents the 

effective size of NPs as utilized in aqueous or solution phase experiments.  

 

Hydrodynamic diameters were measured by two complementary techniques: nanoparticle tracking 

analysis (NTA) and dynamic light scattering (DLS). NTA is a single particle technique in which a 

dilute solution of NPs is irradiated with a laser. The NPs are sufficiently dilute so that the scattering 

and/or fluorescence from single NPs can be detected by a 20X objective lens in line with a camera 

(e.g., sCMOS) (Figure 4.3A), and that the particles collide with one another infrequently. A video 

is recorded at 30 fps and the Brownian motion of the particles across the viewing window is tracked 

in two dimensions. The hydrodynamic radius, RH, is calculated using the Stokes-Einstein (Eqn. 

4.1), where (x,y)2   is the mean-squared speed of an individual particle, kB is the Boltzmann 

constant (1.38×10−23 J K-1), T is the temperature, and η is the viscosity of the medium [170]. 
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Several hundred individual particles are tracked, and a distribution of particle sizes is determined. 

The raw distributions were fit with a lognormal function, Eqn. 4.2, where A, xc, and s are the 

parameters used for fitting.  Mean and mode particle diameters and standard deviations are 

determined from the lognormal distribution (Figure 4.3B). In practice, particles are flowed across 

the viewing window in order to obtain sufficiently high particle counts and the models are adapted 

to account for particle velocity from solution flow [171-172]. 
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Pdot samples typically yielded mean and mode diameters between 30–100 nm by NTA, with large 

standard deviations of 20–40 nm. Measurements in scattering mode or fluorescence mode (i.e., 

with a long pass filter to block scattered laser light from reaching the detector) often yielded 

slightly different particle sizes. Size differences not withstanding, the NTA scattering mode cannot 

discern nanoparticles from any dust or other particulate matter in the sample that scatters the laser 

light, which may influence the obtained size and size distribution. Although fluorescence mode 

excludes any non-fluorescent material in the sample, the NTA fluorescence mode may exclude 

smaller, less bright particles from the size distributions. In most cases, the reported mean or mode 

diameter from NTA was taken as the average of the corresponding values from scattering and 

fluorescence mode measurements, which typically agreed within ±10% for a well-behaved sample. 
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Figure 4.3 Nanoparticle tracking analysis. (A) Still frame from an NTA video of F8BT/PSMA Pdots recorded 
in fluorescence mode. (B) Raw data and lognormal fit curves for a representative sample of F8BT/PSMA 
Pdots in scattering (47 (46) ± 6 nm) and fluorescence modes (46 (43) ± 11 nm). The notation is mean 
(mode) ± standard deviation of the lognormal distribution. 

 

 

DLS is an ensemble technique that measures many particles simultaneously. A relatively 

concentrated NP sample is irradiated with a monochromatic light source, usually a laser. Because 

the NPs sizes are significantly smaller than the wavelength of the incident beam, the NPs scatter 

the incident light in all directions (i.e., Rayleigh scattering). The measured scattering intensity 

fluctuates with time due to the Brownian motion of the individual particles in solution. The 

scattered light will interfere constructively and destructively depending upon the motion of the 

particles, producing a two-dimensional ‘speckle pattern’ of bright and dim spots. Smaller, more 

rapidly diffusing particles cause the intensity signal to fluctuate rapidly compared to larger, more 

slowly diffusing particles. The intensity at a given spot over time is analyzed using an 
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autocorrelation function, Eqn. 4.3, where g2(τ) is the normalized autocorrelation function, and the 

scattered intensities at an arbitrary time, t, and after a delay time, τ, are I(t) and I(t + τ) respectively. 
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At short delay times, the particles have not diffused much from their initial positions and the 

scattered intensity has not changed significantly, leading to high correlation. At longer delay times, 

the correlation decays exponentially as the particles diffuse away from their initial positions. The 

autocorrelation function decays more rapidly for smaller particles. Analysis of the autocorrelation 

function yields information about the time scale of translational diffusion of the particles, and 

therefore their hydrodynamic radius can be determined by the Stokes-Einstein equation (Eqn. 4.4) 

[173-174].   
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The size distributions of Pdots measured by DLS are best described by a lognormal distribution. 

Because larger particles have a greater contribution to the observed scattering, DLS is biased 

towards larger particle sizes and is not an ideal method for sizing polydisperse samples such as 

Pdots. However, DLS is useful for measuring samples that are not suited for measurement by NTA, 

such as samples that are small (< 30 nm in diameter), not brightly emissive, or weakly scattering.  
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A representative intensity-weighted and number-weighted size distribution measured by DLS is 

shown in Figure 4.4. DLS measurements of Pdots typically result in broad lognormal size 

distributions with mean and mode diameters less than 100 nm. The intensity distribution is 

weighted by the scattering intensity of each particle, which is a function of the particle’s size and 

refractive index. The scattering intensity is therefore biased towards larger sizes by aggregation or 

a small population of larger particles. The intensity-weighted distribution can be converted to a 

number-weighted distribution when the refractive index of the material is known. The number-

weighted distribution represents the number of particles in each bin of a given histogram [175]. 

For intensity-weighted distributions, the mean and mode diameters are usually greater than those 

determined by NTA, due to the increased influence of larger sized particles. DLS was used as a 

secondary technique either to validate NTA results or to measure Pdot samples that were 

unsuitable for analysis by NTA.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Representative intensity-weighted and number-weighted lognormal size distributions of 
F8BT/PSMA Pdots measured by DLS. Sizes are denoted as (mean (mode) ± 1 standard deviation).  
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4.3.2 Dehydrated sizes and particle morphology 

TEM and AFM were used to determine the sizes of dehydrated Pdots. These methods require 

samples to be deposited on a surface and dried. Therefore, images are obtained of de-swelled 

particles. Although these methods are not truly representative of a Pdot in the solution phase, they 

can give direct information about particle size and morphology of the sample. As both methods 

analyze individual particles, raw measurements are not biased by the overall size distribution of 

the sample.  

 

In TEM, a beam of electrons is accelerated through an ultra-thin sample. Contrast is achieved 

where the sample and the background have different electron densities. TEM showed that Pdots 

formed spherical or near-spherical particles (Figure 4.5). Typical dehydrated Pdot diameters were 

less than 100 nm with broad size distributions (standard deviation 30–40 nm). Although TEM is a 

robust characterization method, it is non-trivial to image the amphiphilic species or any non-

conductive additives (e.g., soft surface materials, small molecule cargo) because they will not 

interact strongly with the electron beam.  
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Figure 4.5 TEM characterization (A) TEM image of F8BT/PS-PEG-COOH Pdots. Average diameter 95 ± 
43 nm (N = 269). 30000X magnification. (B) Size histogram for F8BT/PS-PEG-COOH Pdots.   

 

 

In AFM, a nanometre-sized tip is rastered across a sample deposited on a flat substrate. The tip is 

affixed to a cantilever whose position is modulated by interactions between the tip and the sample. 

The extent of this modulation is recorded for each measured pixel and used to construct an image 

[176]. The AFM images shown in Figure 4.6 were recorded in tapping mode, where the AFM tip 

was oscillated at its resonant frequency. The amplitude of the oscillation is modulated by the 

surface topography of the sample and this information is used to generate the topography image. 

Tapping mode is preferred for fragile samples that may be disrupted by the higher lateral forces of 
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contact mode AFM [177]. The AFM image shows the morphology of dehydrated particles 

including any contribution from the amphiphilic component. The x/y resolution of the technique 

is limited by the size of the AFM tip, which is usually comparable to the size of the features being 

measured for the analysis of nanoparticles. The deflection of the AFM tip gives information about 

the height of measured features. Height measurements correspond to the dehydrated particle 

diameter, although this value is not fully reliable due to the soft nature of the materials. The 

observed height may decrease if there are significant interactions between the Pdot and the 

substrate as it dries, such that the Pdot loses its solution-phase morphology.  

 

A typical AFM image of F8BT/PSMA Pdots is shown in Figure 4.6. Pdots whose structures are 

not further stabilized tend to form large aggregates as they dry on the hydrophilic substrate. 

Aggregates can be identified by analysis of height traces which tend to have multiple peaks 

implying multiple spherical particles have come together to form one mass. Non-aggregated 

particles tend to maintain a near-spherical morphology with similar dehydrated diameters as 

measured by TEM.  
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Figure 4.6 AFM characterization. (A) AFM topography image of F8BT/PSMA Pdots. Panel (B) corresponds 
to the region in the gray box in panel A. (C) Size histogram from AFM image.  
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4.3.3 Electrophoretic mobility and zeta potential  

The electrophoretic mobility and zeta potential of a sample are related to its surface charge. Surface 

charge is an important parameter for a number of reasons. For example, surface charge can be 

correlated to the electrostatic colloidal stability of a particle, as modelled by DLVO theory [178]. 

The polarity and magnitude of the surface charge can also be used to infer the chemical nature of 

the particle surface and predict its behaviour, namely how it may interact with other species present 

in solution. It is non-trivial to directly measure the surface charge of a nanoparticle, so indirect 

techniques such as gel electrophoresis and zeta potential measurements are often used to indirectly 

probe the characteristics of the surface.  

 

In gel electrophoresis, aqueous samples are loaded into hollow wells in a porous gel material. An 

electric field is applied across the gel, and samples migrate through the pores towards the opposite 

potential of their surface charge. The extent of migration through the gel depends on both the size 

and surface charge of the sample. Smaller species will migrate more easily through the porous 

structure of the gel and will therefore migrate further. Species with a higher surface charge-to-

volume ratio experience a greater potential difference and will therefore be more strongly attracted 

to the opposite pole, resulting in increased migration. Gel electrophoresis can be used qualitatively 

and quantitatively (e.g., Ferguson analysis) to infer information about both the size and surface 

charge of the species. Quantitative analysis generally requires well-defined bands. When 

qualitative, gel electrophoresis is most often used comparatively. For example, it is often used to 

test for chemical modification of the particle surface, or for the successful attachment of another 
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species to the particle surface, as these modifications may affect both the hydrodynamic size and 

surface charge of the particles.  

 

Monodisperse, well-behaved samples will form narrow bands during migration through the gel. 

Materials such as QDs or gold nanoparticles typically exhibit narrow bands due to their good 

monodispersity and hard character. Pdots rarely exhibit this behaviour, and typically form non-

uniform streaks originating from the well. Streaking may be a result of the large size distribution 

typical of Pdots, or, potentially, nonspecific interactions between Pdots and the agarose gel. It is 

also possible that Pdots unfold under the conditions in which the gel is run, and individual 

hydrophobic polymer chains bind non-specifically to the agarose gel. The electric field acts 

primarily on charged species (e.g., the amphiphile and any charged species resulting from 

oxidation of the SP), and it may be possible that the pull of the electric field overcomes the weak 

hydrophobic interactions between the amphiphile and SP, resulting in unfolding.  

 

The migration of Pdots in gel electrophoresis largely depends upon the choice of amphiphile. A 

fluorescence image of an agarose gel run with F8BT Pdots made with various amphiphiles is 

shown in Figure 4.7. Lane (i) shows F8BT Pdots with no amphiphile. Without the additional 

stabilization associated with the amphiphile, Pdots tend to form large (> 100 nm) aggregates and 

have low surface charge. Pdots synthesized without amphiphiles may be stabilized by the 

formation of negatively charged surface defects resulting from oxidation of the polymer chain 

[62]. Lanes (ii), (iii) and (iv) show Pdots made with ionic amphiphiles. These materials behave 

similarly, migrating towards the anode and forming streaks due to the negative surface charge 
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conferred by amphiphile carboxylate groups. Lanes (v), (vi) and (vii) correspond to Pdots 

synthesized with various non-ionic amphiphiles. Owing to their charge neutrality, these Pdots do 

not migrate strongly towards the anode. For neutral Pdots, some proportion of the sample may 

migrate towards the cathode because of electroendosmosis within the gel, as observed in lane (vii). 

In all lanes, some fluorescence is visible within the wells, arising from a population of aggregates 

or nanoparticles too large to enter the pores of the gel.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Fluorescence image of an agarose gel (0.5% w/v) of F8BT Pdots with (i) no amphiphile, (ii) 
PSMA, (iii) PSPEGCOOH, (iv) PMAO, (v) Pluronic F127, (vi) PE-b-PEG, and (vii) PS-b-PEG. The field 
strength was ~6.5 V cm–1 and the gel was run for 30 min.  
 

 

Agarose gel electrophoresis was used over polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) because 

agarose gels have larger poor sizes better suited to the analysis of nanoparticles. PAGE is most 

commonly used for the separation of biological macromolecules. Attempts to characterize Pdots 

by capillary electrophoresis were not successful as the Pdots never eluted from the capillary. 
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A charged colloidal particle such as a Pdot is immediately surrounded by a somewhat immobile 

layer of counterions that strongly adhere to the particle surface, known as the Stern layer (Figure 

4.8). Beyond this layer is a second, more diffuse layer of ions whose electrostatic interactions with 

the colloid are partially screened by the Stern layer. Both of these layers together are known as the 

electric double layer, and the ions contained therein diffuse with the particle through space. The 

boundary between the electric double layer and bulk solvent molecules is known as the slipping 

plane. The zeta potential is a measurement of the electric potential difference at the slipping plane 

and the bulk solution (i.e., randomly oriented solvent molecules distant from the particle). The zeta 

potential is often used as a measure of the electrostatic stability of colloids. Particles with a high 

surface charge, positive or negative, will strongly repel one another, preventing aggregation or 

coagulation [169, 179]. 

 

The specific surface chemistry of a colloid determines its zeta potential. Pdots synthesized to have 

carboxylate surface chemistries display strongly negative zeta potentials (−10 mV or more in 

magnitude) as expected for a material with a negatively charged surface. Considerable batch-to-

batch variation in the value for the zeta potential was observed, even for samples composed of the 

same materials and synthesized in the same way. The measured zeta potential represents the 

average across an ensemble, and Pdots are highly polydisperse, such that the measured zeta 

potential value may not truly encompass the variety of surface charges and electrostatic behaviour 

across an ensemble of Pdots.  
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Figure 4.8 A negatively charged shell (amphiphile; blue) surrounds a hydrophobic Pdot core (SP; green) 
and attracts a layer of positively charged ions that diffuse with the particle and are known as the Stern layer. 
A second, more diffuse layer of counterions is also attracted to the Pdot, albeit that these interactions are 
partially screened by the Stern layer. The two layers of counterions are collectively known as the electric 
double layer.  

 

 

4.3.4 Concentration 

Pdot concentrations are often reported in units of µg/mL or ppm. These values reflect the total 

amount of material added in solution, but do not account for any losses from aggregation or 

precipitation and do not reflect the concentration of discrete NPs. For other types of NPs where 

the molar extinction coefficient is known, concentrations are usually determined by UV-vis 

absorption measurements. It is nontrivial to estimate the molar extinction coefficient of Pdots, as 

each NP contains many individual chromophores, and these chromophores exist in different local 

environments. It is not possible to determine the exact number of chromophores or their precise 

arrangement within the NP core. There is also considerable variation in particle size across and 

between ensembles, and it is not necessarily accurate to make estimations based solely on mean or 

mode sizes. Other techniques must therefore be used to determine Pdot concentration. Once the 
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concentration of a particular batch is known, it is then possible to calculate an estimated extinction 

coefficient for the rapid determination of concentration for samples from that batch. Due to batch-

to-batch variation in Pdot synthesis, the molar extinction of a single batch of Pdots cannot be 

generalized to other batches made the same way using the same materials.  

 

Given the limitations above, NTA was used to determine Pdot concentrations. NTA detects and 

counts single particles, extrapolating a concentration value as particles per unit volume. Although 

this method provides a straightforward and simple way to estimate Pdot concentrations, it has 

several key limitations. Concentration estimates depend on the sensitivity of the instrument, which 

is inherently limited by the scattering and fluorescence intensity of the sample. To obtain an 

accurate concentration value, the instrument must be able to discern every particle present from 

background noise. Camera sensitivity is also an important parameter. The quantum efficiency of 

the NTA sCMOS camera drops below 50% above 600 nm, making measurements of orange/red-

emitting MEHPPV and CNMEHPPV Pdots more difficult. As particle brightness is correlated to 

particle size, it may be difficult to image smaller, less bright Pdots, such that larger particles may 

be overrepresented in the size distribution. Continuous irradiation with the laser source may also 

lead to photobleaching of the samples during the measurement. Operator error can also result in 

an appreciable fraction of the imaged particles being outside the focal plane of the objective lens, 

where these particles may not be counted appropriately. For these reasons, it is likely that NTA-

derived concentrations are an underestimate of the true sample concentration. Despite these 

limitations, NTA remains the only robust, rapid and accessible method for determining Pdot 

concentrations. At best, the uncertainty may be estimated from the difference in concentration 
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between scattering and fluorescence modes, which typically agree within 50%. At worst, in the 

case where a significant fraction of particles is not counted, concentrations may be accurate only 

to the observed order of magnitude.   

 

NTA results suggest that typical concentrations of as-synthesized Pdot range from 200 pM–1 nM, 

although the precise value depends on the details of the synthesis. Other groups report Pdot 

concentrations in the range of 1–5 nM, but do not state how they arrive at these values. It is likely 

that these values are derived from assumptions about the density and packing of SPs in the Pdot 

core, the molar extinction coefficient of the unaggregated SP, and the Pdot size. 

 

4.3.5 Colloidal stability 

Stored in water, Pdots generally remain colloidally stable for weeks or months. Over time, large 

aggregates that are visible to the naked eye begin to form but are easily removed from solution via 

filtration. Other signs of destabilization include the formation of dense precipitates or the 

irreversible deposition of fluorescent material on the walls of the storage vessel. If stored at too 

high a concentration, the rate of precipitation is increased. Pdots do not maintain their structure 

upon freezing, but may be lyophilized under certain conditions [180]. 

 

As Pdots are held together by relatively weak hydrophobic interactions, they are easily destabilized 

by changes in environment, particularly changes in pH and ionic strength. Simply storing Pdots in 

a buffer solution in lieu of water can cause dramatic loss of colloidal integrity. As an initial test 

for suitable storage conditions, F8BT/PSMA Pdots were stored in water or 25 mM HEPES buffer 
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at 4 °C over a period of 7 weeks. Absorption and emission spectra were recorded at regular 

intervals (Figure 4.9). The maximum absorbance at 460 nm remained relatively consistent for both 

solutions over the time scale of the experiment. However, the peak emission intensity at 540 nm 

for both samples decreased rapidly over the first week, achieved a minimum, and slowly began to 

rise over the course of the next 6 weeks. This result suggests that the total amount of material in 

solution remains constant, but the Pdots are a potentially dynamic material whose internal structure 

and photophysics change over time. The measured average diameter of the Pdots stored in water 

decreased over the first 10 days of storage where the diameter of the Pdots stored in buffer 

remained constant. Although both samples of Pdots came from the same batch, the Pdots stored in 

water initially had a larger average diameter than those stored in buffer. The cause of this effect is 

unknown but may be related to the relative ionic strengths of the two solutions. This result further 

suggests that the Pdot structure may be dynamic, possibly by the exchange of materials between 

particles, or that particles may break apart into smaller particles. Hydrophobic SPs are less soluble 

in environments of high ionic strength, preventing this behaviour for Pdots in buffer. Within the 

error associated with NTA concentration measurements, the concentrations of both solutions were 

constant over the course of the experiment. Chemical changes to the SP, such as oxidation, may 

also play a role in changing particle characteristics.  
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Figure 4.9 Colloidal stability test of F8BT/PSMA Pdots stored in water (blue) or ~25 mM HEPES buffer 
(red) over a period of 7 weeks. (A) Peak absorption. (B) Peak emission intensity. (C) Pdot concentration 
(average of NTA scattering and fluorescence modes). The solid lines represent the average concentration 
over the course of the experiment, and the dashed lines represent -50% error (blue, water) and +50% error 
(red, HEPES). (D) Mean diameter (average of NTA scattering and fluorescence modes).  
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4.4 Optical characterization 

The optical properties of Pdots largely depend on the identity of the SP used in their synthesis. The 

selection of SP is often motivated by the emission colour of the SP and, accordingly, the desired 

emission colour of the resulting Pdots. Figure 4.10 shows a photograph of Pdots composed of the 

different SPs used in this thesis and PSMA under ambient lighting and under UV illumination.   

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Photograph of Pdots composed of the indicated SP and PSMA amphiphile under ambient light 
(top) and 365 nm UV illumination (bottom).  
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4.4.1 Absorption and emission spectra of Pdots 

The absorption, emission and excitation spectra of the unaggregated (i.e., dissolved in THF) SPs 

used in this thesis are shown in Figure 4.11. Selected optical properties for the SPs are listed in 

Table 4.1. The SPs exhibit broad, asymmetric absorption spectra ranging from the UV to the blue 

or green regions of the visible spectrum. They also have a secondary peak in the UV region, likely 

arising from a higher order electronic transition analogous to the S0-S2 transition of the monomer 

species. The polymers exhibit relatively broad and asymmetric emission peaks, ranging from the 

green to red regions of the visible spectrum. Except for PFVA, the emission peaks are more 

spectrally narrow than the absorption peaks. The SPs exhibit varying Stokes shifts, which range 

from similar to those of organic dyes (~20 nm) to greatly exceeding those of organic dyes (> 100 

nm). The practical importance of the Stokes shift for SPs is less than organic dyes because SP have 

broad absorption and emission bands, such that efficient excitation and emission can occur over a 

broad range of wavelengths.  

 

 

Table 4.1. Spectral properties of unaggregated SPs in THF  

SP λmax,Abs. (nm)a Abs. FWHM (nm) λmax,Em. (nm)b Em. FWHM (nm) Stokes shift (nm) 

PFMEHPPV 481 70 504 22 23 

F8BT 453 79 540 80 87 

PFVA 443 82 552 104 109 

MEHPPV 502 91 555 37 53 

CNMEHPPV 453 106 552 71 99 

a Wavelength of maximum absorption b Wavelength of maximum emission  
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Figure 4.11 Normalized absorption, emission and excitation spectra for the unaggregated semiconducting 
polymers in THF (left column) and Pdots (right column) composed of the indicated SP and PSMA 
amphiphile.  
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SPs containing the MEHPPV monomer are known to contain high energy blue states and low 

energy red states. Blue states correspond to regions where the polymer is in an extended 

conformation, and red states corresponds to regions where the polymer undergoes local packing 

with adjacent monomers. The unaggregated, solution-phase polymer has majority blue states, 

although efficient energy transfer can occur to lower energy red states [66]. The presence of both 

states in the polymer is manifested as two distinct emission peaks in the spectra of PFMEHPPV 

and MEHPPV.  CNMEHPPV also contains the MEHPPV monomer and may contain both red and 

blue states; however, only one broad emission peak is observed. Red-state emission likely 

contributes to the broad, red-tailed shoulder in the CNMEHPPV emission spectrum. Peak 

broadening may also be caused by high PDI of CNMEHPPV (i.e., individual chains will have 

variable conjugation lengths and will emit at slightly different wavelengths).  

 

The amphiphilic component of the Pdots is non-emissive and generally has no substantial impact 

on the optical properties of the NP. Many amphiphiles contain a styrene-like monomer as part of 

the hydrophobic element, which has absorption in the UV usually around 260 nm [181]. The molar 

extinction coefficients of polystyrene polymers are many orders of magnitude less than those of 

Pdots, although the specific value depends on the solvent, the number of styrene monomers in the 

chain and their specific arrangement. The amphiphilic component usually comprises no more than 

20% by mass of the Pdots. Therefore, these species will have minimal contributions to the 

measured absorbance spectra of the Pdots.  
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The absorption, emission and excitation spectra of SP/PSMA Pdots are shown in Figure 4.11 (vide 

supra). Selected optical properties are listed in Table 4.2. Although the spectra were recorded for 

SP/PSMA Pdots, generally none of the amphiphiles tested here had a significant effect on the 

observed optical properties.  

 

 

Table 4.2 Selected measured optical properties of Pdots composed of the indicated SP and PSMA. 

SP λmax,Abs. (nm)a 
Abs. FWHM 

(nm) 
λmax,Em. (nm)b 

Em. FWHM 
(nm) 

Stokes shift 
(nm) 

PFMEHPPV 454 86 512 74 58 

F8BT 468 94 540 78 72 

PFVA 440 92 582 110 142 

MEHPPV 508 114 592 96 84 

CNMEHPPV 468 100 624 134 156 

a Wavelength of maximum absorption b Wavelength of maximum emission  

 

 

Pdots have absorption and emission peaks that are similar to those of the unaggregated SPs, 

although both peaks are typically broadened. The spectral positions of the absorption and emission 

peaks are affected by the polarity of the solvent surrounding a chromophore and changes in chain 

conformation [182]. Individual chromophores comprising a Pdot experience different local 

environments. Whereas a chromophore in the particle core is completely surrounded by other 

hydrophobic species, a chromophore on the particle surface may be partially solvated by the 

hydrophilic portion of the amphiphile or may be in direct contact with the polar solvent. 
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Interactions between the chromophore and solvating species change the energy of the molecular 

orbitals, therefore changing the amount of energy required for absorption or the amount of energy 

given off via emission, contributing to peak broadening. Additionally, the effective conjugation 

length of a SP decreases from the unaggregated polymer in solution to condensed polymer within 

a Pdot, as the chains will bend or kink at the particle boundary. Decreasing the effective 

conjugation length will increase (blue-shift) the band gap energy [183]. Individual polymer chains 

or segments will have different effective conjugation lengths depending on their specific 

arrangement within the Pdot, therefore also contributing to band broadening [66].  

 

MEHPPV polymers exhibit significant emission peak broadening when condensed into Pdots. The 

number of low energy red states increases when polymers condense into particles. Red states 

correspond to areas where chains are well packed, such as within the Pdot core. These regions 

exhibit increased chain-chain electronic interactions and have an increased effective conjugation 

length because of the tight packing of the chains, both of which contribute to the lower energy 

nature of these states. Absorption will occur to a higher energy blue state, but energy is efficiently 

transferred to the lower energy red state where excitons become trapped and from which emission 

originates [66].  

 

4.4.2 Fluorescence lifetime measurements 

Fluorescence lifetime is a measurement of the amount of time a species remains in the excited state 

before decaying to the ground state via fluorescence. Fluorescence lifetime is an important 
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parameter for studying photophysical processes that act on the excited state, such as energy transfer 

or other dynamic quenching mechanisms.  

 

Fluorescence lifetimes of Pdots were measured by time-correlated single-photon counting 

(TCSPC). This method measures the time delay between an excitation pulse and the emission of a 

single photon by the sample. This time delay corresponds to the amount of time the fluorophore 

remains in the excited state before decaying to the ground state via emission. Hundreds of 

thousands of emission events are recorded to construct a fluorescence decay curve. The 

fluorescence lifetime, τ, is given as Eqn. 2.7 (Chapter 2).  More qualitatively, the fluorescence 

lifetime is the time after excitation at which the measured intensity has decreased to 1/e (~36.8%) 

of its maximum (i.e., initial intensity).  

 

For the materials used in this thesis, typical lifetimes ranged from hundreds of picoseconds to a 

few nanoseconds, although there was considerable batch-to-batch variation for materials with the 

same composition. The fluorescence lifetimes of seven different batches of F8BT/PSMA Pdots are 

shown in Figure 4.12. Although these materials were synthesized from the same starting materials 

and by the same procedure, measured amplitude-weighted average lifetimes varied from 480 up 

to 774 ps. Consequently, accurate comparisons of lifetime decays can only be made for 

experiments performed using the same batch of Pdots.  
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Figure 4.12 Fluorescence lifetime decay curves of various batches of F8BT/PSMA Pdots. The data were 
modeled as biexponential decays. The legend shows the amplitude-weighted average fluorescence 
lifetimes corresponding to each decay curve.  

 

 

4.4.3 Quantum yield 

Quantum yield is a measure of the relative rates of radiative and non-radiative decay pathways and 

can also be thought of as a measure of the efficiency with which a fluorophore emits the absorbed 

excitation light. Quantum yield is determined by comparison with a standard fluorophore or 

absolutely by use of an integrating sphere. Representative data for the determination of quantum 

yields for two separate batches of F8BT/PSMA Pdots is shown in Figure 4.13. The quantum yield 

of a species is directly related to its brightness by Eqn. 1.1 (Chapter 1) and is an important 

parameter for FRET (Eqn. 2.16, Chapter 2). Pdots typically have moderate-to-high quantum yields 

ranging from about 0.2–0.8. However, as with many of their physical and optical properties, batch-

to-batch variation is significant, even for materials of the same composition. The extreme per-

particle brightness of Pdots is a result of their high molar extinction coefficients more so than their 

quantum yields.  
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Figure 4.13 Representative data for the determination of quantum yield of two separate batches of 
F8BT/PSMA Pdots. (A) Quantum yield determination of F8BT/PSMA Pdots via comparison with fluorescein. 
(B) Quantum yield determination of F8BT/PSMA Pdots using an integrating sphere.  

 

 

4.4.4 Photobleaching measurements  

Photobleaching of F8BT/PSPEGCOOH and CNMEHPPV/PSPEGCOOH Pdots were measured 

on a fluorescence microscope and compared to green-emitting QDs (CdSeS/ZnS QD540 from 

Cytodiagnostics, Burlington, ON) and fluorescein (Figure 4.14). Samples were continuously 

irradiated with blue light suitable for excitation of all samples. Continuous, high intensity 

irradiation leads to irreversible photobleaching, upon which the species is no longer able to absorb 

or emit light, leading to a decrease in the observed PL intensity. Photobleaching curves were fit 

with a monoexponential function (fluorescein) or biexponential function (Pdots). Fitting 

parameters are listed in Table 4.3. The initial rate of photobleaching was comparable for both types 

of Pdots and fluorescein. After approximately 20 min, the Pdot emission intensity for both samples 

began to plateau at approximately 25% of the initial fluorescence intensity, whereas the fluorescein 

sample almost completely photobleached (near zero intensity). The plateau may be the result of 

photobleaching of chromophores near the particle surface whereas those in the core remain 
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photoactive. The QDs initially photobrightened (i.e., an observed increase in the PL intensity upon 

continuous illumination), which is a known effect [184]. After about 20 min, the QD PL began to 

decay below its initial level, although at a slower rate than the dye and Pdots. Although Pdots have 

been reported to have good resistivity to photobleaching compared to organic dyes  [56, 67, 124], 

these results suggest that on short time scales (~minutes), Pdots photobleach comparably to organic 

dyes and perform significantly worse than QDs. We hypothesize that Pdots of varying composition 

and size will exhibit different photobleaching rates due to their differing chemical structures and 

differing proportion of ‘protected’ chromophores in the particle core.  Unlike fluorescein, Pdot 

intensity does not decay to zero; one possible rationale for this result is the gradual photobleaching 

of the outermost layer of chromophores forming a protective layer around the inner core.  

 

 

Figure 4.14 Photobleaching curves for QDs (red), fluorescein (blue), F8BT/PSPEGCOOH Pdots (green) 
and CNMEHPPV/PSPEGCOOH Pdots (orange). Data are shown as solid lines and fit curves are shown as 
dotted lines.  
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Table 4.3. Fitting parameters for photobleaching rate 

Material k1 (min-1) a1 k2 (min-1) a2 half-life (min) 

F8BT/PSMA 0.0527 0.37 0.595 0.63 5 

CNMEHPPV/PSMA 0.0333 0.44 0.200 0.56 12 

Fluorescein 0.189 1.0   4 

 

 

4.5 Conclusions  

The physical structure of Pdots is poorly defined and Pdots have complex and heavily 

environment-dependent photophysics. Despite the inherent challenges associated with 

characterising such materials, we have used a suite of different methods to develop a robust picture 

of the physical and photophysical properties of Pdots. Commonalities between materials include 

their sub-100 nm diameters, large size distributions, approximately spherical morphologies, 

picomolar to nanomolar concentrations post-synthesis, broad absorption and emission bands, 

moderate to high quantum yields, and sub-nanosecond fluorescence lifetimes. Despite the extent 

of characterization techniques used, it is not possible to get a complete picture of the physical 

structure of Pdots. The assumed core/shell structure of the SP and amphiphile is not readily 

observed, and it is difficult to ascertain the nature of chain packing, swelling within the 

hydrophobic core, and any effects arising from the possible oxidation of the SP. These unknowns 
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may play a significant role in the physicochemical behaviours of Pdots and pose a significant 

challenge to the further development of Pdots in bioanalysis.  

 

A key conclusion from this research is that it is critical to characterize each batch of Pdots as much 

as possible before downstream use. Given the large impact of batch-to-batch variation on both the 

physical and optical properties, it is not prudent to make assumptions about a batch based on other 

batches that came before it. Pdots can also change their characteristics over time, so it is important 

to perform characterization shortly before any other experiments that will rely on the measured 

parameters. Batch-to-batch variation is particularly important considering the poor reproducibility 

and broad size distributions resulting from the typical nanoprecipitation method for Pdot synthesis.  

 

Most experiments in this thesis used F8BT/PSMA Pdots, as this combination produced colloidally 

stable and reproducible Pdots (i.e., clear solutions with sub-100 nm sizes). F8BT in Pdot form was 

shown to have favourable optical properties. Its absorption and emission bands match well with 

the requirements of NTA and DLS analysis, and the spectral position of its emission band allows 

it to act as an energy donor to many possible acceptors for the photophysical studies presented in 

Chapter 6. Other combinations of materials result in Pdots of similar physical and optical 

properties. The physical properties are mostly tuned by selection of the amphiphile, although the 

backbone rigidity of a given SP can affect the obtained particle sizes and presumably the chain 
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packing in the particle core. Emission colour can be tuned by choice of the SP, although other 

optical properties show minimal variance between materials.  

 

Although a complete understanding of the physical and optical properties of Pdots has yet to be 

developed, Pdots have found use in many applications, particularly in optoelectronics and 

bioanalysis. There are many difficulties inherent in their characterization, but Pdots are still a 

rapidly emergent fluorophore due to their advantageous optical properties, particularly their 

extreme per particle brightness and biocompatibility (Section 1.2.6). As promising as the materials 

may be, it is unlikely that Pdots will reach their full potential as an analytical tool until they are 

characterized more completely, and their properties are better understood and better controlled.  
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Chapter 5: Flow-based synthesis and manufacturing of semiconducting 

Polymer Dots 

The results presented in this chapter are currently unpublished. This research was conceived by 

Kelsi Lix, Russ Algar, and Jason Hein. KL designed the experimental protocols, data analysis 

methods, and performed some experiments using the syringe pump and continuous flow pump 

systems. KL supervised undergraduate researchers who performed experiments using protocols 

and data analysis methods designed by KL: Jamie Dearnley, Valentin Saibi, Chelsea Cayabyab, 

and Gilles Poitau. KL and Ryan Chung designed the syringe pump system and performed initial 

testing and troubleshooting. Henry Situ, Sebastian Steiner, and JH designed the continuous flow 

pump system. HS and SS wrote the operational code. Scale up experiments were performed by KL, 

HS, and GP. Global analysis of the data presented in this chapter was performed by KL.   

 

5.1 Introduction 

Semiconducting polymer dots (Pdots) are rapidly emerging as a fluorescent probe for bioanalysis 

and bioimaging. Pdots are a type of semiconducting polymer nanoparticle (SPN) demarcated from 

other SPN materials by their small sizes, high semiconducting polymer (SP) content and 

hydrophobic cores [26, 118]. Pdots and SPNs have many advantageous properties compared to 

other classes of fluorophores, including extremely high per-particle brightness, high absorption 

cross sections, good biocompatibility, and permeable hydrophobic cores [109]. To date, Pdots have 

found use in chemical and biological sensing [77, 157, 185], in vitro and in vivo imaging [139, 

186], and photothermal and photodynamic therapy [144, 187-188].  
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Pdots are typically synthesized via nanoprecipitation, a process wherein a solution of an SP in a 

water-miscible solvent such as THF is rapidly injected into water under thorough mixing, usually 

via sonication [26]. Due to the sudden change in local solvent polarity, the hydrophobic polymer 

chains spontaneously collapse into spherical nanoparticles (NPs) with typical diameters less than 

100 nm. This injection is usually done manually; for example, a syringe or pipette may be used to 

inject the polymer precursor solution into water. Manual nanoprecipitation is a very general 

method that has been applied to produce Pdots and other polymer nanoparticles of varying 

compositions, inclusive of both commercially available and custom synthesized semiconducting 

polymers. Nanoprecipitation requires only that the polymers are sufficiently hydrophobic to 

undergo chain collapse [24, 93]. This method can be tuned to produce particles of different sizes 

by changing the concentration of the polymer in the precursor solution [59], adjusting the relative 

volumes of solvent and water [60], and by adding water to the precursor solution incrementally to 

seed particle formation [61]. Depending upon the specific conditions and materials used, the 

resulting nanoparticles may have diameters from a few nanometres up to hundreds of nanometres, 

and may have relatively narrow or broad size distributions. Some size control is achievable by 

manual nanoprecipitation, but the extent of control is vastly limited by the method’s poor 

reproducibility.  

 

Controlled synthesis of inorganic and non-semiconducting polymer nanoparticles has been 

demonstrated using continuous-flow microfluidic methods [189-195], where mixing between 

solvents is controlled by the fluid dynamics that occur in confined microscale environments. Flow 

in these microfluidic devices tends to be laminar, where individual streams flow side-by-side and 

only mix via diffusion at the interface [196]. Although this method offers improved control, it is 
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limited in terms of scale and solvent compatibility of the microfluidic flow cells. SPs are typically 

soluble only in harsh solvents such as THF or chlorinated solvents, which are incompatible with 

many flow cell devices. Microfluidic synthesis of Pdots or SPNs is less common, although 

methods have been reported for polyaniline nanofibers [197] and thiophene-based SPs using 

supercritical fluids as a solvent [198]. Microfluidic syntheses of SPNs have been reported using 

both commercial and custom-synthesized SPs, but for NPs that contain low fractions of SP 

compared to the non-emissive polymer component [199-201]. Millifluidic nanoparticle synthesis, 

where channel diameters are between 0.5–10 mm, is a method that circumvents the need for 

intensive and sophisticated reactor production, as required microfluidic synthesis, while retaining 

many of its advantages and allowing for more convenient scale-up. Continuous flow millifluidics 

has been used to synthesize a variety of nanomaterials such as metal NPs [202-204], QDs [205-

206], polysaccharide NPs [207-208], and non-emissive polymer NPs [209].  

 

Here, we demonstrate the use of controlled, flow-based methods for Pdot synthesis in the 

millifluidic regime. Proof-of-concept was demonstrated using benchtop syringe pumps to control 

the flow and mixing of the organic and aqueous phases, producing a variety of Pdot materials. The 

flow-based method was shown to have improved reproducibility compared to the manual injection 

method. By variation of precursor concentration and flow rates, some tuning of particle sizes was 

achieved between 50–120 nm. Optically active small molecule dopants were efficiently 

incorporated into the Pdot core by flow synthesis. To demonstrate manufacturing of Pdots on a 

commercially relevant scale, flow-based synthesis was also performed using continuous flow 

positive displacement pumps to control flow and mixing of the two phases, reproducibly producing 

Pdots up to a 100 mL scale. Trends in size tuneability and synthetic reproducibility were similar 
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to those achieved using the syringe pump system. We have shown that the flow-based method has 

several benefits over the manual injection method, and with further optimization, will be a robust 

and reliable alternative to current synthetic methods like manual nanoprecipitation.  

 

5.2 Results 

5.2.1 Flow synthesis 

Flow synthesis and manual injection are represented schematically in Figure 5.1. Briefly, a 

precursor solution containing SP and amphiphilic polymer (AP) was prepared in THF. Syringe 

pumps were used to pump the organic precursor solution and water together at a controlled flow 

rate through polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing and through a mixing element (e.g., T- or Y-

mixer). The two solutions collided and mixed in the mixer, producing Pdots, which were collected 

at the mixer outlet. After removal of THF by evaporation, the resulting Pdots were characterized. 

Initial experiments were performed using F8BT and PSMA as this combination yielded good 

reproducibility and high signal-to-noise for NTA analysis. Optical spectra were also recorded. 

NTA and DLS characterization data for a representative sample of F8BT/PSMA Pdots are shown 

in Figure 5.2. Representative TEM images of F8BT/PSMA Pdots synthesized by manual injection 

and flow synthesis are shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.1 (A) Schematic of flow synthesis. The organic precursor and aqueous solutions are pumped 
together at a controlled flow rate then collide and mix within the mixer element (e.g., T-mixer). Pdots are 
collected at the outlet. The photograph shows the syringe pump hardware, tubing and mixer element used 
for flow synthesis and the red arrows represent the direction of flow. (B) Schematic of manual injection 
synthesis. The organic precursor solution is injected into water under sonication, producing Pdots.  
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Figure 5.2 Representative characterization data for F8BT/PSMA Pdots produced by flow synthesis. (A) 
Chemical structures of F8BT and PSMA. (B) Normalized absorption and emission spectra (λex. = 460 nm). 
(C) Scattering mode (red, average particle size 49 (37) ± 22 nm) and fluorescence mode (blue, average 
particle size 52 (39) ± 25 nm) NTA sizing data. The number of particles counted, N, is noted in the figure. 
(D) Number-weighted (21 (17) ± 8 nm) and intensity-weighted (48 (37) ± 20 nm) DLS lognormal curve. The 
notations are mean (mode) ± standard deviation of the lognormal distribution. 
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Figure 5.3 TEM images of F8BT/PSMA Pdots synthesized by (A) flow synthesis and (B) manual injection. 
Scale bar = 200 nm. Size distributions for (C) flow synthesis and (D) manual injection. The number of 
particles analyzed, N, is noted in the figure.  

 

We performed a side-by-side comparison of flow and manual synthesis to measure the 

reproducibility of both methods. A precursor solution (5 mL) of F8BT (14 µg/mL) and PSMA (2.9 

µg/mL) were injected into 5 mL of water either via syringe pump at 18 mL/min or manually at the 

fastest rate possible via syringe under sonication. The mean and mode diameters and standard 

deviations derived from lognormal fitting of NTA data for 12 replicates are shown in Figure 5.4A. 

Flow synthesis produced Pdots of smaller mean and mode diameters with considerably less 

variation in size than manual injection. The average mean and mode diameters of the manual 

injection method were skewed higher by a small number of data points with sizes significantly 

above the average. The width of the size distributions from both methods were similar and likely 
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represented a fundamental limit arising from the polydispersity of the constituent polymers and 

the imperfect mixing of the two solutions. Swapping the T-mixer for a Y-mixer of similar internal 

diameter (ID) did not appreciably change the size or size distribution of the resultant Pdots (Figure 

5.4B).  

 

Colliding the aqueous and organic solutions in a confined environment (i.e., within a mixing 

element) was expected to improve mixing efficiency and generate smaller Pdots. Flow synthesis 

was done without a mixer, where the outlet tubes for both the organic and aqueous solutions were 

instead placed directly in the collection vial (Figure 5.5). The solutions mixed only upon delivery 

into the vial. Synthesis with no mixer was also performed with and without stirring, where the 

extent of mixing in the latter largely controlled by the velocity of the solutions exiting the tubing. 

Pdots were formed in both cases, although smaller diameters and less variation in size were 

observed when the solutions were stirred together at 340 rpm due to improved mixing of the 

solutions (Figure 5.4C). The sizes obtained were larger than those obtained using the T-mixer and 

Y-mixers (Figure 5.4A and B), indicating that efficient mixing was required to minimize particle 

size. 
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Figure 5.4 (A) Mean and mode diameters and standard deviation for F8BT/PSMA Pdots synthesized by 
flow synthesis (red) and manual injection (blue). Sizes were obtained from lognormal fitting NTA data (N = 
12, average of scattering and fluorescence modes). (B) Mean and mode diameters and standard deviations 
for F8BT/PSMA Pdots synthesized by flow synthesis using a small Y-mixer (N = 6) and large Y-mixer (N = 
5) obtained from lognormal fitting fluorescence mode NTA data. (C) Mean and mode diameters and 
standard deviations for F8BT/PSMA Pdots synthesized by flow synthesis with no mixing and with stirring at 
340 rpm, obtained from lognormal fitting of fluorescence mode NTA data (N = 3). Error bars represent ±1 
standard deviation and the coloured boxes represent the range of the data points.   
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Figure 5.5 Schematic of flow synthesis without a mixer element (i.e., Y- or T-mixer). Pdot solutions were 
either stirred at 340 rpm or not mixed.  

 

 

5.2.2 Optimization of flow synthesis 

Upon demonstration that flow synthesis reproducibly produced Pdots, we endeavoured to 

characterize and optimize the system with the aim of achieving reproducible size control. Variables 

such as the concentrations and compositions of the precursor organic and aqueous solutions, total 

and relative flow rates, and scale of synthesis were investigated.  

 

The concentration of the SP in the precursor solution has been reported to affect particle size in 

nanoprecipitation [59]. Flow synthesis of F8BT/PSMA Pdots was performed using varying 

concentrations of F8BT and PSMA, maintaining a 5:1 mass ratio. Experiments were performed by 

three different operators using three different polymer stock solutions. The resultant Pdots were 

analyzed by NTA (Figure 5.6). Average particle diameters between ca. 50–100 nm were obtained 

by varying precursor concentration, where ~50 nm was the minimum size. A general trend between 
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polymer concentration and size was observed, where larger particles were produced at lower 

concentrations. Excepting the two outliers noted in Figure 5.6, which are attributed to operator 

error, average particles sizes ranged from ~50–70 nm. The disparity between experimenters may 

be caused by chemical changes occurring to the polymers when stored in THF (vide infra). For 

nanoprecipitation, it has been reported that smaller particles are obtained at lower precursor 

concentrations. Although growth is favoured over nucleation when there is less supersaturation, 

growth is limited by the diffusion of solubilized polymer chains toward the generated nuclei which 

is less probable when the concentration is low [210]. Particle sizes may also trend smaller because 

of the reduced viscosity of low concentration polymer solutions [211]. Our results suggest the 

opposite trend, where an increase in size is observed at lower concentrations, possibly due to the 

formation of larger Pdots from collisions between unstable Pdot nuclei (although fewer collisions 

are expected at low polymer concentrations). Any effects of solution viscosity are likely minimized 

by the low polymer concentrations used (i.e., ≤ 200 μg/mL).     
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Figure 5.6 Average diameters (average of NTA scattering and fluorescence modes obtained from 
lognormal fitting of raw data) for syringe pump synthesis of F8BT/PSMA Pdots by three different operators 
using three different stock solutions over the span of 16 months. Outliers are denoted by arrows. These 
outliers were very infrequent, and their origin in unknown, but suggest that further optimization of the 
synthesis process is possible.  

 

 

The efficiency of mixing was influenced by the flow rates of both pumps, and the internal diameter 

of the mixer. F8BT Pdots were synthesized with either PSMA or PSPEGCOOH using T-mixers 

of different internal diameters (Figure 5.7). Flow rates ranging from 1 to 18 mL/min were tested, 

where inefficient mixing was observed below 1 mL/min and 18 mL/min was the upper limit 

accessible with the syringe pumps and the 10 mL syringes. Preliminary results showed similar 

trends for both amphiphiles and both T-mixers. At flow rates less than 5 mL/min, partitioning was 

often observed (i.e., the elution of separate layers, only one of which contained coloured material). 

In some cases, when a homogenous solution was eluted, visible Schlieren lines occurred in the 

eluent, implying poor and incomplete mixing in the mixer element at low flow rates but turbulent 

mixing in the eluted solution. In this regime, Pdots with diameters above 60 nm were obtained. 
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Above 5 mL/min, homogenous solutions were eluted with no visible Schlieren lines, implying 

complete mixing in the mixer element. In this regime, there was some correlation between flow 

rate and particle size, where smaller Pdots were obtained at higher flow rates, but average 

diameters quickly plateaued around 40–50 nm, implying the rate of mixing exceeded the rate of 

polymer aggregation. The nature of flow and mixing in the mixer (i.e., laminar or turbulent flow) 

was not apparent, and warrants further study. Nevertheless, the transition from a flow regime with 

unmixed eluent versus well-mixed eluent is strongly suggestive of a transition from laminar to 

turbulent flow.   Additionally, only 1 or 2 replicates were performed for each experiment, so the 

extent of variation for a given set of parameters is difficult to ascertain.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Effect of flow rate on average particle diameters obtained from the average of lognormal fitting 
of NTA scattering and fluorescence modes using T-mixers with IDs of 0.05 mm or 1.0 mm for 
(A) F8BT/PSMA Pdots or (B) F8BT/PSPEGCOOH Pdots. Hollow data points represent a replicate trial. The 
grey box represents the regime of poor mixing.  
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The relative volume of the aqueous and organic phases has also been reported to affect the particle 

sizes obtained by nanoprecipitation [60, 194, 210]. To this end, flow synthesis of 

F8BT/PSPEGCOOH Pdots was performed using asymmetric flow rates. Preliminary data are 

shown in Figure 5.8. The aqueous solution was pushed at a rate of 18 mL/min whereas the flow 

rate used for the organic solution ranged from 6–18 mL/min (i.e., corresponding to equal or lower 

volumes of THF dispensed than water). The amount of polymer (by mass) was kept constant for 

each flow rate. Symmetric flow rates (i.e., equal volumes of water and THF) produced particles 

with the largest average diameter as determined by NTA (~80 nm). Flow ratios less than unity 

(i.e., less organic solvent) produced Pdots ranging from ~50–60 nm, with no significant variation 

for different flow ratios, although the exact quantitative results are expected to show some variance 

upon completion of additional replicates. The samples synthesized with asymmetric flow rates 

showed similar migration patterns in gel electrophoresis (Figure 5.8B), with significant emissive 

material remaining in the well and uniform streaks instead of tight bands (as is typical for Pdots in 

our hands). The sample synthesized at a symmetric flow rate (i.e., 18 mL/min) showed distinct 

behaviour, migrating slightly further than the other samples and forming a bright band at the end 

of the streak. The bright band indicates that this sample contained a unique sub-population of 

particles compared to the samples synthesized at asymmetric flow rates, although the nature of this 

difference is unclear.  
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Figure 5.8 (A) Particle sizes and standard deviations (from lognormal fitting of fluorescence mode NTA 
data) and (B) fluorescence image of an agarose gel image run with F8BT/PSPEGCOOH Pdots synthesized 
at asymmetric flow rates (organic/aqueous). Flow ratios (organic flow rates): (i) 1 (18 mL/min), (ii) 0.83 (15 
mL/min), (iii) 0.67 (12 mL/min), (iv) 0.5 (9 mL/min), (v) 0.33 (6 mL/min).  

 

 

The natures of the organic and aqueous phases were also varied, using F8BT/PSMA as a model 

system. Using a precursor solution containing a water-miscible cosolvent (ethanol) and a water-

immiscible solvent (chloroform) did not result in the formation of Pdots. The SPs used are all 

soluble in chloroform. It was hypothesized that upon particle formation, Pdots would partition into 

the aqueous phase even in the presence of a good solvent. However, the use of chloroform as a co-

solvent at a small fraction (10%) caused the solubilization of the free polymers in the distinct 

organic phase and no Pdots were formed in the aqueous phase. Ethanol as a cosolvent resulted in 

the formation of large aggregates and the deposition of SP on the walls of the reaction vessel. 

Changing the character of the aqueous phase either by using neutral buffer (25 mM HEPES, pH 

7.4) or sodium chloride solutions of low ionic strength (10–50 mM) also resulted in the formation 

of precipitates and the deposition of material on the walls of the reaction vessel. The presence of 

inorganic or organic salts appeared to preclude the formation of Pdots, likely due to the increased 
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destabilization of the SP at increased ionic strengths. Changes to the pH or ionic strength of the 

solution may also change the solubility of the amphiphilic species, making it less available to 

stabilize the Pdots.  

 

The output of syringe pump flow synthesis experiments was typically collected in its entirety and 

not fractionated. However, this output included a dead volume corresponding to the volume 

expelled from the start of flow to the point where the pumps reached equilibrium flow conditions 

(neglecting any deviations from steady state after equilibrium was established). Pdots formed in 

the dead volume may have been smaller or larger than those produced under equilibrium 

conditions due to inconsistent flow, and, when the dead volume was collected, they would have 

contributed to the obtained size distribution. To test the extent of this contribution, the output 

solution was collected manually as ~1.5 mL fractions and each fraction analyzed by NTA (Figure 

5.9A). The dead volume was estimated by the volume of the tubing and mixer element and was 

estimated to be much less than 1 mL. The first fraction, which contained any contribution from the 

dead volume, displayed higher mean and mode particle sizes compared to the other fractions 

assumed to be collected after the pumps had reached equilibrium. From fraction 3 onwards, 

obtained particle diameters were consistent, save for fraction 6. The first fraction displayed distinct 

behaviour in gel electrophoresis (Figure 5.9B). Fractions 2–7 displayed uniform anodic streaking 

with most emissive material remaining in the wells. Fraction 1 displayed a bright band originating 

from the well but extending into the gel, followed by uniform streaking although with less 

migration than most of the other fractions, indicating a unique population of particles existed in 

the first fraction.  
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Figure 5.9 (A) NTA mean/mode diameters and standard deviations (from lognormal fitting of scattering 
mode data) for multiple fractions collected for a single synthesis (manual collection of ~1.5 mL fractions). 
(B) Fluorescence image of fractions 1-7 run on an agarose gel. 

 

 

The above flow synthesis experiments were performed on a 10 mL scale, comparable to typical 

volumes used for manual injection. The ideal synthesis method should be scalable to both higher 

and lower volumes to suit the needs of particular experiments. For example, low volumes are 

preferred for conserving materials when testing new formulations. To this end, the syringe pump 

setup was used to formulate F8BT/PSMA Pdots on a 1 mL scale, using 1 mL syringes to deliver 

500 μL of the organic and aqueous precursor solutions using variable F8BT concentrations at a 

flow rate of 2.5 mL/min (Figure 5.10). Similar trends were observed as with the 10 mL 

formulations, where the mean particle diameter decreased with increasing F8BT concentration, 

and quickly reached a plateau above 10 µg/mL. A limit diameter of ~80 nm was observed, about 

20 nm greater than the limit size observed at the 10 mL scale. The nature of this effect is currently 

unknown and should be evaluated further. Pdots made with higher precursor concentrations were 

seen to be more reproducible (i.e., less variation in mean diameters). These trends were mirrored 

in the gel electrophoresis data (Figure 5.10B), where larger particles exhibited less anionic 
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migration and an increased amount of fluorescent material remaining in the well. All samples 

exhibited streaking which was likely due to the size distributions of the particles. The relative 

fluorescence intensity of the bands corresponds to the amount of fluorescent material used in 

synthesis.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 (A) Mean particle diameters (average of lognormal fitted fluorescence and scattering mode 
NTA data) for F8BT/PSMA Pdots synthesized by flow synthesis on a 1 mL scale using different precursor 
concentrations of F8BT. The limit size (78 nm) is indicated by the dashed line. (B) Gel electrophoresis of 
Pdots synthesized using (i) 5 µg/mL, (ii) 10 µg/mL, (iii) 20 µg/mL, (iv) 50 µg/mL, (v) 100 µg/mL precursor 
concentrations of F8BT. The dashed yellow line indicates the location of the wells.  

 

 

5.2.3 Encapsulation of Rhodamine 640 by flow synthesis 

Pdots have a soft, disordered core capable of acting as a host for other hydrophobic materials. 

When a hydrophobic fluorophore having suitable spectral overlap is doped into the Pdot core, 

highly efficient energy transfer resulting in acceptor emission occurs due to the small donor-

acceptor distance. Dye-doping has been demonstrated as a valuable strategy for tuning Pdot 

emission (e.g., narrowing and red-shifting the emission peak) and for the design of ratiometric 

fluorescence sensors when the dye is responsive to an analyte [63, 75]. 
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Flow synthesis was used to non-specifically dope F8BT/PSMA Pdots with Rh640, a dye having 

suitable spectral overlap to act as an energy acceptor in an energy transfer configuration. In the 

case of successful encapsulation of the dye, efficient energy-transfer sensitized dye emission 

occurred due to the suitable spectral overlap and short donor-acceptor distance. Encapsulation was 

achieved by adding Rh640 to the precursor solution used in nanoprecipitation at concentrations of 

34, 340, and 3400 nM. Due to the hydrophobic nature of the dye, Rh640 would either embed itself 

in the Pdot core or non-specifically adsorb onto the particle surface or within the amphiphilic shell 

layer. After synthesis and solvent removal, excess dye was removed by spin filtration. Final 

concentrations of the dye in solution were not be determinable due to variations in volume during 

the solvent removal and purification steps.  

 

The absorption, emission, and excitation spectra for the three dye concentrations tested are shown 

in Figure 5.11. The absorption spectra show intense peaks at ~460 nm and ~325 nm corresponding 

to the first two electronic transitions of F8BT, respectively. For the 340 nM and 3400 nM samples, 

a small peak occurs at ~574 nm, corresponding to the absorbance band of Rh640. As evidenced in 

the emission spectra, Rh640 is present in the 34 nM sample, although at such a low concentration 

that its absorbance was not detected. Fluorescence signals arising from energy transfer sensitized 

dye emission occurred for all three samples. Although direct excitation of Rh640 may contribute 

to the observed emission intensity, the summation of this contribution and the expected 

contribution from Pdot emission at 598 nm does not account for the observed signal, indicating 

that energy transfer to Rh640 occurred. Both dye and Pdot emission were significantly quenched 
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in the 340 nM and 3400 nM samples, possibly because of energy transfer from the Pdot to non-

emissive dye aggregates that formed at high concentrations. Non-emissive H-aggregates of dyes 

have blue-shifted absorbance bands, so any absorbance signal from a fraction of dyes in the 

aggregated form would have been obscured by the strong absorption peak of the Pdots. If some 

fraction of Rh640 molecules were not part of aggregates, then they would have produced the 

expected emission signature. Strong Pdot emission was observed for the 34 nM sample, suggesting 

that non-emissive Rh640 aggregates formed to a much lesser degree at this low concentration. The 

excitation spectra, recorded using an emission wavelength of 640 nm, mirror the trends in intensity 

observed in the emission spectrum, namely that the 34 nM sample had significantly higher 

emission than the 340 nM and 3400 nM samples, as was observed in the emission spectra. 

Sufficient concentrations of Rh640 remained in the 34 and 3400 nM samples that a distinct Rh640 

peak was observed at 572 nm in the excitation spectra. 
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Figure 5.11 (A) Absorption, (B) excitation (λem. = 640 nm), and (C) emission (λex. = 460 nm) spectra of 
Pdots doped with Rh640 at an initial concentration of 34 nM, 340 nM, and 3400 nM. Final dye 
concentrations were not determinable. The inset in panel C shows the PL ratios tabulated from the 
deconvolved data shown in panel D. (D) Deconvoluted contributions of the Pdot and Rh640 (grey) to the 
overall fluorescence intensity for the data in panel B. The dotted line represents the theoretical maximum 
contribution to the signal from the direct excitation of Rh640, estimated from the ratio of maximum 
absorbance and maximum emission intensity for a standard solution of Rh640 measured under the same 
conditions as the sample, and neglecting the possible formation of non-emissive aggregates.  

 

 

5.2.4 Scope of polymer materials 

Flow synthesis was used to probe the particle-forming capabilities of various combinations of SP 

and AP. Flow synthesis is semi-automated and was therefore thought to control for variations in 

particle formation arising from experimental variation. In addition to F8BT, the SPs used were 
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CNMEHPPV, MEHPPV, PFVA, and PFMEHPPV, having emission colours ranging from green 

to red. These SPs contain either the fluorene monomer or the phenylene vinylene monomer and 

exhibit extended π-conjugation throughout their backbones, rendering them hydrophobic and 

suitable for Pdot synthesis by nanoprecipitation. The structures of the polymers tested are shown 

in Figure 5.12A. Selected physical and optical properties of these polymers are listed in Table 5.1. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Structures of (A) semiconducting polymers and (B) amphiphilic polymers evaluated for Pdot 
synthesis.  
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Table 5.1. Selected properties of the semiconducting polymers used in this study 

Polymer 
λmax,Abs. 
(nm)a 

λmax,Em. 
(nm)b 

Em. colourc Mw
d Mn

e PDIf 
Contour 

Length (nm)g 

PFMEHPPV 481 504 Green 178000  3.0 393 

F8BT 453 540 Green-yellow  ≤25000 ≤3.00 49 

PFVA 443 552 Yellow 19000  3.2 49 

CNMEHPPV 453 552 Yellow-orange 350000  13.9 668 

MEHPPV 502 555 Red-orange >100 000   188 

a Wavelength of maximum absorption in THF, b Wavelength of maximum emission in THF, c Emission colour in THF 
visible by eye, d Molecular weight provided by manufacturer, e Molecular number provided by manufacturer, 
f Polydispersity index (Mw/Mn) provided by manufacturer. g Estimated contour length based on manufacturer’s Mw or 
Mn. 

 

 

In addition to PSMA, nine APs were selected for testing with flow synthesis, the structures of 

which are shown in Figure 5.12B. Selected properties of these APs are listed in Table 5.2. The 

APs were selected to test the effects of multiple variables including molecular weight, monomer 

arrangement, charge, identity of hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments, and the ratio of 

hydrophobic to hydrophilic monomers in the polymer.  

 

Selected combinations of SPs and APs were used for flow synthesis. Upon evaporation of THF, 

the resulting solutions were characterized by NTA and DLS (Table 5.3). Representative scattering 

and fluorescence mode size distributions for Pdots made with PSMA are shown in Figure 5.13. 

Although flow synthesis typically produced clear (i.e., not turbid) solutions with bright 

fluorescence under longwave UV excitation, only some combinations of materials gave 

unambiguous evidence for nanoparticle formation via physical characterization.  
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Table 5.2. Selected properties of amphiphilic polymers 

Polymer Mw
a Mn

b 
Polymer 

typec 
PDId Hydrophilic moietye 

Hydrophobic 
moietyf 

PS-PEG-COOH  36 500 Graft 1.3 
PEG-carboxylate 

(charged) 
Phenyl 

PS-b-PAA  5.2-b-4.0g Block 1.15 
Carboxylate 
(charged) 

Phenyl 

PSMA  1700 Random  
Carboxylate 
(charged)h 

Phenyl 

PMAO  
30000-
50000 

Alternating  
Carboxylate 
(charged)h 

Alkyl 

Jeffamine ED-600 600  Block  PEG (neutral) Alkyl 

IGEPAL CO-520  441 Block  PEG (neutral) Alkyl 

PS-b-PEG  6.1-b-46.9i Block 1.08 PEG (neutral) Phenyl 

PE-b-PEG  920 Block  PEG (neutral) Alkyl 

Brij L23 1198  Block  PEG (neutral) Alkyl 

Pluronic F-127 12 600  Block  PEG (neutral) Alkyl 

a Molecular weight, b Molecular number, c Arrangement of monomers in polymer d Polydispersity index (Mw/Mn),  
e Nature of hydrophilic polymer segment, f Nature of hydrophobic polymer segment, g Mn of PS block and PAA 
block, h Anhydride hydrolyzes in water to form 2 carboxylate groups, I Mn of PS block and PEG block 
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Table 5.3. Selected physical properties of Pdots of varying composition synthesized by the syringe 
pump method. Values are represented as the mean and standard deviation of three replicate 
batches. Materials with good agreement between all modes of characterization are labeled green. 
Materials with good agreement between characterization methods after the rejection of unreliable 
data are labeled blue. Data rejected as unreliable are marked with an asterisk (*). Data that were 
not recorded are marked with a dash (-). Physical characterization data for all materials tested is 
shown in Appendix A.1.  

Semiconducting Polymer Amphiphilic Polymer DNTA (nm)a DDLS (nm)d 

Scatteringb Fluorescencec 

F8BT PSMA 59 ± 7 58 ± 6 53 ± 9 

F8BT PMAO 63 ± 20 31 ± 5 - 

F8BT PS-b-PEG 74 ± 2 79 ± 1 - 

F8BT PE-b-PEG 94 ± 8 99 ± 8 - 

CNMEHPPV PSMA 54 ± 1 39 ± 7 48 ± 3 

CNMEHPPV PMAO 67 ± 14 50 ± 10 35 ± 3 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PAA 66 ± 11 24 ± 3 45 ±10 

CNMEHPPV PE-b-PEG 84 ± 4 86 ± 4 84 ± 6 

CNMEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 75 ± 5 80 ± 8 72 ± 4 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PEG 103 ± 2 112 ± 3 105 ± 1 

CNMEHPPV None 97 ± 11 74 ± 56 100 ± 18 

CNMEHPPV Pluronic F127 99 ± 22 110 ± 35 93 ± 9 

CNMEHPPV Brij L23 80 ± 4 90 ± 3 78 ± 2 

MEHPPV PSMA 66 ± 5 * 31 ± 3 

MEHPPV PMAO 90 ± 16 * 34 ± 14 

MEHPPV PE-b-PEG 100 ± 3 * 99 ± 6 

MEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 82 ± 2 77 ± 15 70 ± 2 

MEHPPV PS-b-PEG 105 ± 3 153 ± 22 114 ± 55 

MEHPPV None 121 ± 4 * 120 ± 5 

MEHPPV Pluronic F127 105 ± 9 130 ± 27 115 ± 16 

MEHPPV IGEPAL 113 ± 18 87 ± 35 111 ± 26 

PFVA PMAO 102 ± 9 * 41 ± 3 

PFVA PS-b-PAA 114 ± 6 * 36 ± 8 

PFVA PE-b-PEG 81 ± 2 * 72 ± 3 

PFVA None 85 ± 2 * 74 ± 6 

PFVA PSPEGCOOH 93 ± 25 * 55 ± 4 

PFVA PS-b-PEG 87 ± 11 * 86 ± 2 

a Mean diameter from raw NTA data (i.e., no fitting applied), b Mean diameter from scattering mode NTA 
measurements (no filter), c Mean diameter from fluorescence mode NTA measurements (500 nm LP filter) d 
Mean diameter from intensity weighted DLS measurements (lognormal fitted)  
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Figure 5.13 NTA size distributions from (A) scattering mode and (B) fluorescence mode for PSMA only 
nanoparticles and Pdots of SPs with PSMA. Particle sizes are indicated as the mean (mode) ± one standard 
deviation of the lognormal distribution. Note that the vertical axis scale changes between materials. Pdots 
composed of F8BT, CNMEHPPV and MEHPPV generally had sufficiently high particle counts in 
fluorescence mode to indicate successful Pdot formation.  

 

 

Good agreement (± 15 nm) between scattering mode NTA, fluorescence mode NTA, and DLS was 

considered an indication of successful Pdot formation. However, only 10 out of the 41 
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combinations tested had good agreement between all characterization methods (green rows in 

Table 5.3), and these had either F8BT, CNMEHPPV, or MEHPPV as the SP. Nevertheless, 

disagreement between the three methods was not sufficient to rule out successful Pdot formation. 

Discrepancies between NTA and DLS analysis, or between scattering and fluorescence modes of 

NTA, may have arisen from the inherent limitations associated with NTA measurements. Such 

limitations included the possible exclusion of small (< 20 nm) or dim (weakly scattering or not 

brightly emissive) particles, or difficulties detecting particles with non-ideal optical properties (i.e., 

inefficient scattering/excitation at 488 nm or dim emission between 500–600 nm). As a result, low 

particle counts were obtained in fluorescence mode for MEHPPV, PFVA, and PFMEHPPV 

(Figure 5.13). Some samples were also observed to rapidly photobleach under video acquisition 

conditions (Figure A.1 in Appendix A). We therefore established a number of statistical criteria 

for rejecting NTA datasets as unreliable based on the measured particle concentrations, number of 

valid tracks, or the ratio of valid tracks to total tracks (see Appendix A.2). Rejecting unreliable 

NTA data resulted in agreement between NTA and DLS data for five additional combinations of 

materials (blue rows in Table 5.3), indicating particle formation.  

 

Agreement between NTA and DLS data is not strictly sufficient to unambiguously support particle 

formation. Ideally, further confirmation would be provided by an imaging technique such as TEM 

or AFM. Only one combination of materials synthesized by flow was characterized by TEM 

(F8BT/PSMA, Figure 5.3A), but gave identical particle morphologies and sizes to Pdots of 

identical composition synthesized by manual injection. Previously, TEM images were obtained 

for Pdots composed of F8BT and CNMEHPPV with PSMA and PSPEGCOOH as the amphiphiles 
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synthesized by manual injection, showing quasi-spherical particle morphologies and sub-100 nm 

particle diameters (data not shown). The reliable synthesis of these particles by manual injection 

indicates that formation of particles of the same composition by flow is probable.  

 

Ideally, co-precipitation of the SP and the AP forms a putative core/shell (or core/corona) structure 

where the AP is wrapped around the hydrophobic SP core. Some APs may not associate efficiently 

with the SPs, precluding the formation of this structure. Gel electrophoresis was used to indirectly 

test the association between the two species (Figure 5.14). Pdots have non-ideal behaviour in gel 

electrophoresis (formation of uneven streaks, low resolution), but characterization by capillary 

electrophoresis was unsuccessful as Pdots did not elute from the capillary, likely due to non-

specific binding to the silica capillary.  If the intended Pdot structure was formed with an anionic 

amphiphile, the resulting particles should be negatively charged and migrate towards the anode. 

Pdots made with PSMA (vii) or PSPEGCOOH (vi) reliably showed anodic migration, providing 

evidence for particle formation, whereas Pdots made with PS-b-PAA (iv) and PMAO (v) remained 

in the well, likely indicative of the formation of large aggregates or separate populations of 

structures containing only SP or AP (the APs are non-emissive and would not appear in the gel 

image). Conversely, Pdots synthesized with a neutral, PEGylated amphiphile should not have 

migrated towards the anode and should have remained in the well or shown slight migration 

towards the cathode from electroendosmosis. This result held true for PS-b-PEG materials (iii), 

but PE-b-PEG materials (ii) showed significant anodic migration in all cases. This result was 

unusual, as these materials were expected to be neutral in charge but showed more migration than 

particles made with SP only (i.e., no AP), which are thought to obtain a negative surface charge 
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by oxidation of the functional groups along the SP backbone [62]. The origin of this effect is 

unknown, but may arise from undetermined chemical changes to the structures of the AP or SP.  

 

 

Figure 5.14 Agarose gels of nominal F8BT, CNMEHPPV, MEHPPV, PFVA and PFMEHPPV Pdots 
synthesized with (i) no amphiphile, (ii) PE-b-PEG, (iii) PS-b-PEG, (iv) PS-b-PAA, (v) PMAO, (vi) 
PSPEGCOOH and (vii) PSMA. The location of the wells is indicated by the dashed yellow line.  

 

 

If the APs did not efficiently associate with the SPs, a distinct population of amphiphile-only 

structures may have formed but would not have been observed by fluorescence methods. Flow 

synthesis was used to prepare amphiphile-only particles by nanoprecipitation, and the solutions 

were then characterized by NTA (Table 5.4). The resulting nanoparticles were large (> 100 nm) in 

diameter with broad size distributions and low as-synthesized particle concentrations. NTA size 

distributions for nanoparticles of PSMA with and without SP are shown in Figure 5.13. For Pdots 

with sufficiently high particle counts (i.e., MEHPPV, CNMEHPPV, F8BT), the obtained size 
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distributions are distinct from those of the PSMA only particles. Additionally, these Pdots gave 

high particle counts in fluorescence mode, indicating that most particles formed contained SP.  

PFMEHPPV and PFVA Pdots are not well-suited for NTA analysis and had low particle counts in 

both scattering and fluorescence methods. It is probable that some fraction of good Pdots were 

formed due to the non-zero particle counts in fluorescence mode, although difficult to quantify due 

to differences in sensitivity between scattering and fluorescence mode for each material.  

 

Table 5.4. Average particle diameter for amphiphile-only nanoparticles 
determined by NTA from 3 replicate batches (scattering mode) 

Amphiphile 
Average 

diameter (nm) 
Average standard 

deviation (nm) 
Stock concentration 

(pM) 

PSMA 138 ± 7 62 ± 10 56 ± 2 

PSPEGCOOH 145 ± 9 81 ±12 140 ± 20 

PMAO 146 ± 23 60 ± 6 50 ± 20 

PS-b-PAA 149 ± 17 96 ± 31 29 ± 2 

PS-b-PEG 140 ± 15 63 ± 14 140 ± 30 

PE-b-PEG 159 ± 5 64 ± 10 60 ± 20 

   

 

 

Selected combinations of SP and AP were used for Pdot synthesis by manual injection to test if 

the results obtained by flow synthesis (i.e., whether a given combination produced Pdots) could be 

replicated manually. MEHPPV/PSPEGCOOH was selected as it reliably produced particles by 

flow. F8BT/PE-b-PEG was selected as it gave evidence for particle formation via physical 

characterization but demonstrated unexpected behaviour in gel electrophoresis and emission 

measurements. PFVA/PMAO was selected as a combination that was not expected to form 

particles based on the results from flow synthesis.  
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Physical characterization results for the Pdots synthesized by manual injection are shown in Table 

5.5 and optical properties are shown in Table 5.6. None of the combinations of materials tested 

showed good agreement between NTA and DLS, likely due to the bias of DLS towards larger 

particle sizes (i.e., aggregates). There was also significant variation in particle diameter between 

the three replicate batches for DLS, likely owing to the poor reproducibility of manual injection. 

However, all three materials showed anodic migration in gel electrophoresis (Figure 5.15), 

indicating that some proportion of good particles were formed. All materials tested had similar 

optical properties (peak shapes and spectral positions) to corresponding materials synthesized by 

flow, save for F8BT/PE-b-PEG whose absorption band showed a 10 nm red-shift (attributed to the 

formation of large aggregates and visible turbidity for the manual injection samples) and whose 

emission band did not display a second peak that was observed for samples of the same 

composition synthesized by flow synthesis (vide infra).  

 

Table 5.5. Average particle diameters for Pdots composed of various materials synthesized by 
manual injection. Values are presented as the mean ± one standard deviation of three replicates 
batches. Asterisks (*) denote unreliable datasets (see Appendix A.2). 

Semiconducting Polymer Amphiphilic Polymer DNTA (nm)a DDLS (nm)d 

Scatteringb Fluorescencec 

F8BT PE-b-PEG 98 ± 5 163 ± 45 240 ± 20 

MEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 86 ± 13 * 150 ± 31 

PFVA PMAO 85 ± 3 * 230 ± 22 

a Mean diameter from raw NTA data (i.e. no fitting applied), b Mean diameter from scattering mode NTA 
measurements (no filter), c Mean diameter from fluorescence mode NTA measurements (500 nm LP filter)  
d Mean diameter from intensity weighted DLS measurements (lognormal fitted) 
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Table 5.6. Optical properties of Pdots of varying composition synthesized by the manual 
injection method. Values are presented as the mean ± one standard deviation of three 
replicate batches.   

Semiconducting Polymer Amphiphilic Polymer λmax,Abs. (nm)a λmax,Em. (nm)b 

F8BT PE-b-PEG 479 ± 5 539 

MEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 503 591 

PFVA PMAO 440 577 

a Wavelength of maximum absorption for the lowest energy peak, b Wavelength of maximum emission 
(All wavelength values are ±3 nm or less unless otherwise noted). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Gel electrophoresis for (i) F8BT/PE-b-PEG, (ii) MEHPPV/PSPEGCOOH and (iii) PFVA/PMAO 
Pdots synthesized by manual injection. The dashed yellow line indicates the location of the wells. The 
dashed blue box indicates the location of the band for MEHPPV/PSPEGCOOH Pdots, which were not 
brightly emissive under the conditions of image acquisition.  

 

 

 

Pdots from flow synthesis were also characterized optically (Table 5.7). Representative 

absorbance, emission, and excitation spectra for CNMEHPPV, MEHPPV, PFVA, and 

PFMEHPPV Pdots are shown in Figure 5.16. For a given SP, the spectral positions of the 

absorbance and emission peaks were fairly consistent (i.e., < 10 nm shift) across batches 

synthesized with different APs. The emission peak shapes were also largely unchanged for a given 

SP across different APs. Differences in peak shape were quantified by χ2, Eqn. 5.1, where I is the 
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normalized emission intensity at wavelength λ, S refers to the sample under comparison, and ref. 

refers to the reference material. SP/PSMA Pdots were used as the reference material and emission 

peaks were aligned to their wavelength of maximum emission for the calculation of χ2.  
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χ2 values less than or equal to 1 indicated little change in peak shapes (green rows in Table 5.7). 

Several combinations (F8BT with PS-b-PAA and PMAO; PFMEHPPV with Brij L23 and 

Jeffamine ED-600) exhibited χ2 values between 1–10, which corresponded to increased intensity 

in the shoulder region at wavelengths above the emission maximum. F8BT/PE-b-PEG peak had a 

χ2 value of ~21, corresponding to the appearance of a new emission peak that may arise from 

increased intensity in the shoulder region (red row in Table 5.7). Across three replicates, the 

relative intensity of the second peak compared to the original peak varied slightly. The cause of 

this peak is unknown; a corresponding peak did not appear when the same combination of 

materials was used for Pdot synthesis by manual injection. This peak may have arisen from 

changes in chain packing or local environment of the chromophores, or may be from an 

unidentified contaminant whose absorption signature is masked by strong absorption from the 

Pdot. Emission spectra for F8BT Pdots synthesized with PSMA (reference material), PS-b-PEG, 

PE-b-PEG (increased shoulder intensity), PS-b-PAA (increased shoulder intensity), and PE-b-

PEG (new emission peak) are shown in Figure 5.17A. The peak shapes from the absorption and 

excitation spectra (Figure 5.17B) were identical for F8BT/PSMA and F8BT/PE-b-PEG Pdots, 

although the absorption peak for F8BT/PE-b-PEG was red-shifted by ~2 nm. 
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Figure 5.16 Normalized absorption, emission and excitation spectra for Pdots composed of the indicated 
semiconducting polymers and amphiphiles.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.17 (A) Aligned and normalized emission spectra for Pdots synthesized with F8BT and the 
indicated amphiphile (λex. = 460 nm). The spectrum for F8BT/PS-b-PEG aligns with and is obscured by the 
spectrum for F8BT/PSMA. (B) Absorption and (C) excitation spectra (λem. = 600 nm) for F8BT/PSMA Pdots 
and F8BT/PE-b-PEG Pdots synthesized by syringe pump flow synthesis.  
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Table 5.7. Optical properties of Pdots of varying composition synthesized by the syringe pump 
method, for the same samples shown in Table 5.3. Values are represented as the mean and standard 
deviation of three replicates batches. Optical characterization data for all materials tested is shown in 
Appendix A.1. Pdots synthesized with PSMA were used as the reference material for the 
determination of χ2 and therefore do not have an associated χ2 value. Materials with little change in 
peak shape compared to the Pdot with PSMA are labeled green. F8BT/PE-b-PEG, labeled red, 
displayed a new emission peak above the emission maximum of F8BT/PSMA Pdots.  

Semiconducting Polymer Amphiphilic Polymer λmax,Abs. (nm)a λmax,Em. (nm)b χ2 c 

F8BT PSMA 464 541 - 

F8BT PE-b-PEG 469 543 21 ± 8 

F8BT PS-b-PEG 465 541 0.11 ± 0.03 

CNMEHPPV PSMA 471 616 - 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PAA 475 619 0.12 ± 0.05 

CNMEHPPV PE-b-PEG 468 611 0.16 ± 0.05 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PEG 470 610 0.27 ± 0.07 

CNMEHPPV PMAO 470 615 0.4 ± 0.4 

CNMEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 471 616 0.4 ± 0.3 

CNMEHPPV Brij L23 469 614 0.05 ± 0.02 

CNMEHPPV Pluronic F127 467 611 0.2 ± 0.1 

CNMEHPPV none 468 610 0.3 ± 0.1 

MEHPPV PSMA 497 592 - 

MEHPPV PE-b-PEG 501 593 0.08 ± 0.04 

MEHPPV PS-b-PEG 500 593 0.2 ± 0.1 

MEHPPV PMAO 500 592 0.14 ± 0.05 

MEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 498 592 0.18 ± 0.03 

MEHPPV IGEPAL 501 591 0.25 ± 0.04 

MEHPPV Pluronic F127 499 592 0.3 ± 0.2 

MEHPPV none 501 591 0.4 ± 0.2 

PFVA PSMA 432 577 - 

PFVA PS-b-PAA 438 583 0.2 ± 0.2 

PFVA PE-b-PEG 439 582 0.08 ± 0.03 

PFVA PS-b-PEG 439 579 0.3 ± 0.3 

PFVA PMAO 436 578 0.3 ± 0.2 

PFVA PSPEGCOOH 436 580 0.2 ± 0.1 

PFVA none 437 579 0.4 ± 0.2 

a Wavelength of maximum absorption for the lowest energy peak, b Wavelength of maximum emission (all 
wavelength values are ±3 nm or less) c χ2 of emission peak against peak shape of SP/PSMA Pdots (± represents 
the standard deviation for 3 replicates). 
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For comparison, χ2 was also calculated for SP/PSMA Pdots using the unaggregated SP in THF as 

a reference (Table 5.8). The absorption and emission spectra of the Pdots are red-shifted compared 

to the unaggregated SP in THF (but spectra were aligned to their emission maxima for the 

determination of χ2). Except for F8BT, the χ2 values were significantly larger when comparing the 

unaggregated SP to the Pdots than comparing the Pdots of varying composition. The emission peak 

shapes for F8BT and PFVA were similar in the unaggregated and Pdot forms. PFMEHPPV and 

MEHPPV showed increased intensity in the red-shoulder region in Pdot form, and CNMEHPPV 

showed significant peak broadening after aggregation into Pdot structures.  

 

 

Table 5.8. Selected optical properties for unaggregated SPs in THF. 

Semiconducting Polymer λmax,Abs. (nm)a λmax,Em. (nm)b χ2 c 

F8BT 453 536 4.6 

CNMEHPPV 453 552 80 

MEHPPV 502 552 96 

PFVA 443 550 0.99 

PFMEHPPV 481 500 36 

a Wavelength of maximum absorption for the lowest energy peak 
b Wavelength of maximum emission 
c χ2 of emission peak of SP/PSMA Pdots against peak shape of 
unaggregated SP in THF 

 

 

5.2.5 Scale up 

The commercial production of Pdots will require the development of large-scale synthetic methods 

capable of reliably and reproducibly delivering litres of materials, ideally in an automated or semi-

automated format. Synthesis by manual injection is inherently limited in scale to volumes that can 
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be handled by an individual. Although some scalability is achievable using the syringe pump set 

up, for the hardware used here, the maximum compatible syringe volume is 60 mL owing to the 

pump fittings and the power of the pump motor.  

 

With large scale synthesis in mind, programmable continuous flow pumps were used to 

manufacture Pdots on a large scale (up to 100 mL for proof-of-concept). This system used the 

same components (tubing and mixer elements) as the syringe pump system, other than the pumps 

themselves. The continuous flow pumps may be operated at flow rates of up to 5 mL/min, in 

contrast to the maximum flow rate of the syringe pumps (dependent upon the syringe volumes; 

18 mL/min for the 10 mL scale).  

 

We first undertook systematic studies of flow rate and precursor concentration to optimize 

conditions for scale up. F8BT/PSMA Pdots were synthesized using Y-mixers and PTFE tubing of 

varying ID. The precise IDs of the mixing elements were unknown, but the mixers were of similar 

dimensions to the T-mixers used previously (~0.2–1 mm ID), and were categorized as ‘small’, 

‘medium’, or ‘large’. Synthesis was performed on a 6 mL scale with manual fraction collection of 

~1.5 mL fractions. The first fraction was discarded to account for the time needed for the pumps 

to reach steady state flow. Figure 5.18 shows the NTA-derived average sizes for the synthesized 

Pdots. As with the syringe pump system, some size tuning was achieved between ~30–100 nm 

depending upon the mixer and tubing IDs and flow rate. Using narrow tubing lead to over-

pressurization of the pumps and synthesis could not be performed above 3 mL/min for 0.50 mm 

ID tubing or 1 mL/min for 0.025 mm ID tubing when paired with the ‘small’ Y-mixer.  
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Figure 5.18 Average diameters obtained varying flow rate and tubing ID (indicated in figure) using 
continuous flow pumps for ‘large’ Y-mixer (top), ‘medium’ Y-mixer (middle) and ‘small’ Y-mixer (bottom). 
Sizes were determined from lognormal fitting of fluorescence mode NTA data. Tubing IDs are indicated in 
the figure. The true IDs of the mixer elements are unknown. Error bars represent the standard deviation of 
fractions 2-4 for a single run. 

 

 

Optimization experiments were also performed using T-mixers of differing ID. For these and 

subsequent experiments, the continuous flow pump system was paired with a liquid handler to 

enable automated fraction collection. Some control over average particle diameters was achieved 

by varying flow rate and precursor concentration. Precursor concentrations of 0.02 mg/mL F8BT 

were used for flow synthesis at varying flow rates using T-mixers of differing internal diameters 

(Figure 5.19A). Partitioning and the occurrence of Schlieren lines were observed for flow rates 

below 1 mL/min, implying incomplete mixing in the mixer element as was observed for low flow 
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rates with the syringe pump hardware. For all mixers, some decrease in particle size was observed 

for increasing flow rates ranging from ca. 50–130 nm, similar to the trends observed using Y-

mixers (Figure 5.18). Pdots synthesized with varying concentrations of F8BT displayed little 

change in average diameter except at low (10–4 mg/mL) F8BT concentrations, where both the 

average size and standard deviation were increased compared to the other samples. The formation 

of uniform Pdots was likely disfavoured at low concentrations, where instead large aggregates may 

have formed more readily to stabilize individual polymer chains in solution, increasing the 

observed average diameter.  

 

Scale up experiments were performed using two combinations of SP and AP: F8BT/PSMA and 

CNMEHPPV/PS-b-PEG. F8BT and CNMEHPPV were chosen because, of the SPs available, they 

were the most amenable to NTA analysis. PSMA and PS-b-PEG were chosen to compare a random 

polymer to a block polymer and a charged amphiphile to a neutral PEG amphiphile. Scale up was 

performed using the 0.20 mm diameter T-mixer and 0.25 mm ID tubing. The pumps were operated 

continuously at a flow rate of 5 mL/min, collecting 1.1 mL fractions to a final volume of 100 mL. 
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Figure 5.19 Optimization of continuous flow pump synthesis of F8BT/PSMA Pdots. (A) Average diameter 
determined by fluorescence mode NTA as a function of flow rate for a 0.20 mm ID t-mixer, 0.46 mm ID t-
mixer, 1.08 mm ID t-mixer and a dynamic mixer. Hollow data points represent a replicate synthesis 
performed using 0.002 mg/mL F8BT. (B) Average diameter determined by fluorescence mode NTA as a 
function of F8BT concentration at flow rates of 4 mL/min, 1 mL/min using a 0.20 mm ID t-mixer and using 
a dynamic mixer at a flow rate of 4 mL/min. Hollow data points represent a replicate synthesis utilizing the 
same conditions. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three replicate batches.  

 

 

Three replicates were run for each combination of polymers, and the NTA sizing results are shown 

in Figure 5.20. For F8BT/PSMA, the average particle diameter was relatively consistent (~45 nm) 

across three replicates. At longer times, more spread was oberved in the data, indicating decreased 

reproducibility. Between 10–70 mL the first trial produced larger than average diameters. At 

100 mL, there was significant disparity between the three replicates. For CNMEHPPV/PS-b-PEG, 

the average diameters obtained for trial 1 were signifcantly larger than those obtained for trials 2 
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and 3, which agreed well. Further experiments are required to determine if this variability arose 

from the combination of polymers used, the continouous flow system itself, or if this dataset may 

be treated as an outlier. The average diameter tabulated from 3 trials was fairly consistent 

throughout the synthesis, but with large variability attributed to trial 1. Discounting trial 1, the 

average diameters determined from trials 2 and 3 only showed a slight increase from ~80 nm to 

~90 nm, although further replicates are required to determine if this is a replicable trend or a 

consequence of the limited resolution of NTA. Both combinations of polymers exhibited 

comparable or smaller average diameters compared to the same materials synthesized by syringe 

pump (~50–60 nm for F8BT/PSMA and ~100–110 nm for CNMEHPPV/PS-b-PEG). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Average particle diameters (lognormal fitted) as a function of synthesis volume for 
(A) F8BT/PSMA Pdots (fluorescence mode) and (B) CNMEHPPV/PS-b-PEG Pdots (scattering mode). The 
solid line represents the line of best fit for trials 1-3 and the dashed line represents the line of best fit for 
trials 2 and 3 only. The linear function is distorted by the logarithmic-scale horizontal axis. 
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Due to the large number of aliquots produced for the continuous flow pump experiments, it was 

not feasible to fully remove the organic solvent from each aliquot before analysis. For consistency, 

no solvent removal was performed before NTA analysis. A possible source of disparity between 

aliquots was the variable amount of time each aliquot spent in an environment of higher organic 

character (lower polarity). As synthesis was performed at a much faster rate than analysis, aliquots 

eluted at later time points spent more time in the organic/aqueous solution before analysis was 

performed. It is possible that this delay had an unknown effect on particle sizes (e.g., longer 

effective mixing time of the two solvents, slow evaporation of THF in ambient conditions). Full 

chain collapse and particle formation likely does not occur until most of the organic solvent has 

been removed from solution, so it is possible that nanoparticles were not truly formed until the 

aliquots were diluted in water for NTA analysis, where the dilution step is a poorly controlled 

process (i.e., possibility of different mixing environments for each aliquot). The continuous flow 

pumps heat up over the course of the run (~20 min), which may also change the dynamics of 

particle formation within the system (e.g., increased volatilization of THF and increased pressure 

within the tubing and mixing element or effects on thermodynamics of particle formation).  

 

5.3 Discussion 

The production of Pdots by flow synthesis will require additional optimization beyond the proof-

of-concept demonstrated here. Trends in size and reproducibility were observed to hold for 

individual experiments, but there was considerable variation between experiments performed 

using different stock solutions, particularly for stock solutions prepared at different times. 

Although all stock solutions were prepared in THF containing a stabilizer (butylated 

hydroxytoluene, BHT) to prevent the formation of peroxides, one hypothesis is that, over time, 
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reactive peroxides formed and began to chemically degrade the polymers. Changes in the chemical 

structure of the polymers may change the hydrophobic character or polarity of that species, 

changing the way the polymer chains collapse into particles during nanoprecipitation and 

ultimately changing the particle size obtained. Despite being hydrophobic, many SPs form well-

dispersed nanoparticles without an amphiphile, which is thought to occur due to the formation of 

polar species via oxidation of the polymer backbone that act to stabilize particles in water [62]. 

Oxidation of the polymer simply by introduction to water suggests that other physicochemical 

changes can occur easily in other circumstances as well.  The time scale of these hypothesized 

chemical changes is not apparent, and it may be difficult to observe these changes by NMR or 

mass spectrometry due to the low concentrations of the stock solutions, the polydispersity of the 

polymers, and the likelihood that only a small number of constituent monomers are modified along 

the polymer backbone. One possible solution is to make fresh stock solutions for each synthesis, 

however, this approach is not practical due to the small amount of material needed (~µg) and the 

desire to keep concentrations constant for a particular set of experiments.  

 

The ideal synthetic method allows for the fine-tuning of particle size by simple manipulation of 

one of the formulation parameters. We observed some control of size at low flow rates and low 

concentrations with both the syringe pump and continuous flow pump systems, but in all cases 

reached an apparent plateau over much of the range of accessible parameter values. This result 

implies that mixing and by extension particle formation achieve maximum efficiency above certain 

thresholds.  
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The effect of flow rate on size in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.19 suggests the existence of multiple 

regimes of mixing efficiency depending on the dimensions of the mixing element. At sufficiently 

high flow rates, highly efficient (more turbulent) mixing occurs and achieves a maximum mixing 

efficiency. Within this regime, the obtained particle size is unchanged (i.e., the rate of chain 

aggregation is slower than the rate of mixing). At sufficiently low flow rates, mixing occurs with 

lower efficiency (i.e., more laminar flow) and particle size is predominantly controlled by the 

polymer concentration. Between these extremes, the extent of turbulent mixing is determined by 

the flow rate and the particle size should depend on both the flow rate and the polymer 

concentration.  

 

The trends in precursor concentration and particle size in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.19 suggest that 

particle nucleation and growth are favoured in different concentration regimes. The hydrophobic 

SP is soluble in THF, but becomes supersaturated in the homogeneous, fully mixed solution of 

THF and water. As a consequence of this supersaturation, a large number of small particle nuclei 

are formed at high precursor concentrations. Particle growth occurs by particle-particle collisions 

[210], although if smaller particles are stabilized (e.g., by the presence of an amphiphile at the 

particle surface), these collisions may not lead to the aggregation of two particles. At low precursor 

concentrations the hydrophobic polymers experience less supersaturation and there is less driving 

force for particle nucleation; instead particle growth dominates, resulting in the formation of larger 

particles and aggregates. At intermediate concentrations, both mixing rates and dilution rates are 

expected to determine the balance between nucleation and growth (i.e., rate of change of the local 

concentrations of the solubilized polymers). With further optimization of the system, better control 
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over obtained particle sizes should be achievable by changes in flow rate and precursor 

concentration.  

 

For most configurations, a minimum limit size of 50–60 nm was obtained by both the syringe 

pump and continuous flow pump systems for F8BT Pdots with various amphiphiles. The minimum 

limit size for other SPs with various APs was larger, ranging from ca. 70–90 nm depending on the 

specific polymers used. This limit size was likely controlled by the backbone rigidity of the SP 

and its contour length (Table 5.1). Smaller particle diameters were usually obtained for F8BT 

Pdots than CNMEHPPV or MEHPPV (i.e., the other SPs suited to NTA analysis), possibly 

because its contour length was an order of magnitude less than those polymers. Ideally, flow 

synthesis would be able to make particles ranging from 10 nm to over 100 nm with any SP and AP 

materials. Beyond the proof-of-concept demonstrated here, additional optimization and 

characterization of the system is required to achieve this goal.  

 

In syringe pump flow synthesis, beyond the waste solution collected during the priming step, the 

final Pdot solution was not fractionated. The dead volume, or the volume outputted between the 

initiation of flow and the establishment of (assumed) equilibrium flow conditions, was collected 

along with the final Pdot solution. Inefficient or inconsistent mixing associated with the dead 

volume may be a significant contribution to the observed distribution of particle sizes for a given 

sample. This effect was avoided with the continuous flow pumps, as a liquid handler was used to 

automate fraction collection. The first ~ 1 mL of Pdot solution was discarded and fractions could 

be collected at any point along the experimental run, eliminating inconsistencies associated with 

the dead volume.  
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Due to challenges with NTA characterization and the non-ideal migration patterns of Pdots in gel 

electrophoresis, it is somewhat ambiguous which combinations of SPs and APs form good Pdots. 

Of the anionic APs, only PSMA and PSPEGCOOH showed good size agreement across SPs (for 

those that are amenable to analysis by NTA) and showed the expected migration pattern in gel 

electrophoresis, indicating particle formation. Of the neutral APs, PS-b-PEG and PE-b-PEG 

yielded good size agreement with multiple SPs. PS-b-PEG showed the expected gel migration 

pattern (i.e., no migration due to lack of charge), but PE-b-PEG unexpectedly showed anodic 

migration despite the nominal lack of charge. PE-b-PEG likely formed Pdot structures with the 

SPs that were stabilized due to unknown chemical changes to either the AP or SP polymer 

structures that introduced charge. An unknown contaminant introduced with the PE-b-PEG may 

also have introduced charge to the Pdot surface or caused unknown chemical changes to the 

polymers.  The other amphiphiles did not give sufficient evidence for particle formation, although 

further analysis by TEM or AFM is required to determine if Pdots were truly formed with these 

materials.  

 

Although our flow-based manufacturing system shows improvements over manual injection in 

terms of reproducibility and scalability, it is important to also consider the cost and complexity of 

these methods. The ubiquity of the manual injection method is partially driven by its low cost and 

accessibility. This method requires only common laboratory equipment (e.g., ultrasonicator) and 

is easy to perform. Syringe pump flow synthesis is intermediate in complexity, requiring a double 

syringe pump (or two connected syringe pumps if asymmetric flow rates are to be used). Beyond 

the start-up costs associated with purchasing pumps, relatively inexpensive hardware (mixers, 
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PTFE tubing) must also be purchased. Upon installation of this hardware, operation of the syringe 

pump set up is straightforward. The continuous flow pump method presents additional cost and 

complexity. Its operation requires trained personnel (although automation is a possible future 

direction), but it allows for production at scales that are not possible with the syringe pump or 

manual injection methods.  

 

The rate limiting step for the downstream use of Pdots, regardless of their synthetic method, is 

solvent removal and concentration. Solvent is typically removed under vacuum or under nitrogen 

flow. Most of the flow synthesis experiments here used symmetric flow rates and therefore equal 

volumes of organic solvent and water. Although THF is a volatile solvent, its removal is time and 

energy intensive. For industrial scale applications, limiting the amount of organic solvent used 

would simplify post-synthetic processing and limit energy consumption. However, this approach 

requires the use of asymmetric flow rates, where the organic precursor solution is pumped at a 

slower rate than the aqueous solution. Changes in the relative flow rate would change the dynamics 

of mixing and would likely require further optimization. The relative volume of organic and 

aqueous solutions has been reported to affect the particle size obtained in manual injection [60], 

and may be used analogously to tune particle size by flow synthesis.   

 

5.4 Conclusions 

We have developed a flow-based method for manufacturing Pdots on both small (1–10 mL) and 

large (100 mL) scales. Flow synthesis offers several key advantages over traditional manual 

injection synthesis, including improved reproducibility and some tuning of particle sizes. Particle 

size may be tuned somewhat by changes in the flow rate or precursor polymer concentration. Flow 
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synthesis was used to encapsulate a fluorescent dye within the Pdot matrix, demonstrated by the 

occurrence of energy transfer-sensitized dye emission. Flow synthesis was further used to 

systematically determine the nanoparticle forming behaviours of a variety of semiconducting and 

amphiphilic polymers, and several materials with good potential for forming Pdots were identified. 

Although we have demonstrated proof-of-concept, additional optimization of both the syringe 

pump and continuous flow methods is required to achieve fine-tuning of particle size and still 

greater reproducibility. A greater understanding of the fluid dynamics within the mixer elements, 

attainable through computational fluid dynamics modelling, will enable better control of mixing 

efficiency and therefore particle size.  

 

 

5.5 Experimental Methods 

5.5.1 Materials 

Polymer stock solutions were made using THF [ACS reagent ≥ 99.0% with 250 ppm BHT as an 

inhibitor from Sigma Aldrich (Oakville, ON, CA) or OmniSolv HPLC grade BHT stabilized (250 

ppm) from Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA)]. Stock solutions were diluted in purified THF (from 

a MB-SPS 5/7 solvent purification system, MBRAUN, Stratham, NH, USA). Rhodamine 640 

(Rh640) was from Exciton (Lockbourne, OH).  

 

5.5.2 Pdot synthesis by manual injection 

Manual injection was carried out as described in Section 3.3, excepting that equal volumes of 

organic precursor and water (5 mL) were used to match the conditions of symmetric flow rates on 

the syringe pump setup. Precursor concentrations were varied as described in the results and 

discussion, but a 5:1 mass ratio of the SP and AP was maintained for all experiments. 
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5.5.3 Flow synthesis of Pdots with syringe pumps 

Flow synthesis was performed using two connected programmable Legato 110 Dual Rate System 

syringe pumps (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA). Precursor solutions containing a semiconducting 

polymer, amphiphilic polymer, or both were prepared in THF and loaded into a 10 mL glass-

walled syringe (Trajan Scientific Americas Inc., Austin, TX, USA) or a 1 mL polypropylene 

syringe (VWR, Mississauga, ON, CA) at a volume at least 20% greater than the injection volume. 

Polypropylene syringes used for organic solutions were discarded after a single use. A second 

identical syringe was loaded with water at a volume at least 20% greater than the injection volume. 

The syringes were loaded into separate (but digitally connected) syringe pumps and connected to 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing of variable internal diameter (1.0 mm for most 

experiments). The PTFE tubing was connected to the inlets of a mixer (internal diameters ~0.2–

1.1 mm) whose outlet was connected to a short piece of PTFE tubing. The tubing was primed by 

manually flowing solution from both syringes simultaneously until solution emerged from the 

outlet tubing and this solution was discarded. The pumps were started simultaneously and were 

programmed to deliver a specified volume (usually 5 or 0.5 mL) at a specified flow rate. Pdot 

solutions in THF/water were collected in a glass vial and partially dried under rotary evaporation 

to remove THF and concentrate the solution.  

 

5.5.4 Encapsulation of Rh640 by flow synthesis 

Rh640 was dissolved in THF and the desired amount was added to the precursor organic solution 

containing the SP and AP. Syringe pump flow synthesis was performed as described above. After 
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solvent removal and concentration, excess dye was removed by washing 500 µL aliquots of dye-

loaded Pdots three times with water using a spin filter (MWCO 100 kDa). 

 

5.5.5 Flow synthesis of Pdots with continuous flow pumps 

Flow synthesis was performed using two continuous flow pumps (M6 pump heads and M50 pump 

motors, VICI Valco Canada, Brockville, ON). The hardware was operated using custom software. 

Inlet PTFE tubing was placed either in the precursor solution or in water and the pumps operated 

continuously, flowing the solutions through a static mixer of fixed geometry or a dynamic mixer 

at a programmed flow rate. The outlet solution was collected as fractions (1.0 mL for optimization, 

1.1 mL for scale up) by a liquid handler (N9, North Robotics, Victoria, BC, Canada). The first ~1 

mL generated was discarded to allow the pumps to reach equilibrium flow conditions. 
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Chapter 6: Investigation of the energy transfer mechanism between 

semiconducting Polymer Dots and organic dyes 

This chapter is based on a manuscript currently in preparation, co-written by Kelsi Lix and Russ 

Algar. KL designed and performed all experiments, and analyzed the data with assistance from 

RA. KL performed the DFT simulations. Saeid Kamal assisted with fluorescence lifetime and 

transient absorption measurements. Valerie Chiykowski, Yang Cao, and Dan Bizzotto assisted 

with cyclic voltammetry measurements.  

 

6.1 Introduction 

Semiconducting polymer dots (Pdots) are an emerging type of luminescent nanoparticle that are 

rapidly gaining popularity for applications in bioimaging because of their exceptional brightness, 

good photostability, and low cytotoxicity [26, 109, 118]. Pdots are conjugated polymer 

nanoparticles with > 50% mass or volume fractions of semiconducting polymer, a hydrophobic 

core, and, in some definitions, a size < 30 nm [26]. Examples of applications of Pdots include but 

are not limited to cellular labelling [24, 59, 212], in vivo imaging [124, 139, 186, 213-214], and 

drug delivery [96, 215]. Other popular luminescent nanoparticle materials, such as semiconductor 

quantum dots and lanthanide-based upconverting nanoparticles, have been used not only for 

bioimaging but also for energy transfer (ET)-based bioanalysis [17, 216]. There is similar and 

growing interest in using Pdots as energy donors; however, compared to materials such as quantum 

dots, the ET-applications of Pdots are far less numerous and the process much less characterized.  
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To date, the interest in ET with Pdot materials has been principally motivated by either tuning the 

emission properties of Pdots or coupling the brightness of Pdots to functional dyes. For tuning 

emission properties, many types of energy donors and acceptors have been paired with Pdots, 

including multiple semiconducting polymers within one particle [113, 217], quantum dots [151], 

silver [218] and gold nanoparticles [69, 219-220], and luminescent lanthanide complexes [33, 71, 

83]. Donor and acceptor groups have also been incorporated into the semiconducting polymer 

backbone [93]. For coupling brightness to functional dyes, Pdots have been paired with analyte-

sensitive fluorescent dyes for sensing applications [31, 221-225] and with sensitizers for 

photodynamic therapy [188, 226-230]. Many dyes are hydrophobic and easily doped into the 

hydrophobic core of the Pdot during synthesis [63, 68, 108, 231-233]. This approach has the 

advantage of minimizing the donor-acceptor distance and maximizing ET efficiency. Ionic or 

dissolved gas analytes are also able to access at least some of the Pdot-hosted dyes to enable 

chemical sensing. There are comparatively few examples of Pdot-acceptor systems where the 

acceptor dye is conjugated to the nanoparticle surface [119, 156-157]. This configuration is most 

relevant for biosensing applications because biorecognition-induced changes in ET are more likely 

to occur at the nanoparticle surface, particularly for biomacromolecular analytes, such as proteins, 

enzymes, and nucleic acids, which will not partition into the hydrophobic core of a Pdot.  

 

Although many ET-based applications have been reported for Pdots, detailed photophysical 

characterizations of the ET process have been comparatively scarce. A typical assumption is that 

ET occurs through FRET [69, 217-218, 227-228, 231, 234], where studies on semiconducting 

polymer nanoparticles with blends of semiconducting polymers [113, 159] and doped dyes [76] 
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support this assumption, albeit that one study has suggested photoinduced electron transfer (PET) 

concurrent with FRET [119]. 

 

Here, we report a systematic study of ET processes for multiple configurations where a Pdot was 

paired as a donor with an organic dye as an energy acceptor. These configurations are summarized 

in Figure 6.1 and included partitioning of a hydrophobic dye onto the Pdot core, covalent 

conjugation of a hydrophilic dye to the Pdot surface, either directly or through biomacromolecules 

on the Pdot surface. These configurations differ from a previous study by Wu et al. [76] in that the 

dyes are introduced post-synthesis of the Pdots, in the use of hydrophilic dyes and 

biomacromolecular bridges, in the evaluation of multiple dyes from both the cyanine and 

rhodamine dye families, and in the scope of characterization methods. ET was evaluated through 

measurements of fluorescence intensity, fluorescence lifetime, and transient absorption, supported 

by nanoparticle tracking analysis, electrochemical measurements of HOMO/LUMO levels and 

density functional theory (DFT) modeling. The cumulative results are discussed in the contexts of 

the theoretical frameworks for FRET, Dexter ET, and PET, with consideration of Pdot size, 

polydispersity, and morphology. Although FRET is the most probable dominant mechanism of 

ET, FRET alone is not sufficient to describe the observed qualitative and quantitative trends in ET 

efficiency. Dexter ET and PET likely occur concurrently, particularly in systems where an 

appreciable proportion of the acceptors are in near-proximity to F8BT.  
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Figure 6.1 ET configurations with Pdots and dyes. (A) Nanoprecipitation of F8BT and PSMA to form Pdot 
donors (with hydrolyzed PSMA) and post-synthetic modifications to introduce dye acceptors: 
(i) hydrophobic dye via partitioning/adsorption; (ii) hydrophilic dye via carbodiimide (EDC) coupling to the 
PSMA; (iii) hydrophilic dye via hydrazone conjugation to a partially oxidized dextran (Dex) coating on the 
Pdot; and (iv) biotinylated hydrophilic dye via binding to NeutrAvidin (NAv) that is conjugated to the PSMA 
via EDC. (B) Cartoon representations (not to scale) of the ET configurations (i)-(iv). For clarity, the 
carboxyl(ate) groups have been omitted in panel B and only three dyes and three dextran or NAv molecules 
are shown.  
 

 

6.2 Results 

6.2.1 Pdot synthesis and characterization 

Pdots were synthesized with F8BT as the semiconducting polymer and PSMA as the amphiphilic 

copolymer. The PSMA is a random copolymer of styrene and maleic anhydride monomers, the 

latter of which hydrolyze in water to carboxyl(ate) groups. F8BT is the source of fluorescence in 

Pdots and has broad emission with a peak at ~540 nm. Selected optical properties of F8BT/PSMA 

Pdots, the nominal acceptor dyes, and their pairing are listed in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1. Selected optical properties of F8BT/PSMA Pdots and organic dye acceptors. 

 Φmeasured
a 

ε 
(103 M–1 cm–1)b 

λ abs. 

(nm)c
 

λ em. 

(nm)d
 

JFRET
 (10–10 

cm6 mol–1)e R0 (nm)f 
JDexter  

(10-4 cm)g 

Pdot 0.35 ± 0.24 i 2 200 000 464 542 -- -- -- 

Cy5 0.20 ± 0.03 250 646 662 9.0 4.6 1.3 

sCy5 0.29 ± 0.03 271 646 662 6.9 5.4 1.2 

Cy5.5 0.31 ± 0.03 209 684 710 4.3 4.2 0.68 

sCy5.5 0.19 ± 0.03 195 675 694 3.9 5.0 0.78 

Cy7 0.22 ± 0.03 199 750 773 2.4 3.9 0.33 

sCy7 0.08 ± 0.01 240 750 773 2.2 4.8 0.29 

Rh590 1.00 ± 0.05 115 528 556 2.5 4.6 1.6 

Rh610 0.94 ± 0.05 106 554 578 3.9 4.9 2.6 

Rh640 1.01 ± 0.05 95 576 598 4.8 4.0 2.6 

a Quantum yield. Values were determined in water (Pdot, sCyX) or dichloromethane (CyX, RhX). b Molar 
extinction coefficient. Pdot value determined via UV-Vis and NTA concentration measurements. Values 
for dyes were provided by the manufacturer for species in water (CyX and sCyX) or EtOH (Rh590), or 
taken from ref. [235] for dyes in EtOH (Rh610 and Rh640). c Spectral position of the absorbance 
maximum. d Spectral position of the fluorescence emission maximum. e Value of the FRET spectral 
overlap integral. f Calculated Förster distance, using the Φ value for the Pdot batch used for the ET 
titration and assuming an orientation factor of κ2 = 0.476 and a refractive index of 1.75 (F8BT) for CyX 
and RhX or assuming an orientation factor of κ2 = 2/3 and a refractive index of 1.4 (buffer) for sCyX. Vide 
infra for the rationale for using these values. g Value of the Dexter spectral overlap integral. i Standard 
deviation across five batches of Pdots. 

 

 

 

Representative TEM images of a batch of Pdots are shown in Figure 6.2A. The Pdots were 

approximately spherical in shape with an average (dehydrated) diameter of 36 ± 14 nm. NTA 

measurements indicated average hydrodynamic diameters of 55 ± 35 nm (mode 33 nm; scattering) 

and 46 ± 33 nm (mode 25 nm; fluorescence), respectively, and DLS measurements indicated 

average hydrodynamic diameters of 23 ± 11 (mode 16 nm; number-weighted) and 77 ± 38 nm 

(mode 53 nm; intensity-weighted). Size histograms for all three methods are shown in Figure 6.2B. 

Fluorescence-tracking NTA was expected to give somewhat smaller average diameters than 
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scattering-tracking because of the exclusion of contributions from any non-fluorescent particulate 

impurities. The intensity-weighted DLS diameter was expected to be larger because of the greater 

sensitivity of this method to larger particles. NTA sizing data for all batches of Pdots used in this 

study can be found in Table C.1 and Table C.2 (Appendix C). Excluding one outlier batch, the 

average Pdot diameter across our experiments was 59 ± 7 nm (mode 38 ± 5 nm). We refer to these 

nanoparticles as Pdots because of the large mass fraction of semiconducting polymer, even though 

the average diameters are greater than the 30 nm threshold that has been suggested in some 

definitions [26]. 
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Figure 6.2 Representative physical characterization of F8BT Pdots: (A) representative TEM image; 
(B) Pdot size distributions from (top) TEM analysis (N = 256), (middle) NTA analysis (raw data and 
lognormal fit curves, N = 1316 ± 160 for scattering and N = 890 ± 40 for fluorescence), and (bottom) DLS 
analysis (lognormal data).  

 

 

6.2.2 Donor-acceptor pairs and conjugates 

F8BT Pdots were selected as donors because of their prior use and characterization for bioimaging 

[24, 236-238], their prior use in a previous ET study [76], and because their green-yellow 

fluorescence emission is suitable for pairing with many acceptor dye candidates. The number of 
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acceptor dye candidates and the ability to resolve ET-sensitized acceptor emission would be less 

with a Pdot material that had longer-wavelength fluorescence. Selected acceptor dyes were from 

the cyanine dye family (Cy5, Cy.5.5, and Cy7) and from the rhodamine dye family (Rh590, Rh610, 

Rh640) with the idea that a series of dyes would be useful for evaluating the trend in ET efficiency 

as a function of the spectral overlap integrals (relevant to FRET and Dexter ET) and the alignment 

of the highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbitals (relevant to 

PET).  

 

Figure 6.3A shows that the absorbance spectra of all the CyX dyes had significant spectral overlap 

with the emission spectrum of the F8BT Pdots, and that the CyX dye emission peaks were resolved 

from the emission of the Pdots. These dyes also had large molar absorption coefficients (Table 

6.1) and were minimally excited at the optimum Pdot excitation band (ca. 450–475 nm). Both non-

sulfonated and sulfonated cyanine dyes were used for experiments. The non-sulfonated CyX dyes 

had octanol-water partition coefficients of Kow ≥ 50 (significant hydrophobicity) and 

spontaneously and rapidly associated with the Pdot. In contrast, the sulfonated sCyX dyes had 

Kow ≤ 0.01 (significant hydrophilicity) and minimal non-specific interactions with Pdots, as 

determined from the absence of ET-sensitized dye emission after separation of Pdots from 

unbound dye (data not shown). Measured Kow values are given in Table 6.2. To obtain ET-

sensitized dye emission, it was necessary to covalently conjugate sCyX to the Pdot surface using 

carbodiimide chemistry.  
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Figure 6.3 (A) Absorption (Abs.) and fluorescence emission (Em.) spectra for the F8BT Pdots and CyX 
and RhX dyes, grouped to qualitatively illustrate the spectral overlap (J) relevant to ET (top) and the overlap 
of the different emission signals (bottom). The spectra for the sCyX dyes were not significantly different 
than the spectra for the CyX dyes. (B) HOMO and LUMO levels of F8BT polymer, RhX, and CyX estimated 
by CV (red) and DFT calculations (blue). CV measurements were performed in DCM (F8BT), MeCN (RhX), 
and EtOH/MeCN (CyX).  
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Table 6.2. Kow values for cyanine 
and rhodamine dyes. 

Dye Kow 

Cy5 120 

Cy5.5 50 

Cy7 77 

sCy5 ~0 

sCy5.5 0.0010 

sCy7 0.0033 

Rh590 15 

Rh610 34 

Rh640 290 

 

 

The RhX dyes were hydrophobic with Kow ≥ 15. The Rh590 and Rh640 associated with the Pdots 

spontaneously, but Rh610 but did not, as reported elsewhere [31]. Figure 6.3A shows the trend in 

the absorbance/emission spectral overlap between the RhX dyes and Pdots, and shows that the 

emission of the rhodamine dyes was much more difficult to resolve from the emission of the F8BT 

Pdots than the CyX dyes. Formal linear decomposition (cf. a simple crosstalk correction) of the 

spectra was required (Figure 6.4). Hydrophilic derivatives of the selected rhodamine dyes were 

not commercially available and therefore not tested. 
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Figure 6.4 Example of unmixing of an emission spectrum from a sample with a Rh640 added to F8BT 
Pdots. This sample had ~93 dyes per Pdot. 

 

 

Figure 6.3B plots the HOMO and LUMO energies estimated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 

calculated by density functional theory (DFT). Corresponding CV data are shown in Figure 6.5 

and the HOMO and LUMO energies determined by DFT using various solvents are shown in Table 

6.3. Although the DFT results were offset from the CV results, the trends are largely the same 

between the dyes. The primary qualitative discrepancy between the DFT and CV data were the 

alignments (higher or lower) of the F8BT energy levels relative to the dyes. The DFT results 

suggested that the dye LUMO levels were lower in energy than the F8BT LUMO, and that the 

relative alignment of the HOMO levels was dye-dependent. The CV data suggested that the dye 

LUMO levels are similar to that of the F8BT, and that the dye HOMO levels were higher in energy 

than the F8BT HOMO level.  
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Table 6.3. HOMO/LUMO energies from DFT calculations in different solvents.  

Solvent εa Orbital 
Orbital Energy (eV) 

F8BT Cy5 Cy5.5 Cy7 Rh590 Rh610 Rh640 

H2O 78.3553 
HOMO -5.3 -5.2 -5.1 -5.0 -5.7 -5.7 -5.4 

LUMO -2.6 -2.8 -2.8 -2.8 -2.8 -2.9 -2.7 

MeCN 35.688 
HOMO - -5.3 -5.2 -5.0 -5.7 -5.7 -5.4 

LUMO - -2.8 -2.8 -2.9 -2.8 -2.9 -2.7 

DCM 8.93 
HOMO -5.3 - - - - - - 

LUMO -2.6 - - - - - - 

Ben 2.2706 
HOMO -5.2 -6.2 -6.0 -5.9 -6.7 -6.7 -6.3 

LUMO -2.5 -3.8 -3.8 -3.8 -3.7 -3.9 -3.6 

a Dielectric constant used in Gaussian calculations 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 6.5 (A) Cyclic voltammograms of unaggregated F8BT polymer (solution phase, scan rate = 0.15 
V/s) in DCM, and Rh590 (scan rate = 0.1 V/s), Rh610 (scan rate = 0.1 V/s) and R640 (in MeCN, scan rate 
= 0.05 V/s). (B) Cyclic voltammograms of CyX-COOH in EtOH/MeCN (scan rate = 0.1 V/S). The background 
scans are shown in grey. The position of the oxidative and reductive peaks shifted by ~0.1 V when the scan 
rates were varied from 0.05 V/s to 1 V/s.  
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6.2.3 Spectrofluorimetric measurements 

ET in the various Pdot-dye configurations (see Figure 6.1B) was first measured 

spectrofluorimetrically with an increasing number of dye molecules per Pdot. For analysis, we 

accounted for variations in quantum yield and particle diameter by plotting the apparent ET 

efficiency (measured via quenching of the Pdot emission) versus the term NΦDravg
–6, where N is 

the estimated average number of dyes per Pdot, ΦD is the quantum yield of the specific batch of 

Pdot donor, and ravg is the average particle radius for the specific batch of Pdots, which is 

proportional to the average donor-acceptor distance. This strategy normalizes for the effects of 

batch-to-batch variation in these parameters as per Eqn. 6.1, where r is the average donor-acceptor 

separation, R0 is the Förster distance, L = Cn–4κ2JFRET, C is a constant, n is the refractive index of 

the medium, and κ is the orientation factor. The average donor-acceptor separation, r, is assumed 

to be equal to θravg
-6, where θ is a proportionality constant equal to ¾ for a perfectly spherical 

particle [239]. Note that Eqn. 6.1 treats the Pdot as a single emitter, which is an assumption that is 

discussed later. 
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Figure 6.6A and C show representative emission data, and the corresponding absorbance and 

excitation data for panel A are shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. Figure 6.6B and D plot the ET 

efficiency, measured via quenching of the Pdot emission intensity, as a function of the ensemble 

average number of dyes per Pdot, the donor quantum yield, and the average particle radius to 

normalize for differences in those parameters between batches of Pdots. The ensemble ET 
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efficiency generally increased as the number of acceptor dyes per Pdot increased, regardless of 

whether the dye was CyX, sCyX, Rh590, or Rh640. In each case, ET was indicated by both 

quenching of the Pdot and observation of ET-sensitized dye emission. Emission intensity from 

direct excitation of the acceptor dyes was negligible. The Pdot-Rh610 combination showed 

minimal quenching of the Pdot and minimal ET-sensitized dye emission, presumably as a 

consequence of the low number of dyes per Pdot. Upon inspection, the trends in the ET efficiencies 

between the CyX and sCyX dyes did not match expectations based on the spectral overlap integrals 

and Förster distances in Table 6.1. The ET rates per acceptor, treating the Pdot as a single emitter, 

are shown in Table 6.4. 
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Figure 6.6 (A) Representative emission spectra for titrations of Pdots with CyX (top row), sCyX (middle 
row), and RhX (bottom row). The colors indicate the average number of dye molecules per Pdot (N). 
(B) Plots of ET efficiency versus NΦDravg

–6 for the configurations in panel A. (C) Representative emission 
spectra for titrations of dextran (Dex)-Pdots and NeutrAvidin (NAv)-Pdots with sCy5. The arrows point to 
small shoulders from ET-sensitized sCy5 emission. (D) Plots of ET efficiency versus NΦDravg

-6 for the 
configurations in panel C. 
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Figure 6.7 Raw absorption spectra for the FRET titrations in Figure 6.6A, Figure 6.9A and Figure 6.10A. 
The colors indicate the average number of dye molecules per Pdot (N). 
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Figure 6.8 Raw excitation spectra for ET titration samples in Figure 6.6A, Figure 6.9A and Figure 6.10A. 
The colors indicate the average number of dye molecules per Pdot (N). 
 

 

Table 6.4. Energy transfer rates (kET) for Pdot-dye pairs determined by steady state 
intensity measurements and fluorescence lifetime measurements.  

Dye kET (steady state emission, 105 s-1) kET (fluorescence lifetime, 105 s-1) 

Cy5 35.2 17.8 

Cy5.5 96.2 40.7 

Cy7 171.0 12.3 

sCy5 12.2 3.5 

sCy5.5 15.0 3.1 

sCy7 14.7 6.4 

Rh640 185.7 37.9 
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If the Pdot is assumed to represent a single emitter, then the ET rates per acceptor dye (determined 

from intensity-derived efficiencies) were 3.5 × 106 s–1, 9.6 × 106 s–1 and 17 × 106 s–1 for 

hydrophobic Cy5, Cy5.5, and Cy7, respectively. Note that these values do not account for batch-

to-batch variations in particle size or quantum yield. This trend was opposite that expected based 

on the estimated spectral overlap integrals and Förster distances in Table 6.1. The ET rate per 

acceptor dye for Rh640 was 19 × 106 s–1. The ET rates for Rh590 and Rh610 could not be 

determined because of the extensive overlap of their emission spectra with the F8BT emission 

spectrum precluding useful lifetime measurements. For the three sCyX dyes, the ET rates per 

acceptor did not significantly differ between dyes and were 1.2 × 106 s–1, 1.5 × 106 s–1 and 1.5 × 

106 s–1 for sCy5, sCy5.5 and sCy7 respectively. The higher rate of ET with CyX versus sCyX was 

assumed to be from closer proximity between F8BT and dye for the former (partitioned into or 

adsorbed onto the Pdot) versus the latter (conjugated to the Pdot surface via the amphiphilic 

polymer). 

 

The effect of proximity was further studied by coating the Pdot surface with dextran (Dex) or 

NeutrAvidin (NAv). Conjugation of a hydrophilic dye to these materials was expected to increase 

the average distance between the Pdot and dye and minimize (if not prevent) direct contact between 

the F8BT and dye. The dextran was selectively conjugated with dye through oxidation with 

periodate and reaction with sCy5-hydrazide; the NeutrAvidin was selectively conjugated with 

sCy5-biotin. Figure 6.6D shows that a relatively low average number of sCy5 per Pdot were 

conjugated over multiple titrations, resulting in low ET efficiencies. Consistent with qualitative 

expectations, conjugation of dye to dextran resulted in higher ET efficiencies than conjugation to 
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NeutrAvidin, where the ET efficiency with dextran was, on average, similar to that measured for 

an equal number of directly conjugated sCy5.  

 

6.2.4 Fluorescence lifetime measurements 

To complement the spectrofluorimetric measurements, fluorescence lifetime measurements were 

also made with the CyX, sCyX, and Rh640 paired with the Pdots. Note that the samples measured 

were the same ones used for spectrofluorimetric measurements (Figure 6.6A). Figure 6.9A shows 

representative decay curves for Pdots paired with CyX and sCyX acceptors, and Figure 6.10 shows 

analogous data for Rh640. (The emission overlap between the F8BT Pdot and Rh590 and Rh610 

precluded useful lifetime measurements.) The derived amplitude-weighted lifetimes for all 

samples are given in Table B.1–Table B.3 (see Appendix B). Overall, the average Pdot 

fluorescence lifetime decreased with an increasing number of acceptor dyes per Pdot, and apparent 

ET efficiencies were calculated from the decrease in the amplitude-weighted average lifetime. 

(Alternate approaches to fitting of the lifetime data are discussed in Appendix B.3.) Analogous to 

the spectrofluorimetric data, ET was more efficient with the CyX dyes than the sCyX dyes; 

however, there was poor correspondence between the ET efficiencies measured from intensity data 

and lifetime data, with the lifetime-derived efficiencies consistently lower than the intensity-

derived values. The lifetime-derived trends in relative ET efficiency across the CyX and sCyX 

dyes were also somewhat inconsistent with the corresponding intensity-derived trends, and with 

expectations based on spectral overlap integrals and Förster distances. 
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Figure 6.9 (A) Representative fluorescence decay curves and ET efficiencies for titrations of Pdots with 
CyX (top) and sCyX (bottom). The colors indicate the average number of dye molecules per Pdot (N). 
(B) Plots of ET efficiency versus the number of dyes per Pdot for the systems in panel A. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10 (A) Lifetime decay curves and (B) ET efficiencies measured for Rh640 mixed with F8BT Pdots. 
The colors indicate the average number of dye molecules per Pdot (N). 
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6.2.5 Nanoparticle tracking analysis measurements 

ET in the Pdot-Cy5 configuration was also investigated using NTA with the sequential use of two 

different emission filters to measure Pdot and Cy5 emission (approximately) separately. This 

approach was quasi-single-particle characterization because the individual particles measured 

were different between the two filter channels, such that information was still only inferred about 

the ensemble. NTA data and corresponding emission spectra are shown in Figure 6.11. Detailed 

results are summarized in Table 6.5; however, the main results were that the particles had 

approximately the same size in both channels, and that the concentration of particles measured in 

the Cy5 filter channel were approximately one third the concentration measured in the Pdot filter 

channel. The latter was similar to the discrepancies between Pdot-only concentrations derived from 

scatter-mode and fluorescence-mode NTA. Note that it was challenging to optimize this 

experiment to achieve negligible signal for Pdot-only samples and adequate signal for Pdot-Cy5 

samples in the nominal Cy5 channel. As discussed later, this challenge impacted our interpretation 

of the data.  

 

 

Table 6.5. ET efficiencies and particle counts for NTA measurements 

No. 
Dyes/Pdot 

ET 
Efficiency 

Particle Counts Mean (Mode) Diameter (nm) 

Pdot Channel 
(500 nm filter) 

Cy5 Channel 
(650 nm filter) 

Pdot Channel Cy5 Channel 

0 -- 3064 ± 132 6 ± 4 37 (32) ± 11 42 (43) ± 7 

306 0.28 3579 ± 55 1112 ± 50 34 (30) ± 11 37 (29) ± 15 

831 0.42 3202 ± 168 1233 ± 100 37 (32) ± 11 42 (31) ± 19 
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Figure 6.11 (A) Emission spectra and (B) NTA size distributions for measurement of FRET by NTA. The 
number of dyes per Pdot (N) is indicated in each panel.  

 

 

6.2.6 Transient absorption measurements 

The Pdot-Cy5 configuration was also studied by ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy. Figure 

6.12A shows that a sample of only Pdots (no Cy5 acceptor) exhibited the expected bleach and 

recovery of the ground state population at ~470 nm. The bleach peak gradually red shifted over 

delay times up to 100 ps (Figure 6.12C). The positive features above 500 nm likely arose from a 

combination of stimulated emission and excited state absorption. At short delay times (< 100 ps), 

a trough appeared between 525–650 nm, which corresponded to the wavelength range of the 

emission spectrum of F8BT Pdots and was therefore likely from stimulated emission. However, 

this process was in competition with excited state absorption at 550 nm (e.g., polaron absorption), 

resulting in an overall feature that was positive and decayed towards zero at long delay times. 

Analogous measurements on a sample with Cy5 partitioned into the Pdot (14 dyes per Pdot 

corresponding to an ET efficiency of 0.30) yielded nearly indistinguishable results. Figure 6.12B 

shows that the ground state bleach feature (~470 nm) for the Pdot alone had an amplitude-weighted 

average lifetime of ~800 ps, which decreased to ~740 ps with the Cy5 present. Likewise, the 
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positive feature at ~525 nm decayed back to baseline with an average lifetime of 490 ps for the 

Pdot alone and ~320 ps with the Cy5 present. The off-peak wavelength 475 nm was used for 

kinetic analysis to avoid interference from the Raman peak of water at ~460 nm at short delay 

times.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.12 (A) Transient absorption spectra of Pdots (left) and Pdots with partitioned Cy5 dye (right). (B) 
Kinetic traces over the first 10 ps for the spectral features at 475 nm and 525 nm. (C) Wavelength of 
minimum ΔA for the ground state bleach peak (~470 nm) in panel A as a function of delay time (τ) indicating 
the red shift of the peak over time.  
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6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Number of dyes per Pdot 

A challenge in this study was the much larger extinction coefficient of the Pdot (~109 M–1 cm–1) 

versus the dyes (~105 M–1 cm–1). Even with an estimated hundreds of dyes per Pdot, the 

contribution of the Pdot to overall extinction spectrum was two orders of magnitude larger than 

the contribution from an acceptor dye. Thus, for picomolar sample concentrations of Pdots, the 

absorbance from the dyes was less than 0.01 and therefore not reliable for quantitation. Instead, 

we estimated the number dyes per Pdot using a fluorescence-based method (see Section 6.5.10), 

which is less ideal than an absorbance-based method. Nevertheless, repeated measurements of the 

same sample using this method suggested a precision better than 10%. Systematic control over the 

number of dyes per Pdot was also difficult to exercise because neither the partitioning of the 

hydrophobic dyes nor carbodiimide coupling of the hydrophilic dyes was 100% efficient.  

 

Another source of uncertainty was the molar absorption coefficient of the Pdots. These values are 

not widely reported in the literature, and our determination relied on accurate measurements of 

particle concentrations via NTA. On average, the concentration of Pdots measured in fluorescence 

mode was about half the concentration measured in scattering mode, but was frequently as low as 

one third and sometimes equal (within ~10%). Scattering mode has a higher detection efficiency 

for the Pdots than fluorescence mode because smaller Pdots are less bright and track less reliably; 

however, fluorescence mode is more specific to Pdots. From these results, we estimate that the 

average concentration from the two NTA measurement modes is within ± 30–50% of the real 

concentration. Accordingly, the uncertainty in the number of dyes per Pdot was also ± 30–50%. 

Regardless of this uncertainty, the Pdots had, in principle, sufficient surface area to accommodate 
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between 1000–3000 dyes per particle (assuming a 4 nm2 footprint for the dyes). By volume, the 

Pdots would, in principle, accommodate an even larger number of dyes per particle. 

 

6.3.2 Particle size and polydispersity 

In the absence of efficient energy migration within the Pdot (vide infra), the observed ensemble 

efficiency of ET as a function of the average number of dyes per Pdot will depend not only on the 

donor-acceptor distance, spectral overlap integrals (for FRET and Dexter ET), and frontier orbital 

alignment (for PET) but also on the size of the Pdots. Larger and more polydisperse Pdots should 

yield lower ensemble ET efficiencies due to the increased average donor-acceptor distance. 

Qualitatively, this consideration can account for the data where Cy7 quenched its Pdot by roughly 

the same extent as Cy5 despite its smaller spectral overlap integral, owing to the smaller average 

diameter of the Pdot batch used for that ET titration (41 nm for Cy7 vs. 51 nm for Cy5). Likewise, 

the low efficiencies for Rh590 compared to Rh640 can be rationalized versus the abnormally large 

batch of Pdots used with these materials (average Pdot diameter ~100 nm versus 40–60 nm when 

paired with other dyes). This interpretation assumes that the exciton is confined to its initial 

position within the Pdot, and neglects the possibility of energy migration between the numerous 

distinct chromophores within the Pdot core. In reality, exciton migration occurs with a finite 

efficiency and may decrease the magnitude to which Pdot size determines ET efficiency. However, 

a decrease of ET efficiency with increasing Pdot size is still expected in the presence of energy 

migration, even if the magnitude of change is decreased.  
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6.3.3 Pdot structure and location of acceptors 

Figure 6.13 shows a highly idealized cross-sectional model for the Pdot-Cy5 ET systems examined 

in this study. For simplicity, a well-defined spherical core/shell structure is assumed. The core of 

a Pdot is an aggregate of multiple semiconducting polymer chains. We estimate between 1200–

3500 F8BT chains for Pdots with diameters between 50–70 nm, based on the NTA Pdot 

concentrations, molecular weight of F8BT and assuming all polymer chains are incorporated into 

Pdots during synthesis. The hydrolyzed-PSMA amphiphilic polymer molecules are nominally a 

shell around a core of F8BT semiconducting polymer. We estimate a 1–2 nm thickness for such a 

shell by assuming that the volume fraction of each polymer in the Pdot was directly proportional 

to the mass fraction during synthesis, and by assuming a clean separation between semiconducting 

polymer and amphiphilic polymer in a spherical morphology. This value is consistent with the 

widthwise dimension of the polymer chain. For the real Pdots, the degree to which the F8BT and 

PSMA intermixed, and the uniformity of the putative PSMA coating around the F8BT, were both 

unknown and likely not as well-defined as the model in Figure 6.13. Some studies suggest that the 

semiconducting polymer chains within a Pdot exist primarily in a disordered glassy phase [110]. 

In this case, partitioned hydrophobic dyes may be better described as adsorbed onto the surface of 

semiconducting polymer core rather than embedded within it, as the dyes may not be able to 

partition significantly into the glassy core structure.  
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Figure 6.13 Idealized model of Pdot structure. The core (green) is composed of hydrophobic F8BT chains 
and the shell (blue) is composed of hydrolyzed PSMA. Dye molecules are shown as red circles. Model for 
Pdots with (A) non-specifically partitioned hydrophobic dye, (B) non-specifically adsorbed hydrophobic dye 
and (C) specifically conjugated hydrophilic dye.  

 

6.3.4 Energy Migration 

Energy migration is known to occur within SPs by exciton migration. Exciton diffusion has the 

potential to funnel energy from the center of the semiconducting polymer core of a Pdot out to 

dyes near its periphery, such as in the case of adsorbed hydrophobic dye or conjugated hydrophilic 

dye. The progressive red shift in the F8BT bleach peak in the TA data (Figure 6.12C) suggests that 

some energy migration occurs within the Pdots. Assuming the measured absorbance spectrum 

corresponds to the superposition of contributions from chromophores of varying effective 

conjugation lengths, rapid exciton migration to lower energy states (i.e., those with red-shifted 

absorption) populates their excited states and prevents them from absorbing the probe pulse, 

resulting in a red shift of the bleach peak. Inter-chain ET via FRET dominates in disordered 

systems such as nanoparticles, and is inclusive of ET from one chromophore to a distant (i.e., non-

adjacent) chromophore in the same chain, such as when a chain folds back on itself. This energy 

migration first occurs downhill from shorter conjugated polymer segments to longer ones, then 
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subsequently via thermally activated hopping between segments of similar conjugation length 

[64]. Energy transfer to an exogenous acceptor would then occur from one of these lower energy 

states.   

 

The exciton diffusion length for F8BT has been reported to be 8–12 nm in thin films [240-241] 

and 12 nm in nanoparticles [242]. An average radius for all the Pdots used in this study is ca. 30 

nm (± 15 nm average standard deviation for each batch size distribution). The Förster distances in 

Table 6.1 are ca. 4–6 nm, such that 3 nm is a reasonable estimate of a general 0.5R0 distance. An 

excitation near the centre of a Pdot would therefore need to migrate approximately 5 diffusion 

lengths to reach an F8BT chromophore that had near-unity probability of transferring to an 

acceptor at the surface of the Pdot, assuming exciton migration follows a random walk. Given that 

exciton diffusion length is a function of the exciton lifetime, the probability of diffusing this 

distance is approximately 2% (versus 37% for one diffusion length). Consequently, energy 

migration from the centre of the Pdot core to adsorbed or conjugated dye is expected to be 

relatively infrequent. Thusly, for the subsequent analyses, Pdots are treated as a single emitter 

where excitation places the exciton, on average, at a distance of three quarters of the particle radius 

from acceptors at the surface. Given the short Pdot lifetimes and the low photon flux associated 

with the excitation sources used, it is unlikely that multiple excitons existed simultaneously within 

a single particle, and they can therefore be treated as single emitters.  

 

6.3.5 Likely mechanism(s) of ET and quenching 

Our data clearly show that the F8BT Pdots engaged in ET as donors with the CyX, sCyX, Rh590, 

and Rh640 dyes, which showed sensitized emission as acceptors. The dye-induced decrease in the 
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Pdot excited state lifetime, measured from fluorescence decays and TA, indicated a dynamic 

quenching mechanism, at least in part. The most likely candidate ET mechanisms are therefore 

FRET, Dexter ET, and photoinduced electron transfer (PET), as illustrated in Figure 6.14.  As the 

observed emission was a linear combination of the donor F8BT and acceptor dye emission, we 

ruled out significant exciplex formation. The discrepancy between quenching efficiencies derived 

from fluorescence intensity and lifetime data either suggests an additional static quenching 

mechanism, or that a sub-population of the F8BT is dynamically quenched with very high 

efficiencies (approaching 100%) and does not contribute to the measured lifetimes. The 

overwhelming absorbance contribution from the overall Pdot precluded observation of changes in 

absorbance spectra that would have been diagnostic for formation of non-fluorescent ground-state 

complex between dye and an F8BT monomer as a static quenching mechanism, so this possibility 

cannot be ruled out on this basis. With respect to ET by one or more of these mechanisms, several 

observations need to be reconciled: the quenching efficiency versus the number dyes per Pdot; the 

discrepancy between quenching efficiencies from lifetime and intensity data; and the discrepancy 

between the trend in quenching efficiencies and quantitative trend in spectral overlap. These points 

are addressed in the subsequent sub-sections.  
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Figure 6.14 Simple mechanistic models for FRET, Dexter ET, and PET between an excited-state F8BT 
Pdot and a dye acceptor. 

 

 

It is also useful to refer back to the NTA results in the context of dynamic quenching. The particle 

concentrations determined in the Cy5 channel were lower than in the F8BT channel, but not by 

ratios that were inconsistent with differences in concentrations measured for Pdot-only samples 

via the scattering (higher concentration) and fluorescence (lower concentration) modes of NTA. 

We thus attribute the result to different tracking sensitivities for the F8BT and Cy5 channels rather 

than a significant sub-population of Pdots that does not engage in ET. Our subsequent analyses 

and discussion therefore assume that all particles in the ensemble are quenched by ET.  

 

6.3.5.1 Consideration of FRET 

As an ET mechanism, FRET is consistent with the qualitative spectral overlap between the F8BT 

Pdot and dyes, dynamic quenching of Pdot fluorescence, and sensitization of dye emission, but is 

not consistent with the discrepancy between lifetime and intensity data and the trends in quenching 

efficiency versus spectral overlap. 
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An assumption of the orientation factor is frequently made in the calculation of Förster distances. 

The assumption that κ2 = 0.667 is widely used and corresponds to dynamic random orientations of 

both donor and acceptor. This assumption is questionable for the F8BT because of its sub-

nanosecond excited state lifetime and its dense packing within the Pdot, and similarly questionable 

for adsorbed or partitioned hydrophobic dye. An alternative assumption is static random 

orientations of donor and acceptor, for which κ2 = 0.476 has been proposed [64]. This assumption 

leads to a mere 6% change in the Förster distance. For conjugated hydrophilic dye, which more 

plausibly dynamically samples random orientations, the value of κ2 will be intermediate to these 

two values, although κ2 = 0.667 was used to determine the Förster distances for the hydrophilic 

dyes in Table 6.1. None of these three cases may be a perfect match to the real system, but it is 

unlikely that the real Förster distances differ significantly from those listed in Table 6.1, which 

should be adequate for analysis. 

 

6.3.5.1.1 Fractions of F8BT within 0.5R0 and beyond 2R0 

For an isolated donor-acceptor pair, a separation distance ≤ 0.5R0 results in a FRET efficiency 

> 98%. Such high FRET efficiencies would decrease the lifetime of an F8BT donor to a value too 

short to reliably measure and nearly completely quench its emission intensity. The range of this 

near-unity FRET efficiency is extended when an F8BT donor is able to interact with multiple 

acceptors, which becomes more likely with more dyes per Pdot. 

 

For the case of partitioned hydrophobic dye in Figure 6.13A, between 0.3–0.8% of the F8BT core 

volume is within 0.5R0 (~2-3 nm) of an individual dye molecule. To roughly estimate the 

interactions of an F8BT donor with multiple dye acceptors, we assume that the dye embeds within 
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the Pdot core in a lattice-like arrangement and take a hypothetical F8BT donor at the center of a 

unit cell. From this model, and accounting for the polydispersity of the Pdots, the upper limits of 

the average number of dyes per Pdot to obtain complete quenching via FRET are between 550–

1700. For the cases of adsorbed hydrophobic dye and conjugated hydrophilic dye, the core 

volumes within 0.5R0 of the hypothetical dye interfaces are 25–40% and 15–25%, respectively. 

To roughly estimate the interactions of an F8BT donor with multiple dye acceptors, we assumed 

a grid pattern of surface dyes with a hypothetical F8BT donor at the centre but 0.5R0 below the 

surface. When accounting for the polydispersity of the Pdots, this simple model estimates between 

600–1200 adsorbed hydrophobic dyes and 750–1750 conjugated hydrophilic dyes per Pdot (on 

average) for complete quenching of the 0.5R0-deep surface layer of F8BT via FRET. All ranges of 

dyes per Pdot represent uncertainty in the precise Pdot size distributions, batch-to-batch variation 

in the Pdot sizes, and also expected differences between the different dyes and Förster distances.  

 

At the other extreme, separation greater than 2R0 for an isolated donor-acceptor pair results in a 

FRET efficiency < 2%, which is negligible within the precision of the experiments. For adsorbed 

hydrophobic dye and conjugated hydrophilic dye, any volume fraction of the F8BT core beyond 

2R0 from these interfaces would, to a first approximation (and neglecting energy migration), not 

engage in FRET and therefore not have its intensity quenched and contribute a native F8BT 

fluorescence lifetime. Approximately 10–20% and 15–25% of the core volume is beyond a 2R0-

deep surface layer for hydrophobic adsorbed dye and conjugated hydrophilic dye, respectively. 

Considering that a putative F8BT donor would only need to interact with ≥ 7 dyes for the FRET 

efficiency at 2R0 to reach ≥ 10%, the volume fraction of Pdot that is beyond the range for FRET 
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should become quite small as the number dyes per Pdot becomes sufficient to fully quench the 

0.5R0-deep layer of F8BT.  

 

The above analysis suggests that the intensity-based quenching efficiency reflects both short-

range, near-unity FRET efficiencies within ca. 0.5R0, as well as long-range, non-unity FRET 

efficiencies beyond 0.5R0, whereas the lifetime-based quenching efficiency only reflects the long-

range FRET. This hypothesis qualitatively accounts for the discrepancies in ET efficiencies 

between intensity and lifetime data.  

 

6.3.5.2 Consideration of Dexter ET 

As an electron exchange mechanism of ET that occurs at van der Waals contact distances (< 1 

nm), only the surface-adjacent F8BT would engage in Dexter ET for the case of adsorbed 

hydrophobic dye or, to a presumably much lesser extent, for the case of conjugated hydrophilic 

dye. For partitioned hydrophobic dye, only dye-adjacent F8BT would be expected to engage in 

Dexter ET. Thus, compared to FRET, Dexter ET as the predominant ET mechanism is much more 

dependent on efficient energy migration within the F8BT or large numbers of dye per Pdot to 

obtain high quenching efficiencies.  

 

If Dexter ET is treated as having ~100% efficiency at < 1 nm and ~0% efficiency at > 1 nm, then 

the cases of adsorbed hydrophobic dye and conjugated hydrophilic dye should exhibit little or no 

ET-sensitized dye emission in absence of efficient energy migration. Likewise, hydrophobic 

partitioned dye would require an average of thousands of dyes per Pdot for efficient quenching. 
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Any volume fractions of F8BT quenched would, however, decrease the measured fluorescence 

intensity without a resolvable change in the measured lifetime.  

 

Other than the above, Dexter ET would yield qualitatively similar results to FRET, with lower 

efficiencies observed per dye with larger and more polydisperse Pdots, and expectation of a similar 

trend with the Pdot-dye spectral overlaps.  

 

6.3.5.3 Consideration of PET 

An important distinction between PET and both FRET and Dexter ET is that PET is not expected 

to sensitize dye emission, but will still quench the F8BT emission intensity and shorten its lifetime. 

PET depends upon the redox potentials of the donor and acceptor species (i.e., frontier orbital 

alignment), but does not depend on spectral overlap unlike FRET and Dexter ET. If PET, like 

Dexter ET, is also assumed to operate with ~100% efficiency at < 1 nm and ~0% efficiency at > 1 

nm, it would be heavily dependent on energy migration for achieving high quenching efficiencies, 

and would quench the measured fluorescence intensity without a resolvable change in the 

measured lifetime.  

 

Overall, the alignment of the HOMO and LUMO levels in Figure 6.3B suggest a greater tendency 

toward reductive PET than oxidative PET. In reductive PET, an electron moves from the HOMO 

of the dye into the HOMO of the Pdot after the Pdot is photoexcited. The alignments in Figure 

6.3B also suggest that the CyX dyes should engage in PET more efficiently than the RhX dyes, 

and that, within the CyX dye family, the expected trend in PET rate should be opposite the 

expected trend in FRET rate. 
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There are several caveats for the interpretation of Figure 6.3B. The CV data for F8BT is on free 

polymer in a good solvent, and assumes a single representative HOMO energy for the whole 

polymer chain. Within the Pdot, the F8BT chains are likely to be more disordered with shorter 

average conjugation lengths, such that additional states are anticipated at energies slightly higher 

than in Figure 6.3B. Intra- or interchain interactions when the polymers aggregate into 

nanoparticles may also change the orbital energies. The CVs were recorded in solvents of different 

polarities across the classes of material (i.e., DCM for F8BT, acetonitrile for RhX, and 

ethanol/acetonitrile for CyX), that are not necessarily reflective of the local environments of the 

chromophores in the Pdot system (i.e., higher polarity when in contact with water, lower polarity 

inside the Pdot core).  

 

6.3.5.4 Relative contributions of ET mechanisms 

Qualitatively, the observed ET efficiency decreased for increased donor-acceptor distances (i.e., 

the hydrophilic, surface-conjugated dyes displayed lower apparent ET efficiencies than the 

partitioned/adsorbed hydrophobic dyes). However, this trend is expected for all of the ET 

mechanisms considered, albeit with different quantitative dependencies. Due to the increased 

donor-acceptor distance for the hydrophilic dyes (both surface-conjugated and conjugated via 

NeutrAvidin and dextran), ET likely occurs most often by FRET in these configurations. (Albeit 

with small probability, direct contact between the surface-conjugated dyes and the F8BT core may 

occur, enabling Dexter ET and PET.) 
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For the hydrophobic dyes, the model presented in Figure 6.13B, where the dye is adsorbed onto 

the surface of the hydrophobic F8BT core, likely best reflects the real system, with the caveat that 

in reality, the core/shell structure is probably poorly defined and unevenly mixed. The reported 

disordered, glassy phase conformation of the constituent polymer chains likely prevents the dyes, 

which are added post-synthetically, from fully partitioning into the core. In this model, the 

qualitative discrepancies between the intensity- and lifetime-derived efficiencies can be 

rationalized by invoking FRET as the dominant ET mechanism, and considering three regimes of 

quenching: ≤ 0.5R0, where quenching occurs with near 100% efficiency; ≥ 2R0, where quenching 

is negligible; and between 0.5R0–2R0, where the ET efficiency depends on the donor-acceptor 

distance and the number of acceptors accessible to a single donor. Discrepancies between 

intensity- and lifetime-derived data may also arise from static quenching, which we were unable 

to rule out based on our data. Treatment of the experimental data using the FRET framework and 

considering the donor quantum yield and particle size did not yield qualitative agreement between 

the observed ET efficiency, the spectral overlap, and the Förster distance for a given set of dyes. 

For dyes of similar average donor-acceptor distance, the ET efficiency is expected to decrease with 

the extent of spectral overlap (e.g., (s)Cy5 > (s)Cy5.5 > (s)Cy7), which was not observed for the 

CyX and sCyX dyes. Owing to the difficulties associated with the Rh610 titration, caution should 

be taken interpreting trends from the RhX data.  

 

Dexter ET and PET are short range interactions compared to FRET, and require donor-acceptor 

separations of ≤ 1 nm. Although PET may contribute to the observed ET, we rule it out as the 

dominant contribution because it is not expected to sensitize acceptor emission, yet CyX, sCyX, 

Rh590, and Rh640 displayed intense ET-sensitized emission (the low intensity from Rh610 is 
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attributed to the lower number of dyes doped into the Pdot). There was also no spectral evidence 

for the formation of non-emissive ground state complexes that could be formed by PET, although 

any such signal would likely be obscured by the strong contribution from the Pdot. While Dexter 

ET is expected to sensitize acceptor emission, its short range of action means that highly efficient 

quenching, as was observed for Pdots with CyX, sCyX, Rh590 and Rh640, would require either 

substantial energy migration through the Pdot or a large number of dyes per Pdot. For these 

reasons, Dexter ET is likely not a dominant mechanism of ET in the systems studied here. For 

acceptors within close proximity to F8BT chromophores, both PET and Dexter ET are possible 

and likely occur, albeit to a much lesser extent than FRET. The non-zero contributions from these 

mechanisms are expected to contribute to the deviations from the trends expected for ET purely 

by FRET.  

 

6.4 Conclusions 

The nature of energy transfer in Pdot-dye systems was studied using steady-state and time-resolved 

spectroscopy. F8BT/PSMA Pdots were used as donors and paired with several families of dye 

acceptors (CyX, sCyX, and RhX) in a number of configurations, intended to test the dependency 

of ET on the extent of spectral overlap and the donor-acceptor distance. Energy transfer was seen 

to occur to all the selected acceptors, albeit with varying efficiency. The Pdot fluorescence lifetime 

generally decreased with an increasing number of acceptors per particle, indicating a dynamic 

quenching mechanism, at least in part. ET was therefore analyzed using the framework of FRET, 

Dexter ET, and PET.  
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Of these three mechanisms, FRET is most likely the dominant mechanism of ET, and it can be 

used to qualitatively rationalize the observed trends in donor-acceptor distance and the apparent 

discrepancies between intensity- and lifetime-derived ET efficiencies. However, quantitative 

analysis of the experimental data using the framework of FRET, considering the batch-to-batch 

variation in particle size and donor quantum yield, did not yield the expected trends. Dexter ET 

and PET have different quantitative dependencies on the spectral overlap and frontier orbital 

alignment, respectively. If these mechanisms occur concurrently with FRET, divergence from the 

expected trends in ET efficiency is anticipated. The efficiency of ET to adsorbed or surface-

conjugated dyes by any mechanism may also be affected by energy migration, which was largely 

neglected in our analysis.  

 

Several key limitations in the experimental precision may also have been partially (or wholly) 

responsible for the discrepancies, namely the limited accuracy of both particle sizes and 

concentrations determined by NTA, the use of a fluorescence method rather than an absorbance 

method to estimate the number of dyes per particle, and the use of amplitude-weighted average 

fluorescence lifetimes to determine ET efficiencies. Although we consider our estimations of the 

number of dyes per particle to be accurate within 30–50% of the real value, this variation could be 

significant enough to change the observed trends. The tabulated ET efficiencies for the sCyX dyes 

were similar, such that even a small (i.e., factor of 2) variation in the average number of dyes per 

particle could shift the observed trend to better reflect the differences in spectral overlap with 

F8BT.  
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Although we accounted for batch-to-batch variation in quantum yield and average donor-acceptor 

distance, other aspects of batch-to-batch variation may also affect ET. Pdots of different sizes will 

have a different proportion of the F8BT molecules at or near the particle surface, and these 

molecules are more prone to oxidation, which may introduce additional trap states at the surface 

or within a depth of a few nanometres. The extent and effect of trap states is non-trivial to 

determine experimentally, especially for a polydisperse ensemble, and are expected to vary batch-

to-batch. For adsorbed and surface-conjugated dyes, energy migration towards the surface is likely 

important for efficient ET, and a high density of surface or near-surface trap states, where the 

exciton decays thermally, may prevent ET. Quantitative modelling is a possible strategy to account 

for the heterogeneity of the system, including effects of size polydispersity, exciton migration and 

trapping, and the arrangement and number of dyes per Pdot. Monte Carlo simulations can be used 

to model energy migration with a model Pdot, considering the idealized configurations shown in 

Figure 6.13. Unlike the experimental results presented in this chapter, simulations are not limited 

to ensemble averages. Comparison between simulation and experimental results may elucidate 

which ET mechanisms occur in the real Pdot system.  

 

6.5 Experimental methods and data analysis 

6.5.1 Materials 

Dextran (Mr ~6000) was from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada). Cy5-hydrazide, Cy5.5-

NHS ester, Cy7-hydrazide, sulfoCy5-NHS ester, sulfoCy5.5-NHS ester, sulfoCy7-NHS ester, 

Cy5-COOH, Cy5.5-COOH and Cy7-COOH were from Lumiprobe (Hallandale Beach, FL). These 

dyes are abbreviated as CyX or sCyX. The sCyX dyes were converted to hydrazide dyes by 

reaction with adipic acid dihydrazide, (see Section 6.5.3). Rhodamine 590, Rhodamine 610, and 
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Rhodamine 640 (RhX) were from Exciton (Lockbourne, OH). NeutrAvidin was from Thermo 

Fisher Scientific (Rockford, IL). Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was OmniSolv HPLC grade BHT 

stabilized (250 ppm) from Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA). 

 

6.5.2 Determination of octanol-water partition coefficients 

The hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity of the dyes was quantified by their octanol-water partition 

coefficient (Kow), as per Eqn. 6.2, where C denotes the concentration of the dye in octanol (O) or 

water (W). The concentration in each phase was determined by UV-visible spectrophotometry. 

 

O
ow

W

C
K

C
=  (6.2) 

 

6.5.3 Hydrazide-functionalized dye synthesis 

Adipic acid dihydrazide (4.6 mg, 26 μmol) was dissolved in 100 μL of HEPES buffer (25 mM, pH 

7.3). sCyX-NHS ester (1.0 mg) was dissolved in 50 μL DMSO and a 2 μL aliquot was added to 

the adipic acid dihydrazide solution. The solution was vortexed and left to react in the dark at room 

temperature for 4 h. The dye was purified by silica column chromatography (sCy5-hydrazide and 

sCy5.5-hydrazide; solvent mixture: 7:2:1 ethyl ether:methanol:water) or by C18 Sep-Pak cartridge 

(Waters Corp., Mississauga, ON, Canada; sCy7-hydrazide; solvent mixture 9:1 acetonitrile:water). 

TLC (7/2/1 ethyl ether/methanol/water) was used to confirm a successful reaction. The product 

was dried by vacuum centrifugation or rotary evaporation. 
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6.5.4 Addition of dye acceptors 

Doping of hydrophobic dyes was performed as follows: HEPES buffer (3 μL; 1.0 M, pH 7.3) was 

added to a solution of Pdots (100 μL) followed by the desired amount of hydrazide-CyX or RhX. 

Several solutions of varying dye concentration were prepared and the solutions brought to equal 

volume by the addition of water. The solutions were mixed for 1 h at room temperature or 

overnight at 4 °C in the dark. Pdot-dye conjugates were purified from excess dye by spin filtration 

(100 kDa MW cutoff) and washed with 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.3). 

 

sCyX-Pdot conjugates were prepared as follows: HEPES buffer (3 μL; 1.0 M, pH 7.3) was added 

to a solution of Pdots (100 μL). The solution was briefly mixed and the desired amount of 

hydrazide-sCyX was added. Freshly prepared 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide 

solution (EDC; 3 μL, 10 mg/mL in water) was added. Several solutions of varying dye 

concentration were prepared by the same procedure and the solutions brought to equal volume by 

the addition of water. The solutions were mixed for 4 h at room temperature or overnight at 4 °C 

in the dark and purified as above prior to fluorescence measurements.  

 

6.5.5 Amine-modified dextran synthesis, conjugation, and ET titration 

Dextran (MW ~6 kDa, 1.99 g, 332 µmol) was dissolved in 15 mL of water and was partially 

oxidized by reaction with sodium (meta)periodate (0.72 g, 3.37 mmol) overnight at 4 °C. The 

product was purified by dialysis against water for 72 h or by precipitation with ethanol, then dried 

by vacuum or lyophilization.  
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Oxidized dextran (1.58 g) was dissolved in 30 mL of water and hexamethylene diamine was added 

(9.93 g). The reaction was stirred at room temperature for 2 h, followed by the addition of sodium 

cyanoborohydride (0.44 g). The reaction was stirred overnight at room temperature, and the 

product purified analogously to the oxidized dextran. 

 

Amine-modified dextran (10.9 mg) was dissolved in 1 mL aqueous Pdot solution and 20 μL of 

HEPES buffer (1.0 M, pH 7.3) was added. EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3 dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide 

hydrochloride, 20 μL, 10 mg/mL) was added and the reaction mixed at room temperature in the 

dark for 4 h. The dextran-conjugated Pdots were purified by spin filtration (100 kDa MW cutoff) 

and washed with 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.3). 

 

Sodium (meta)periodate (1000–5000-fold molar excess versus dextran-Pdots) was added to 

between 100–800 µL of dextran-Pdot solution (257 pM–2.5 nM) and the solution was mixed for 

1 h in the dark. The product was purified by spin filtration. sCy5-hydrazide was added (between 

0–40 000-fold molar excess versus oxidized dextran-Pdots) and the solution was mixed overnight. 

Excess dye was removed by spin filtration (MWCO 100 kDa) prior to fluorescence measurements. 

 

6.5.6 Synthesis of biotinylated sCy5 

Sulfo-Cy5-biotin was prepared using a modified procedure from Gruber et al. [243].  A stock 

solution of sCy5-NHS ester (25.7 mM) was prepared in anhydrous DMSO. An aliquot (3.9 µL) of 

the stock solution was further diluted into 50 µL of anhydrous DMF. Next, N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-

O-(N-succinimidyl)uronium hexafluorophosphate (HMTU, 40 µL, 10 mM) and 1.1 µL of DIPEA 

(5% v/v in anhydrous DMF) were added. The reaction was rotary mixed in the dark for 30 min, 
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then added to 0.5 mg of (+)-Biotinamidohexanoic acid hydrazide. One drop of neat DIPEA was 

added. The reaction mixture was briefly vortexed and then left to react on a rotary mixer for 2 h in 

the dark. The product was purified by a C18 Sep-Pak cartridge, eluting sequentially with ~5 mL 

of 0%, 5%, 10% and 20% v/v acetonitrile in water. Successful reaction was verified by TLC 

(7/3/0.4 CHCl3, MeOH, AcOH).  

 

6.5.7 NeutrAvidin conjugation and ET titration. 

PEG-3350 (50 µL, 5% w/v) and borate buffer (50 µL, 800 mM, pH 8.5) were added to 964 µL of 

Pdots (~360 pM) and the solution vortexed. NeutrAvidin (50 µL, 3.5 µM) was added and the 

solution mixed by pipette. EDC (10 µL, 10 mM in borate buffer, pH 8.5) was added. The reaction 

mixture was placed on a rotary mixer in the dark for 1 h and purified by spin filtration (MWCO 

100 kDa). Next, sCy5-biotin was added, and the solutions placed on a rotating sample mixer in the 

dark for 1.5 h. Excess dye was removed by spin filtration (MWCO 100 kDa) prior to fluorescence 

measurements.  

 

6.5.8 Transient absorption measurements 

Transient absorption measurements were performed using a Newport transient absorption 

spectrometer (Newport Corp., Irvine, CA). Pump and probe pulses were from a femtosecond Ti-

Sapphire amplifier with output at 800 nm, a pulse duration of ~130 fs, and a repetition rate of 

1 kHz. Samples were pumped at 400 nm and the probe pulse was broadband white light with a 

spectral range from 350 to 750 nm. Spectra were recorded with an Oriel MS260 spectrograph 

(Newport Corp.) and CCD camera.  
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6.5.9 Electrochemistry 

Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of F8BT (as polymer dissolved in solution) and the RhX dyes were 

recorded at room temperature using a CHI660D potentiostat (CH Instruments, Austin, TX) with a 

platinum wire counter electrode, Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a platinum working electrode. 

Electrolyte solutions were ~0.1 M n-NBu4BF4 in dichloromethane (for F8BT) or acetonitrile (for 

RhX). CVs were recorded at scan rates of 50 mV/s (Rh640), 100 mV/s (Rh610 and Rh590), and 

150 mV/s (F8BT).  

 

CVs of CyX-COOH were recorded at room temperature using a PGStat30 potentiostat (Metrohm 

Autolab, Utrecht, Netherlands) and a screen-printed electrode set (PCR-P01, Biodevice 

Technology, Japan) that included a carbon working electrode, carbon counter electrode, and an 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode. CyX dyes and n-NBu4BF4 were dissolved in acetonitrile and diluted 

in ethanol for measurements to prevent degradation of the electrode. CVs were recorded at scan 

rates ranging from 100 mV/s to 1.00 V/s. 

 

6.5.10 Post-purification determination of the number of dyes per Pdot 

The concentration of (s)CyX or RhX dyes remaining in solution after purification was estimated 

by Eqn. 6.3, where C is the concentration of the dye, and I is the maximum intensity of the dye 

from the excitation spectrum. Dye concentrations could not be determined by absorption 

measurements because of the low concentrations and relatively low absorption coefficients of the 

dyes (~105 M-1 cm-1) compared to the Pdots (~109 M-1 cm-1). The excitation spectra were used 

instead of the emission spectra because the dye and Pdot signals were better resolved. The 

parameters for the excitation spectra measurements are in Table 6.6.  
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Table 6.6. Excitation spectra measurement parameters for 
the determination of dye concentrations. 

Dye Exc. scan range (nm) Em. Wavelength (nm) 

(s)Cy5 300–680 700 

(s)Cy5.5 300–730 750 

Cy7 300–750 773 

sCy7 300–790 810 

Rh640 300–630 650 

Rh610 300–590 610 

Rh590 350–590 610 

 

 

The concentration of Pdots was determined by NTA. The average number of organic dye acceptors 

per Pdot was taken as the ratio of the concentration of the dye to the concentration of the Pdot. 

 

6.5.11 Determination of spectral overlap integrals 

Values for FRET spectral overlap, J, were determined by Eqn. 6.4, where F(λ) is the emission 

spectrum of the donor (Pdot), ε(λ) is the wavelength-dependent molar extinction coefficient of the 

acceptor (dye), and λ is the wavelength [162].  
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Values for the Dexter spectral overlap, J’, were determined by Eqn. 6.5 where   is the energy in 

terms of wavenumber [115].  
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6.5.12 Calculation of ET efficiencies 

ET efficiencies, E, were derived from changes in the fluorescence intensity (F) or average 

fluorescence lifetime (τ) of the donor species between the presence (FDA or τ DA) and absence (FD,cor 

or τD) of the acceptor species according to Eqns. 6.6–6.8.  
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For Eqns. 6.6–6.8, emission intensity was measured at ~540 nm for all Pdot-dye pairs because the 

CyX dyes had negligible emission at this wavelength. Given the overlap between the emission 

spectra of the Pdot and the rhodamine dyes, the values of FD and FDA for the rhodamine dyes were 

determined via mathematical unmixing of the two spectral contributions (vide infra). Eqn. 6.6 also 

uses a corrected emission intensity for the donor alone. The reason is that the concentrations of the 

Pdot-dye samples were different from samples of the Pdot alone because of changes in volume 

and potential loss during purification (e.g., via spin filtration). Consequently, an accurate donor-

only reference intensity cannot be measured directly. The unquenched emission intensity from the 
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Pdot was assumed to be proportional to its concentration, and the concentration was assumed to 

be proportional to the Pdot absorbance. Therefore, the ratio of the fluorescence intensity and 

absorbance of the Pdot-only sample was used to estimate the theoretical unquenched fluorescence 

intensity of the Pdot samples with dye acceptors based on their measured absorbances. This 

approach assumes that the properties of the Pdot (e.g., quantum yield, particle size distribution) 

remain constant between the quenched and unquenched samples. The value of FD,cor was estimated 

by Eqn. 6.9, where AD is the absorbance of the Pdot-only sample, ADA is the absorbance of the 

Pdot-dye sample after purification, and FD is the measured PL emission intensity for Pdot alone. 

Absorbances were recorded at 460 nm, which was the absorption maximum of the Pdot and a 

wavelength where the CyX and RhX dyes had minimal absorbance. We attribute the calculation 

of some slightly negative ET efficiencies to errors associated with the estimation of FD cor.  
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For Eqns. 6.7–6.8, ET efficiencies were determined from the amplitude weighted average 

fluorescence lifetime of the donor species in the presence and absence of the acceptor species, 

⟨τ⟩DA and ⟨τ⟩D, respectively. Data was collected in the wavelength channel corresponding to 540 ± 

6.25 nm. Fluorescence decay curves were fit with a biexponential function, and amplitude-

weighted average lifetimes, ⟨τ⟩, were calculated using Eqn. 6.8, where A1, A2 and τ1, τ2 are the 

amplitude and lifetime components of the decay, respectively. The choice to use a biexponential 

decay model is discussed in Appendix B.3.  
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6.5.13 Calculation of ET rates 

Energy transfer rates, kET, were determined by Eqns. 6.10 and 6.11, where E is ET efficiency, N is 

the number of acceptors per Pdot, k0 is the radiative rate of the Pdot in the absence of acceptors 

and τD is the fluorescence lifetime of the Pdot in the absence of acceptors. ET efficiency data was 

fitted with Eqn. 6.10 to determine the value of the parameter b. kET was then determined using 

Eqn. 6.11.  
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6.5.14 Spectral unmixing of Pdot-RhX emission data 

Given the high extent of overlap between the emission spectra of Pdots and the RhX dyes, 

mathematical deconvolution was necessary to determine their respective emission intensities. The 

parameters a and b in Eqn. 6.12 were solved to minimize the sum of the squared residuals (SSR) 

between a linear combination of the emission spectra of the Pdot and the RhX dye (FPdot(λ) and 

FRhX (λ)) and a RhX-Pdot sample (Fdata(λ)). The deconvolution is represented graphically in Figure 

6.4. 
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6.5.15 Estimation of HOMO/LUMO levels by cyclic voltammetry 

The HOMO energy level was determined from the half-peak potential of the oxidative (positive) 

scan. This value was either taken as the average of the peak potentials from the forward and reverse 
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scans, or as the forward scan peak potential minus 29.6 mV, assuming the peak corresponds to a 

one electron redox process. Peak potentials were tabulated relative to ferrocene (4.4 eV) as a 

standard. The optical bandgap was taken as the absorption onset, which was determined by fitting 

red edge of the absorption band with a linear function. The LUMO energy level was determined 

by the sum of the HOMO energy level and the band gap energy.  

 

6.5.16 DFT simulations 

Ground state geometry optimization and frequency calculations were performed using Gaussian 

16 [244]. F8BT was modelled as a tetrameric oligomer where the alkyl side chains were substituted 

by methyl groups to reduce computational time. It has been previously shown that this substitution 

does not significantly affect the equilibrium geometry or molecular orbital distribution of the 

molecule [245]. Calculations were performed using the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G(d) basis 

set. The input geometries, optimized geometries and calculated HOMOs and LUMOs are shown 

in Figure 6.15.   
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Figure 6.15 Input structures, output structures, and HOMO and LUMOs of CyX, RhX, and simplified F8BT.  
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Chapter 7: Dextran-functionalization of semiconducting polymer dots and 

conjugation with tetrameric antibody complexes for bioanalysis and imaging 

This chapter is based on a published manuscript, written by Kelsi Lix with editing from Russ Algar 

and minor contributions from co-authors. KL performed all experiments and data analysis with 

the following exceptions: AFM images were provided by Ethan Sauvé, cell labelling and imaging 

experiments were performed by Michael Tran who analyzed the data with KL, NMR analysis was 

performed by Kelly Rees, and immunoassay development and data analysis were performed by 

Melissa Massey.  

 

7.1 Introduction 

Pdots continue to gain popularity as a fluorescent probe for a variety of applications in bioanalysis 

and imaging, where their extremely high per-particle brightness, good photostability, and low 

cytotoxicity are highly advantageous [26, 109, 118]. These materials have been defined as a 

subclass of conjugated polymer nanoparticles having high (> 50%) mass or volume concentrations 

of semiconducting polymer, hydrophobic cores, and small diameters [118]. Pdots have been used 

for cellular labelling [59, 78, 93] and in vivo imaging [139, 187], chemical and biochemical sensing 

[31, 77, 157], and photodynamic therapy [49, 246]. However, many Pdot materials suffer from 

non-trivial limitations that must be addressed before they can reach their full potential in 

bioanalysis and imaging.  

 

Pdots are generally held together by relatively weak, entropically-driven hydrophobic interactions 

[26, 59], leading to modest particle stability. Like other nanoparticles, Pdots may also suffer from 
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poor colloidal stability and fouling depending on their surface chemistry and environment. For 

example, Pdots with anionic surface chemistry are colloidally destabilized at low pH and at high 

ionic strength and are prone to non-specific binding with proteins and on some surfaces [27, 59]. 

Another limitation of Pdots, which is common for emerging nanoparticle materials, is that 

relatively few surface chemistries and bioconjugate chemistries have been reported. The most 

commonly used chemistry to date is carbodiimide-mediated conjugation at surface carboxyl 

groups, which itself suffers from several limitations, including but not limited to poor control and 

reproducibility with respect to the number and orientation of biomolecules per Pdot [154]. A 

strategy for addressing these limitations is modification of the Pdot surface with a coating material 

that has robust aqueous solubility, minimal non-specific interactions with biomolecules, and 

supports well-controlled bioconjugate chemistry. For Pdots, amphiphiles functionalized with PEG 

have come the closest to this ideal, albeit still often used with carbodiimide chemistry for 

bioconjugation [28, 86, 89].   

 

Dextrans are a class of homopolysaccharides of glucose (glucans) whose major chains are 

composed of consecutive α(1,6)-linkages. The structure of dextran is shown in Figure 7.1. 

Dextrans typically possess a small number (3–50% of total glycosidic bonds) of side chains 

stemming from α(1,3)-linkages, or, less frequently, α(1,4)- or α(1,2) branched linkages. The exact 

structure of dextran depends upon which bacterial strain was used for its synthesis. Dextrans are 

synthesized by dextransucrase enzymes (of the glycoside-hydrolase class) in Leuconostoc, 

Streptococcus and Lactobacillus species using sucrose as a starting material [247]. Dextrans and 

dextran derivatives have found much commercial use. Clinically, dextran of moderate molecular 

weight (40–100 kDa) is used as a therapeutic agent for restoring blood volume due to its ability to 
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retain water and provide colloid osmotic pressure to pull fluid from the interstitial space into 

plasma. Iron-dextran complexes have been used to alleviate iron deficiency and as a magnetic 

resonance imaging contrast agent [248]. Cross-linked dextran, known commercially as Sephadex 

(separation Pharmacia dextran), is used as a medium for size exclusion chromatography [247]. 

Dextran is readily chemically modifiable and its properties can be tuned depending upon the nature 

of these modifications [249]. 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Structure of dextran showing the α(1,6)-linked glucopyranose backbone and a branch originating 
from the 3-position.  

 

Dextran is advantageous as a surface coating material because it is strongly hydrophilic, 

chemically modifiable, biocompatible, stable in acidic and basic conditions, and commercially 

available in a range of molecular weights [250]. Dextran-coated magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles 

have been used in a number of biomedical imaging techniques, including magnetic resonance, and, 

when paired with an appropriate label, optical imaging, photodynamic therapy, and positron 
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emission tomography [251]. For in vivo applications, dextran has been shown to prevent particle 

degradation and prolong circulation half-life [252]. Beyond iron oxide nanoparticles, dextran has 

been used as a surface coating for inorganic composite nanoparticles [253], silicon nanoparticles 

[252], and non-conjugated polymer nanoparticles [254].  

 

This chapter presents the development of dextran-functionalized Pdots (Dex-Pdots). Dextran was 

modified to have multiple pendant amine groups per chain, supporting conjugation to a 

carboxylated Pdot at multiple surface sites, putatively crosslinking the Pdot to itself. Dextran 

functionalization improved the colloidal stability of Pdots over ranges of pH and ionic strength. 

Moreover, specific labeling of biological targets with Dex-Pdots was achieved using a bifunctional 

tetrameric antibody complex (TAC) with an anti-dextran antibody and an anti-target antibody 

[255-256]. TACs have been used in the selection and isolation of cells [257-262], but have not 

been widely used for fluorescence labelling. These complexes are advantageous in that antibody 

conjugation is achieved spontaneously, without covalent crosslinking, and with optimal orientation 

of the anti-target antibody for binding. Using TAC-conjugated Dex-Pdots, we demonstrated a 

proof-of-concept fluorescence-linked immunosorbent assay (FLISA) for human erythropoietin 

(EPO) and selective labeling of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) antigens on the 

surface of SK-BR3 breast cancer cells, where the dextran functionalization reduced non-specific 

binding and the TAC increased specific labeling. Dextran functionalization is thus a promising 

strategy for improving the stability of Pdots, enabling new methodologies for their bioconjugation, 

and enhancing their performance in bioanalysis and imaging.  
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7.2 Results 

7.2.1 Pdot materials 

Pdots were synthesized via the nanoprecipitation method using F8BT as the semiconducting 

polymer and PSMA as the amphiphilic copolymer, as illustrated in Figure 7.2A. The hydrophobic 

semiconducting polymer and the hydrophobic styrene monomers of PSMA are thought to co-

condense into the Pdot core in water, where the maleic anhydride monomers hydrolyze into 

hydrophilic carboxyl(ate) groups at or near the particle surface to form a shell-like layer around 

the hydrophobic core. The anionic carboxylate groups confer pH-dependent colloidal stability to 

the Pdots and are also reactive groups for bioconjugation. The optical properties of a Pdot are 

largely determined by the identity of the semiconducting polymer that it comprises. The green-

yellow emitting F8BT semiconducting polymer was primarily used in this study. Orange-emitting 

CNMEHPPV/PSMA Pdots were additionally used for cell immunolabeling. The absorbance, 

excitation, and emission spectra of F8BT/PSMA and CNMEHPPV/PSMA Pdots are shown in 

Figure 7.3.   
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Figure 7.2 (A) Preparation of F8BT/PSMA Pdots by nanoprecipitation and functionalization with amine-
modified dextran (p-NH2-Dex) via carbodiimide (EDC) activation. (B) Preparation of amine-modified dextran 
through an oxidized dextran (Ox. Dex) intermediate and hexamethylenediamine (HMDA). The R group on 
p-NH2-Dex may be another HMDA modification, an unreacted aldehyde (or the corresponding hydrate), or 
have cyclized with the secondary amine of the shown HMDA modification.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.3 Normalized absorbance and fluorescence emission and excitation spectra for (A) F8BT and 
(B) CNMEHPPV Pdots and the corresponding Dex-Pdots. Dextran functionalization did not significantly 
change the spectral profiles. 
 

 

7.2.2 Dextran functionalization 

Dextran modified with pendant amine groups (p-NH2-Dex) was synthesized by the partial 

oxidation of dextran (~6 kDa) with periodate followed by reductive amination with 
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hexamethylenediamine (HMDA), as illustrated in Figure 7.2B. The modified dextran was 

characterized by IR and NMR spectroscopy (Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5), which did not 

unambiguously indicate the formation of the partially oxidized or aminated dextran products. We 

attributed this result to a small number of modifications versus the number of unmodified glucose 

units. Functional tests were therefore important for confirming modification of the dextran and 

subsequent functionalization of the Pdots.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.4 ATR-FTIR spectra of dextran (red), 30% oxidized dextran (green) ,and p-NH2-Dex (blue). The 
spectra are offset from one another for clarity.  
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Figure 7.5 NMR characterization. (A) Molecular structures. 1H NMR spectra of dextran (red), 30% oxidized 
dextran (green), p-NH2-Dex (blue), and hexamethylenediamine (purple): (B) full spectra; (C) zoom on 6.75–
9.75 ppm; (D) zoom on 1–3 ppm. The asterisks, * and **, denote solvent peaks for water and ethanol, 
respectively. 
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p-NH2-Dex was conjugated to the Pdot surface by carbodiimide-mediated crosslinking between 

the amine groups along the dextran chain and surface carboxyl groups on the Pdot (Figure 7.2A). 

The presence of dextran on the Pdot surface was confirmed by the addition of Concanavalin A 

(ConA), a homotetrameric lectin that binds to internal glucosyl groups. ConA has four binding 

sites and may thus bind to multiple Pdots, causing aggregation. As shown in Figure 7.6, Pdots 

remained stable in colloidal suspension whereas Dex-Pdots aggregated in the presence of ConA, 

confirming the presence of dextran on the Pdot surface.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.6 (A) Photographs of the fluorescence from Pdot and Dex-Pdot solutions 90 min after mixing with 
ConA. The photographs were taken under long-wave UV illumination (~365 nm). The arrow highlights one 
of the macroscopic aggregates. (B) Fluorescence image of an agarose gel (0.5% w/v) loaded with samples 
of (i) Pdots, (ii) Pdots + EDC, (iii) Pdots + p-NH2-Dex + EDC, (iv) Pdots + p-NH2-Dex without EDC, (v) Pdots 
+ oxidized p-Dex + EDC, and (vi) Pdots + unmodified dextran + EDC. The location of the wells is shown as 
the dashed yellow line. Case (iii) is the formal preparation of Dex-Pdots. (C) Particle sizing: (Left) normalized 
fluorescence-mode NTA-derived size distribution and lognormal fit curves for Pdots (N = 1358 particles) 
and the corresponding Dex-Pdots (N = 968); (Right) DLS-derived size distributions for Pdots and the 
corresponding Dex-Pdots. Both intensity-weighted and number-weighted distributions are shown. 
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An additional test for dextran functionalization of the Pdots was a colorimetric assay with 

anthrone, which gave a positive result after purification to remove unconjugated dextran (Figure 

7.7). The concentration of dextran in three replicate ~1 nM samples of Dex-Pdots was estimated 

via an assay with anthrone. Concentrated sulfuric acid dehydrates dextran to form a furfural 

product which condenses with anthrone to form a blue-green coloured complex whose 

concentration may be determined spectrophotometrically. A calibration curve was prepared using 

standard solutions of p-NH2-Dex.  The average number of p-NH2-Dex per Pdot was estimated to 

be 5700, or 0.53 dextran chains per nm2 assuming perfectly spherical nanoparticles and estimated 

average surface area of 10 800 nm2 (accounting for the lognormal particle size distribution 

measured by NTA). This density of dextran per Pdot seems higher than plausible for purely 

covalent conjugation, where between 200–5000 dextran chains per Pdot would be expected for 

complete monolayer coverage, assuming dextran maintains a linear, extended conformation and a 

footprint of 45 nm2 for dextran conjugated to the surface along its length and a footprint of 2 nm2 

for end-conjugated dextran. One consideration is that the NTA-derived Pdot concentration has a 

minimum uncertainty of at least ± 20%, although this uncertainty is likely not sufficient to account 

for the apparent density of dextran. Other considerations are that the anthrone assay is not 

quantitative in our hands, or that the dextran coating around the Pdots comprised both covalently 

bound dextran chains and non-covalently bound dextran chains. The latter were presumably 

strongly hydrogen bonded to covalently bound dextran chains. Alternatively, the result may be 

indication of multilayer formation (cf. monolayer), or some combination of all of these 

possibilities. Dextran has been known to form hydrogels at high concentrations in water [263], and 

the local concentration at the Pdot interface will be high. Large amounts of unconjugated dextran 
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as an outcome of inefficient purification were ruled because of the success of the TAC and ConA 

binding, which would be inhibited by a large excess of free dextran. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.7 Calibration curve for the quantitation of dextran on Pdots via an anthrone-based colorimetric 
assay. Error bars (which fall within the diameter of the plotted data points) represent the standard deviation 
of three replicate measurements.  
 

 

7.2.3 Solution-phase characterization 

The functionalization of carboxylated Pdots with amine-modified dextran via carbodiimide 

chemistry was expected to decrease the anionic surface charge. Zeta potential measurements were 

done on a representative Pdot sample, where the zeta potential increased from –55 ± 3 mV to –8 

± 1 mV after dextran functionalization. Relative changes in size and surface charge were also 

assessed by gel electrophoresis, as shown in Figure 7.6B. The anionic Pdots migrated towards the 

anode as a streak, likely reflecting their size polydispersity. With the addition of EDC but not 

amine-modified dextran, the Pdots migrated slightly further as a streak. In contrast, the addition of 

both amine-modified dextran and EDC resulted in a dramatic decrease in mobility, with the Pdots 
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remaining near the sample well with slight cathodic mobility. The loss of anodic mobility was 

expected with the small increase in particle size and, more importantly, the decrease in zeta 

potential. The slight cathodic mobility likely arose from electroendosmosis within the gel. A 

similar migration pattern was observed when the amine-modified dextran was added to the Pdots 

without EDC, although distinguishable from the case with EDC. We hypothesize that electrostatic 

interactions between dextran-associated aminium groups and Pdot-associated carboxylate groups, 

and possibly the hydrophobic character of the HMDA side chains, contributed to this non-covalent 

interaction, which was confirmed by a ConA aggregation test (Figure 7.8). Pdots mixed with 

oxidized dextran and native dextran also showed migration that was altered versus Pdots alone and 

distinct from all other cases. Lane (v) shows that mixing Pdots with oxidized dextran resulted in a 

comparatively narrow band with anionic mobility, albeit less than the starting Pdot. Lane (vi) 

shows that mixing Pdots with native dextran resulted in some streaking, where the leading edge 

had a mobility similar to lane (v). More material was left at the edge of the well in lane (vi) versus 

lane (v). ConA aggregation tests, shown in Figure 7.8, confirmed that the dextran or modified 

dextrans in (iv), (v), and (vi) were associated with the Pdots. The significant retention of anionic 

mobility for sample (v) suggested that the carboxylate groups of the PSMA amphiphile were 

retained, which led us to hypothesize that an undetermined reaction occurred between the aldehyde 

groups of the oxidized dextran and the semiconducting polymer. The streaking for sample (vi), as 

well as the more limited aggregation with ConA when compared to samples (iv) and (v), suggests 

a weak interaction between native dextran and the Pdots, likely from some surfactant-like 

properties of the dextran. 
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Figure 7.8 Photographs of the fluorescence from samples corresponding to (i), (iv), (v) and (vi) in Figure 

7.6B taken 60 min after mixing with ConA. The illumination was long-wave UV (~365 nm). 

 

 

The hydrodynamic sizes and concentrations of Pdots and Dex-Pdots in solution were determined 

by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA). For the representative sample data in Figure 7.6C, the 

starting Pdots had an average particle diameter of 51 (39) ± 23 nm compared to 59 (44) ± 28 nm 

for Dex-Pdots (written as mean (mode) ± 1 standard deviation of a lognormal distribution). For 

measurement of the same batch by number-weighted dynamic light scattering (DLS), the starting 

Pdots were measured as 33 (24) ± 16 nm in diameter whereas the Dex-Pdots had an average 

diameter of 40 (31) ± 18 nm. For intensity-weighted DLS, the corresponding diameters were 104 

(74) ± 52 nm for Pdots and 107 (81) ± 49 nm for Dex-Pdots. Relative to NTA and number-weighted 

DLS measurements, larger sizes were expected from intensity-weighted DLS measurements 

because of its bias toward larger particles.  

 

More generally, there was considerable batch-to-batch variation from both the nanoprecipitation 

method for Pdot preparation and from coupling dextran to the Pdot surface. Compared to Pdots, 

the Dex-Pdots showed increases in average diameter that ranged from 2–20 nm and 2–37 nm (as 

measured by scattering- and fluorescence-mode NTA, respectively) across multiple batches. 
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Regardless of this batch-to-batch size variation, all batches of Dex-Pdots showed the same 

qualitative behaviour (e.g., large mobility shifts on agarose gels, aggregation with ConA).  

 

7.2.4 Particle imaging  

Dex-Pdots were further characterized by transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) and atomic 

force microscopy (AFM), with representative images shown in Figure 7.9. TEM images revealed 

that the Pdots were approximately spherical in shape and had an average dehydrated diameter of 

30 ± 7 nm (± 1 standard deviation). The Dex-Pdots retained the approximately spherical 

morphology of the original Pdots and had an average dehydrated diameter of 33 ± 13 nm. The 

average diameters are statistically indistinguishable, indicating that the addition of the dextran 

surface coating did not significantly change the size or particle morphology of the Pdot core. This 

result was consistent with the expected small thickness of the dextran layer relative to the overall 

size of the particle, native dextran’s minimal contrast in TEM, and the dehydration of the samples. 
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Figure 7.9 (A) TEM characterization of Pdots and Dex-Pdots: (i) TEM images; (ii) diameter histograms from 
TEM imaging. (B) AFM characterization of Pdots and Dex-Pdots: (i) topography images of the particles on 
mica; (ii) selected height profiles for the lines indicated in the images; and (iii) diameter histograms from 
AFM imaging. 
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 AFM images of the Pdots showed large, irregularly shaped aggregates with mean diameters of 

116 ± 56 nm. Although the Pdots were stable in solution, the particles aggregated together on the 

substrate and lost their spherical morphology upon drying. Conversely, the Dex-Pdots did not 

aggregate (mean diameter of 80 ± 32 nm) and retained a morphology consistent with spherical 

particles upon drying (notwithstanding some flattening of the particles), indicating that the dextran 

functionalization provided structural stability upon solvent removal. Larger diameters were 

expected for AFM compared to TEM because of the loss of resolution associated with the width 

of the AFM tip. Representative height traces for Pdots and Dex-Pdots are shown in Figure 7.9Bii, 

and diameter histograms are shown in Figure 7.9Biii.  Height traces for the Dex-Pdots had 

symmetric peak shapes, consistent with individual particles, whereas traces for the Pdots had 

multiple overlapping peaks, indicating the presence of aggregates. The heights of the Dex-Pdot 

traces were also ~10 nm shorter than those for the Pdots, further supporting the aggregation 

hypothesis.  

 

7.2.5 Fluorescence properties 

Optically, the addition of a dextran coating did not alter the peak positions or shapes of absorbance 

and fluorescence excitation and emission spectra of the Pdots (Figure 7.3), nor alter the rate of 

photobleaching, but did decrease the quantum yield and the fluorescence lifetime (Figure 7.10). 

For two representative samples, upon conjugation of dextran to the Pdot surface, the quantum yield 

decreased by ca. 30–40% of its pre-dextran value (typically between 0.2–0.7) and the amplitude-

weighted average fluorescence lifetime decreased by ca. 20–40% of its pre-dextran value 

(typically 500–1000 ps). The exact cause of these changes is not apparent, but presumably arose 

from a change in local environment next to the semiconducting polymer core after dextran 
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functionalization, physicochemical changes in the Pdot during the dextran functionalization 

reaction and purification steps, or some combination of these hypotheses.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.10 (A) Photobleaching curves for F8BT Pdots and the corresponding Dex-Pdots. (B) 
Representative fluorescence decay curves for F8BT Pdots and the corresponding Dex-Pdots. The 
amplitude-weighted average fluorescence lifetimes are indicated. 
 

 

7.2.6 Particle stability 

The stabilities of Pdots and Dex-Pdots in phosphate-citrate buffer ranging from pH 3.0 to 7.3 were 

measured over a period of 7 days, tracked by measuring the absorbance in solution (aggregates 

were centrifuged out of solution and were not measured), as shown in Figure 7.11. Photographs of 

the microcentrifuge tubes after dilution (0 days) and after 7 days are shown in Figure 7.12. Within 

minutes of mixing, the Pdots in all buffer solutions began to destabilize, as indicated by fluorescent 

residue on the walls of the microcentrifuge tube above the solution level and the loss of apparent 

fluorescence intensity. The extent of destabilization increased with decreasing pH because more 

of the surface carboxyl groups became protonated at lower pH, reducing the overall surface charge 
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and inter-particle repulsion. Conversely, Dex-Pdots were initially stable across all solutions. After 

7 days, the Pdots in all buffer solutions showed increased destabilization. Although the Dex-Pdots 

showed some destabilization in the buffer solutions, it was significantly less than the Pdots. 

Interestingly, Dex-Pdots in water were less stable than the Dex-Pdots in buffer and also less stable 

than the Pdots in water. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.11 Colloidal stability tests on Pdots and Dex-Pdots dispersed in aqueous buffers at different pH 
and in aqueous sodium chloride solutions of different ionic strength, both at room temperature. Water is 
used as a reference. Photographs are of solutions with ~400 pM Pdots after 7 days in water, pH 3 
phosphate-citrate buffer, and 1.0 M NaCl (aq). (The fluorescence from the Pdots appears more yellow in 
the photographs than it does by eye. The color balance was adjusted uniformly across all photographs to 
remove a false blue-light background from scattered and reflected UV light. Photographs for all solutions 
can be found in Figure 7.12.) Stability was tracked semi-quantitatively by monitoring the absorbance of the 
supernatant of each sample at daily intervals. More aggregation correlated with lower absorbance.   
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Figure 7.12 Photographs of ~400 pM Pdots and Dex-Pdots incubated at room temperature in solutions of 
varying pH and ionic strength under long-wave UV excitation (~365 nm). The fluorescence from the Pdots 
appears more yellow in the photographs than it does by eye. The color balance was adjusted uniformly 
across all photographs to remove a false blue-light background from scattered and reflected UV light. 
 
 

 

Similar trends were observed for Pdots and Dex-Pdots in NaCl (aq) solutions ranging from 10–

1000 mM (Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12). Upon addition to solutions with high ionic strengths, the 

Pdots began to destabilize whereas Dex-Pdots were initially stable in water and across all ionic 

strengths. After 7 days the Pdots continued to destabilize when the ionic strength was ≥ 100 mM 
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but were stable in water and 10 mM NaCl (aq). Dex-Pdots showed some gradual destabilization 

in all conditions but their overall stability was significantly greater than the Pdots when the ionic 

strength was ≥ 100 mM. Dex-Pdots were less stable than the Pdots in water and 10 mM NaCl (aq). 

The apparent sensitivity of Dex-Pdot colloidal stability to ionic strength, both with buffer and NaCl 

(aq), is discussed later.  

 

7.2.7 Immunoassay 

Dex-Pdots were used as a fluorescent label in a proof-of-concept FLISA for human EPO, a 

glycoprotein that regulates red blood cell formation. Dex-Pdots are a potentially ideal material for 

such an application because of their high brightness, and because the dextran coating was expected 

to reduce non-specific binding. The assay was based on a commercial enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit for EPO, where Dex-Pdot-antibody conjugates were substituted 

for a horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugate and its colorimetric substrate. An anti-dextran/anti-

EPO TAC complex was used to prepare the Dex-Pdot antibody conjugates. The assay is done in a 

96-well plate, with the molecular binding format illustrated in Figure 7.13A. 
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Figure 7.13 Model FLISA using Dex-Pdots conjugated with an anti-EPO TACs. (A) Illustration of the assay 
format (not drawn to scale). (B) Proof-of-concept assays. (i) Fluorescence signal contrast between a 
negative control sample (no EPO; signal normalized to unity) and 5000 mU EPO. Error bars are the 
standard deviation of three replicates. Calibration plots for EPO concentrations between (ii) 1.3–20 mU and 
(iii) 5–50 mU (see Figure 7.15 for 31–500 mU). Dashed lines represent the signal levels for negative control 
samples. The y-axes between (ii) and (iii) are not directly comparable. 

 

 

To test the assay, calibration curves across three ranges of EPO amounts were measured: 31–500 

mU, 5–50 mU, and 1.3–20 mU. For the lowest EPO concentrations in these calibrations, contrast 

ratios between 8:1 and 34:1 were obtained between the fluorescence signals for samples with and 

without EPO, indicating selective binding between the EPO and anti-EPO component of the Pdot-
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conjugated TAC. Moreover, for 5000 mU of EPO, the Pdot emission was visible by eye in the well 

plate (Figure 7.14), highlighting the excellent brightness of the Pdots. Calibration curves for the 

1.3–20 mU and 5–50 mU EPO ranges are shown in Figure 7.13B (and in Figure 7.15 for the 31–

500 mU). A linear trend was observed in each case, confirming that the assay is quantitative. 

Relative standard deviations of the fluorescence signals were ca. 10–15%.   

 

 

 

Figure 7.14 Photograph of a well-plate strip showing visible contrast in the presence (+) or absence (–) of 
5000 mU EPO. The digital image has been processed (e.g., contrast, brightness, color balance) to make 
clear the contrast seen by eye. All regions of the image were processed equivalently.   
 

 

 

 

Figure 7.15 Immunoassay calibration curve for 31–500 mU EPO.  
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7.2.8 Cell labeling and imaging 

TAC conjugates of Dex-Pdots were used to immunolabel fixed SK-BR3 cells, which overexpress 

the HER2 antigen. The TAC incorporated anti-dextran and anti-HER2 antibodies, as illustrated in 

Figure 7.16A. Representative images of cells are shown in Figure 7.16B. The cell nuclei were 

stained with DAPI for reference. Pdots showed significant non-specific binding to cells, with a 

contrast ratio of only 1.4 (± 0.2):1 for the F8BT fluorescence signal from cells exposed to Pdots 

with and without TAC, where the TAC was adsorbed to the Pdots. The Dex-Pdots showed brighter 

labeling of the cells with TAC, and a much-improved contrast ratio of 5.7 (± 0.4):1, reflective of 

both lower non-specific binding and higher specific binding. The latter was presumably a result of 

more effective conjugation of antibody. Emission spectra acquired from the image fields of view 

(Figure 7.17) showed the characteristic emission band of F8BT Pdots, suggesting that the Pdots 

were solely responsible for the measured fluorescence signal. These experiments were replicated 

using orange-emitting CNMEHPPV/PSMA Pdots (Figure 7.18), which yielded contrast ratios of 

9.5 (± 2.2):1 for Dex-Pdots (with and without TAC) and 1.3 (± 0.5):1 for Pdots (with and without 

TAC), once again indicating higher specific binding and lower non-specific binding with Dex-

Pdots. Figure 7.16C summarizes the contrast ratio data for both colours of Pdot and Dex-Pdot. 
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Figure 7.16 (A) Illustration of the cell immunolabeling strategy. (B) Differential interference contrast (DIC) 
and epifluorescence microscopy images of fixed SK-BR3 cells labelled with Pdots and Dex-Pdots. Scale 
bars = 20 µm. (C) Contrast ratios for fixed SK-BR3 cells labelled with Pdots and Dex-Pdots, with and without 
TAC, for both F8BT- and CNMEHPPV-based materials. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.17 Fluorescence emission spectra recorded from the same sample regions as the fluorescence 
images in Figure 7.16 (reproduced as insets; scale bar = 20 µm). The spectra confirmed that Pdot 
fluorescence was being measured (i.e., not cell autofluorescence). 
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Figure 7.18 Labeling of SK-BR3 cells with Pdots and Dex-Pdots based on CNMEHPPV semiconducting 

polymer.  

 

 

7.3 Discussion 

Our results show that dextran functionalization confers several benefits to the Pdots: improved 

colloidal stability at physiologically relevant conditions, simple and effective non-covalent 

antibody conjugation, and reduced non-specific binding. It is possible that the magnitude of these 

benefits will increase with further optimization of the dextran functionalization process. 

Possibilities include, but are not necessarily limited to, the molecular weight of the dextran, the 

extent of oxidation by periodate, and the length of the amine terminated linker. With respect to the 

equivalents of amine terminated linker, we used a large excess of HMDA relative to the maximum 

number of aldehyde groups present after oxidation. The goal was to maximize the number of 

pendant primary amine groups by minimizing the probability that both ends of an HDMA molecule 
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coupled to the same dextran chain. Although not yet evaluated, optimization of dextran molecular 

weight and its extent of oxidation may be a balancing act between retaining the properties and 

advantages of native dextran and most effectively crosslinking an outer shell around the Pdot.  

 

The presented strategy for dextran functionalization was not our only attempt at Dex-Pdots. Efforts 

to synthesize Pdots using a dextran-based amphiphile (long alkyl chains grafted analogously to 

HMDA) instead of PSMA were unsuccessful. Carbodiimide-mediated grafting of dextran with a 

HMDA modification at its reducing end (i.e., a single linker at its terminus rather than multiple 

linkers along its length) was also attempted, but was likewise unsuccessful, causing destabilization 

of the Pdots in the form of aggregation and adhesion of the F8BT to the vessel walls. For both 

cases, we hypothesize that the very high hydrophilicity of the dextran was the cause. The driving 

force for dextran’s full solubilization in water overcame the hydrophobic interactions that would 

have otherwise kept it associated with the F8BT through the PSMA, putatively resulting in F8BT-

only nanoparticles without the stabilization of an amphiphile. Support for this hypothesis comes 

from the colloidal stability data in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12, where Dex-Pdots had better 

stability than Pdots at high ionic strength but worse stability at low ionic strength. Uncharged 

hydrophobic molecules, such as the styrene units of the PSMA amphiphile, tend to have better 

solubility in aqueous solutions of lower ionic strength. PSMA-conjugated dextran may have 

therefore been able to “pull” some of the PSMA from the F8BT at low ionic strength, but not at 

higher ionic strength. Overall, the presented strategy for dextran functionalization was likely 

successful because of the multiple HDMA modifications and links to the Pdot per dextran chain.  
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As noted earlier, use of TACs for conjugation of antibodies to Dex-Pdots is advantageous in that 

it is spontaneous, not subject to competing hydrolysis, and positions the anti-target antibody in a 

productive orientation for binding. These features are in contrast to carbodiimide-mediated 

conjugation of antibodies directly to the Pdots, which offers less control over the number of 

antibodies per particle because of competing hydrolysis, and less control over antibody orientation 

because of the multitude of lysine residues that may react. Similar limitations apply to conjugation 

of antibodies via adsorption. Although carbodiimide chemistry was used for functionalization of 

Pdots with dextran, the limitations of this chemistry are preferable at this step rather than antibody 

conjugation. The dextran is utilized in large excess and, since a majority of the glucosyl monomers 

are unmodified, the precise number and location of links to the Pdot is unlikely to significantly 

affect downstream TAC binding.  

 

Another anticipated advantage of dextran functionalization was reduced non-specific interactions, 

which was borne out in the cell immunolabeling experiments in Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.18. We 

suggest that the reduction in non-specific interactions was not only from the inherent low-fouling 

character of dextran, but also from the dextran functionalization stabilizing the outer structure of 

the Pdot. In the AFM experiments in Figure 7.9, and in other handling of Pdot materials, we have 

sometimes observed what appears to be surface-induced unfolding of Pdots and adsorption of the 

F8BT onto that surface. The dextran-functionalization is a putative hindrance to surface stimuli 

that induce this behavior, but likely not fully preventative as we found in the FLISA that non-

specific background signal from Dex-Pdots increased with increasing incubation time (data not 

shown). The assay time was limited to ≤ 2 h to avoid this behavior.  
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The FLISAs in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.15 were intended as proof-of-concept for TAC binding. 

Aside from the abovementioned assay time, only the concentration of Pdots and the number of 

antibodies per Pdot were partially optimized for the different concentration ranges tested. Future 

work may benefit from additional optimization of these and other parameters (e.g., Pdot size). 

Even with minimal optimization, the assay was able to detect physiologically relevant 

concentrations of EPO (normal median levels are 6–10 mU/mL [264], but can be elevated by 2–3 

orders of magnitude by some pathologies). Detection was possible in 2 h (cf. 3 h for the commercial 

ELISA kit [265]) and eliminated the need for several steps and reagents associated with the ELISA 

protocol. The detection of as little as ~ 1 mU without amplification is a testament to the excellent 

brightness of the Pdots, affirming their value for bioanalysis and imaging. 

 

7.4 Conclusions 

This chapter has presented a method for functionalization of Pdots with dextran and shown that 

the resulting Dex-Pdots are promising materials for bioanalysis and imaging. The dextran 

functionalization did not substantially increase the size of the Pdots, largely retained the spectral 

properties and brightness of the Pdots, and also enhanced particle stability over a range of pH, at 

higher ionic strength, and toward surface-induced unfolding. It also reduced non-specific binding 

and enabled immunoconjugation via TACs, the utility of which was demonstrated through a proof-

of-concept FLISA and labeling of HER2-positive SK-BR3 cells. Dextran functionalization is a 

promising strategy for overcoming some the current limitations of Pdots, such as modest stability, 

tendency toward non-specific binding, and limited bioconjugate chemistries.  
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7.5 Experimental methods 

7.5.1 Materials 

Dextran from Leuconostoc spp. (Mr ~6000 Da), sodium (meta)periodate, sodium 

cyanoborohydride, hexamethylenediamine (HMDA), Concanavalin A (from Canavalia ensiformis 

(Jack bean)) and anthrone were from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada).  

 

7.5.1.1 Tetrameric Antibody Complex (TAC) assembly 

TACs were prepared using the components from an EasySepTM Human “Do-It-Yourself” Positive 

Selection Kit II immunomagnetic positive selection cell isolation kit (STEMCELL Technologies, 

Vancouver, BC, Canada). The buffer used for TAC assembly was PBS buffer (pH 7.2, 1.54 mM 

KH2PO4, 2.71 mM Na2HPO4, 155 mM NaCl, Ca2+/Mg2+ free) (GIBCO Life Technologies, 

supplied by ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA). The anti-target antibodies are noted under the sub-

headings for their application.  

 

7.5.1.2 Immunoassay 

Fluorescence-linked immunosorbent assays (FLISAs) for the detection of human erythropoietin 

(EPO) were done using a 96-well microtiter EPO immunoaffinity isolation plate (coated with a 

high-affinity monoclonal anti-EPO antibody) and selected buffer components from a commercial 

EPO ELISA kit (STEMCELL Technologies). The EPO samples were prepared from lyophilized 

human recombinant EPO (rhEPO) (STEMCELL Technologies) by reconstituting the lyophilized 

protein in sterile water (5 μg/25 μL) and diluting to 1.0 mL with Buffer B from the ELISA kit 

(PBS buffer with additives). The TAC was prepared using a mouse monoclonal anti-EPO antibody 
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(EPO-16, clone 16F1H11, mouse monoclonal antibody to human erythropoietin) (STEMCELL 

Technologies).  

 

7.5.1.3 Cell immunolabeling 

Anti-HER2 antibody (NBP2-32863) from Novus Biologicals (Centennial, CO) was used for TAC 

assembly. The human breast cancer cell line SK-BR3 (HTB-30) was from ATCC (Manassas, VA).  

 

7.5.2 Synthesis of p-NH2-Dex 

Dextran (1.98 g, ~331 µmol dextran, ~11.0 mmol glucose monomer) was dissolved in 15 mL of 

water and was partially oxidized by reaction with sodium (meta)periodate (0.716 g, 3.35 mmol) 

overnight at room temperature. The extent of oxidation was controlled stoichiometrically with the 

amount of periodate added and was equivalent to no more than 35% of the glucose monomers in 

the dextran chain. The product was purified by dialysis against water for 72 h, or by repeated 

precipitation with ethanol, then dried under vacuum or by lyophilization. Oxidized dextran (1.6 g, 

260 µmol dextran, ~8.8 mmol glucose monomer) was dissolved in 30 mL water and a 16-fold 

excess of HMDA (9.93 g, 85.5 mmol) was added. The reaction was stirred at room temperature 

for 2 h, followed by the addition of sodium cyanoborohydride (0.44 g, 7.1 mmol). The reaction 

was stirred overnight at room temperature, and the product purified as above. The reaction was 

performed at various scales from tens of milligrams up to ~5 g of dextran, but the molar ratios of 

all reagents remained approximately constant. Scheme 7.1 shows the synthetic steps for the 

preparation of p-NH2-Dex.  
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Scheme 7.1. Synthesis of p-NH2-Dex. The R group on p-NH2-Dex may be another hexamethylenediamine 

(HMDA) modification, an unreacted aldehyde (or the corresponding hydrate), or have cyclized with the 

secondary amine of the shown HMDA modification.  

 

 

7.5.3 IR and NMR characterization of modified dextran 

ATR-FTIR absorption spectra were measured with a Frontier FT-IR (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, 

MA).  Proton NMR spectra were measured with an AV III HD 400 MHz spectrometer (Bruker, 

Billerica, MA). All samples were prepared in deuterium oxide. Dextran NMR samples were 

prepared at a concentration of ~20 mg/mL. For the dextran samples, at least 32 scans were 

collected with a delay time of 4 s. For HMDA, 16 scans were performed with a delay time of 1 s. 
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7.5.4 Functionalization of Pdots with Dextran 

p-NH2-Dex (~10 mg, 1.6 µmol) was dissolved in a 1.0 mL aqueous solution of Pdots (at the 

concentration from synthesis, ca. 0.2–0.8 nM) and 20 µL of HEPES buffer (1.0 M, pH 7.3) was 

added. The solution was mixed and 20 µL of freshly-prepared EDC solution (10 mg/mL in water, 

1.3 µmol) was added. The solution was mixed for 4 h in the dark and purified by spin filtration 

(100 kDa MWCO). 

 

7.5.5 Concanavalin A (ConA) assay 

A 2.0 mg/mL solution of ConA in 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.3) with 2.0 mM Ca2+ and 2.0 mM 

Mn2+ was prepared. HEPES buffer (2.5 µL, 1.0 M, pH 7.3) was added to 100 µL of Pdots or Dex-

Pdots. ConA solution (10 µL) was added and the solutions were mixed by inversion. Solutions 

were incubated at room temperature for 60–90 min and were briefly centrifuged before 

photographs were taken. 

 

7.5.6 Colloidal stability tests 

Pdots and Dex-Pdots (75 µL, ~800 pM) were added to 75 µL of phosphate-citrate buffer (between 

pH 3–7) or NaCl solution (10–1000 mM in water), vortex mixed, and briefly centrifuged before 

UV-visible absorption measurements and photographs were taken. The solutions were then left at 

room temperature in the dark and absorbance measurements and photographs were taken every 24 

h for 7 days under long-wave UV illumination. 
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7.5.7 Anthrone colourimetric assay 

A concentrated solution of p-NH2-Dex in 0.10 M NaOH (aq) was further diluted in 0.10 M NaOH 

to produce standard solutions with final concentrations between 0–100 µM, and the standard 

solutions were sonicated for 10 min. After cooling in an ice bath for 10 min, 1.0 mL of 0.75% w/w 

anthrone in concentrated sulfuric acid was added and the solutions were mixed by inversion. The 

solutions were heated in a 110 °C dry bath for 10 min and then cooled in an ice bath for 30 min. 

UV-visible absorption spectra were recorded immediately, using 572 nm (the absorbance 

maximum) as the analytical wavelength to construct a calibration curve. Dex-Pdots were 

concentrated to ~1 nM by spin filtration (100 kDa MWCO) and aliquots prepared by the same 

procedure as above. The concentration of dextran in the Dex-Pdot aliquots was determined via 

comparison to the calibration curve. The concentration of Dex-Pdots was then determined by 

nanoparticle tracking analysis. This procedure is adapted from ref. [266]. 

 

7.5.8 Immunoassay 

Dex-Pdots were used as a label in a FLISA for human EPO via specific conjugation to a TAC with 

anti-dextran and anti-EPO.  

 

7.5.8.1 Preparation of the Anti-EPO TAC 

A stock solution of anti-EPO TAC (15 μg/mL anti-EPO) was prepared in PBS buffer according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol supplied with the EasySepTM “Do-It-Yourself” Positive Selection Kit.  

Briefly, 15 μL of a 1.0 mg/mL solution of mouse anti-EPO antibody was mixed with 100 μL of 

Component A and 100 μL of Component B, in this order. The sample was then diluted to 1.0 mL 
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using PBS buffer and incubated at 37 ˚C overnight. The TAC anti-EPO complex was passively 

cooled to room temperature for use in experiments or stored at 4 ˚C until needed. 

 

7.5.8.2 Preparation of the TAC-Dex-Pdot conjugates 

Stock solutions of TAC-Dex-Pdot conjugates were prepared immediately before use. Solutions of 

TAC-Dex-Pdot conjugates were prepared in 1.7 mL microcentrifuge tubes by mixing Pdots in 

Buffer B (PBS-based) with TAC anti-EPO complexes in PBS buffer. The solutions stood at room 

temperature for 30 min before mixing with EPO standards in the 96-well EPO immunoaffinity 

isolation plate from the commercial ELISA kit (vide infra). The concentration of TAC-Dex-Pdot 

conjugates varied according to the concentration of EPO to be detected in order to minimize non-

specific adsorption of the conjugates. Table 7.1 lists the amounts and ratios of TAC:Dex-Pdot 

conjugates used for the FLISAs with different EPO concentration ranges. 

 

Table 7.1.  Pdot and TAC amounts used to form Pdot-TAC conjugates. 

Pdots (fmol) TAC (fmol) TAC:Pdot ratio EPO (mU) [EPO] (mU/mL) 

21 300 ~15:1 31–500 626-10 000 

22 300 ~14:1 5–50 100-1 000 

6.6 50 ~7.5:1 1.3–20 25-400 

 

 

7.5.8.3 Immunoassay 

Starting from the commercial EPO ELISA kit, the Pdot EPO FLISA was tested using 14 samples 

ranging from 25–100 000 mU/mL (ca. 310 amol–124 pmol added per well). The EPO samples for 

the assay were prepared by serial dilution of an EPO protein stock solution (200 μg/mL or 

1 100 000 mU/mL) in Buffer B (from kit). For performing the immunoassay, 25 μL of Buffer A 
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(from kit) was added to each well, followed by 50 μL of EPO sample. The plate wells were covered 

with an adhesive cover, and the EPO samples were incubated in the wells for 30 min at room 

temperature. After the 30 min incubation period, Pdot-TAC conjugates were added to the wells, 

followed by incubation for ~1.5 h. After incubation, the wells were washed twice with 150 μL of 

Wash Buffer (from kit). Either full PL spectra (490–750 nm) or single-point PL intensities at 

542 nm, both using an excitation wavelength of 442 nm, were measured. EPO-positive samples, 

EPO-negative samples, and control samples to subtract background (from the plate well) were also 

measured.  

 

7.5.8.4 Data analysis 

For immunoassays with tested EPO concentration ranges between 100–100 000 mU/mL, the 

background-subtracted Pdot emission intensity at the emission maximum (542 nm) was used as 

the analytical signal. For immunoassays with tested EPO concentration ranges between 25–400 

mU/mL, the background-subtracted sum of PL intensities from 490–750 nm was used as the 

analytical signal. 

 

7.5.9 Cell labeling and imaging 

Dex-Pdots were used to fluorescently label fixed SK-BR3 cells using the methods described in the 

follow subsections.   

 

7.5.9.1 Cell culture 

SK-BR3 cells were cultured in a humidified incubator with 95% air/5% CO2 at 37 °C. The culture 

medium was McCoy’s 5A (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL) supplemented with 10% v/v fetal bovine 
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serum and 1× antibiotic and antimycotic (ThermoFisher). Cells were cultured in T25 flasks and 

sub-cultured every 5–7 days.  

 

7.5.9.2 Preparation of (Anti-HER2-TAC)-Dex-Pdot Conjugates 

A 15 µg/mL stock solution of TAC with anti-HER2 antibody was prepared in PBS buffer by 

following the manufacturer’s protocol for the Do-It-Yourself Positive Selection Kit II. Briefly, 

15 µg of mouse anti-HER2 antibody (NBP2-32863; Novus Biologicals, Centennial, CO, USA) 

were mixed with 100 µL of Component A and 100 µL of Component B (from kit). The sample 

was incubated overnight at 37 ˚C. The TAC-anti-HER2 complex was then diluted to 1.0 mL with 

PBS buffer and stored at 4 ˚C until needed.  

 

TAC-Pdot conjugates were freshly prepared prior to cell immunolabeling. The TAC-anti-HER2 

complex was diluted to a final concentration of 22 nM in 1× PBS buffer. An aliquot of  TAC stock 

(30 µL, 22 nM, 0.646 pmol, 21 equivalents) was spiked into a 100 µL solution of Dex-Pdots (0.03 

pmol, 300 pM). The sample was topped up by the addition of 20 µL of 1× PBS buffer, and then 

incubated at room temperature for 30 min.   

 

7.5.9.3 Imaging Fixed SK-BR3 Cells  

A suspension of freshly trypsinized SK-BR3 cells (ca. 106 cells) was pelleted by centrifugation at  

55 rcf for 5 min. The supernatant was removed, and the pellet resuspended in 2.0 mL of PBS 

buffer. A volume of 2.0 mL of 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde in PBS was added and the sample 

gently mixed via pipette. The sample was incubated at room temperature for 5–10 min before 
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pelleting via centrifugation at 55 rcf for 5 min. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet 

resuspended in  4.0 mL of PBS buffer.  

 

A suspension (20 µL) of paraformaldehyde-fixed SK-BR3 cells in PBS was pipetted into a 1.7 mL 

microcentrifuge tube. The SK-BR3 cell suspension was then spiked with 5.0 µL of (anti-HER2-

TAC)-Dex-Pdot conjugates (~300 pM, 15 equivalents TAC-HER2 relative to nanoparticles). The 

sample mixture was mixed briefly via pipette and then incubated on the benchtop for 15 min in 

the dark. Following incubation, the labeled cells were pelleted via centrifugation at 55 rcf and the 

supernatant removed by pipette. The cells were resuspended in 20 µL of fresh PBS buffer.  

 

Samples were prepared by pipetting 7.5 µL of a suspension of labeled cells onto a microscope 

slide. A cover slip was applied, and the sample was inverted and imaged through the cover slip. 

The fluorescence filter sets used for imaging are listed in Table 7.2. The emission spectra of the 

cells labeled with (anti-HER2-TAC)-Dex-Pdot conjugates (F8BT) were acquired with a diode-

array spectrometer (Greenwave 16 VIS-50; StellarNet, Tampa, FL) that was coupled to the 

trinocular head of the microscope via a fiber-optic cable.  

 

Table 7.2. Fluorescence microscopy optics for SK-BR3 labeling. 

(anti-HER2-TAC)-Dex-Pdot Exc. Filter a Em. Filter a, b Dichroic Mirror c Objective Lens d 

F8BT 450/50 BP 500LP T470 100XO (1.40 NA) 

CNMEHPPV 450/50 BP 550LP T565 60X (0.9 NA) 

Notes: a Center wavelength/bandwidth, BP = bandpass filter. b LP = longpass filter. c T = transmission cut-on 
wavelength. All numbers in units of nanometers. d X = magnification factor, air-immersion; XO = magnification factor, 
oil-immersion; NA = numerical aperture. 
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7.5.9.4 Data Analysis 

Microscope images were analyzed using ImageJ software. Contrast ratios were determined as 

follows: A threshold was applied to the pixel intensity to reject the background and only analyze 

fluorescence signal from the labelled cells. The mean pixel intensity of the labelled cells was 

determined for three images (N > 10 cells). A threshold was then applied to isolate and determine 

the intensity of the background. Cell and background intensities were averaged across three 

images, and the contrast determined as the ratio of the background-subtracted intensity of the Pdots 

or Dex-Pdots with (+) or without (–) TAC. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and future work 

 

8.1 Thesis overview 

This thesis has presented advances in the development, characterization and optimization of Pdots, 

specifically as fluorescent probes in biosensing and bioanalysis applications. In the scientific 

literature, proof-of-concept utilization of Pdots as a fluorescent probe has been demonstrated for a 

huge variety of bioanalytical applications, including in vitro sensing and imaging [223], in vivo 

imaging [139], chemical sensing [222], flow cytometry [68, 92, 217], multiphoton fluorescence 

imaging [74, 141], and super resolution microscopy [88, 136, 267]. The broad scope of these 

demonstrated applications highlights that Pdots are a highly promising luminescent material, 

owing largely to their very high brightness and good biocompatibility. However, the continued 

development of these applications and the advent of new applications is currently limited by 

several key shortcomings of the materials that have yet to be fully addressed in the literature. This 

thesis has identified and addressed a number of these limitations, with the aim of enabling future 

innovations in the bioanalytical applications of Pdots.  

 

Pdots are commonly synthesized by nanoprecipitation, where an organic precursor solution 

containing hydrophobic polymers is injected by hand into an aqueous solution, and the formation 

of nanoscale particles is driven by the sudden loss of solubility for the polymers. This method is 

poorly controlled as local variations in mixing efficiency and polymer concentration (i.e., extent 

of supersaturation) affect the driving forces for particle formation. Greater control of mixing can 

be achieved using a microfluidic platform, although microfluidic platforms suffer from their own 

drawbacks (e.g., expense and difficulty of microfluidic chip production, solvent compatibility, 
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limitations of scale). Millifluidic platforms offer ease of production and scale up, but have not yet 

been utilized for Pdot synthesis. Chapter 5 presented the development of a millifluidic flow-based 

method for Pdot synthesis, offering improved reproducibility and scalability. Some tuning of 

particle size was achieved varying precursor concentration and flow rate, with minimum limit sizes 

depending upon the properties of the semiconducting polymer (SP) used in synthesis. Flow 

synthesis was used to study the particle forming capabilities of many combinations of SPs and 

amphiphilic polymers, and several promising materials that reliably formed Pdots were identified. 

We also demonstrated the potential for millifluidic flow synthesis to produce large volumes of 

Pdots, where continuous flow pumps produced up to 100 mL of Pdots with good reproducibility, 

excepting one unusual run with CNMEHPPV/PS-b-PEG Pdots and a small number of possible 

outliers.  

 

There is growing interest in using Pdots as donors in energy transfer (ET)-based sensing 

configurations, although ET pathways involving Pdots are poorly understood. Förster resonance 

energy transfer (FRET) is widely considered to be the dominant ET mechanism in these systems, 

but there is limited evidence supporting this hypothesis. Given the unique structure of Pdots, an 

acceptor may be located at a number of positions relative to the nanoparticle: within the core 

covalently bound to the SP backbone, non-specifically doped into the particle core, adsorbed onto 

the particle surface, or specifically conjugated to the particle surface. As a result, there are many 

possible arrangements of the donor and acceptor in these systems. An additional layer of 

complexity arises from the multichromophoric nature of Pdots, where an individual particle can 

contain hundreds of chromophore units. Excitation can occur anywhere within the particle, but the 

resulting exciton can migrate within the Pdot, increasing its probability of encountering an 
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acceptor. ET-based sensors with Pdots tend to be developed and optimized empirically, not 

rationally as is possible with other materials (e.g. a QD acting as a single chromophore transferring 

energy to a known number of nearby acceptors specifically conjugated to its surface). Chapter 6 

presented a systematic study of energy transfer in Pdot-dye systems, where the dyes were located 

at the Pdot core and conjugated to the amphiphilic polymer at its surface. Considering the effects 

of batch-to-batch variation on particle sizes and quantum yields, size polydispersity, and the 

possibility of energy migration within the Pdot, FRET alone was not sufficient to describe the 

observed trends in ET efficiency. Although FRET is most likely the main ET mechanism, 

especially to acceptors located at a non-trivial distance from F8BT donors, Dexter ET and PET 

likely have a non-zero contribution to the observed ET. Future computational modelling of the 

system will provide further insight into which mechanisms are active in Pdot-acceptor systems. 

 

The structure and surface chemistry of Pdots also presents limitations to their widespread use. 

Being held together by weak hydrophobic interactions, Pdots suffer from poor colloidal stability 

and are prone to surface-induced unfolding. Their surface chemistries are dictated by the 

amphiphile co-precipitated with the SP during synthesis, commonly a carboxylated or PEGylated 

amphiphile. Little variety in Pdot surface chemistry has been reported, limiting the scope of 

bioconjugate chemistries that have been employed with Pdots. Carbodiimide crosslinking is 

frequently used but suffers from its own limitations. Other than silica, additional surface coating 

materials have not been widely used, but are a promising strategy for overcoming these limitations. 

Chapter 7 presented development of dextran-based surface coating material, shown to improve 

stability in physiologically relevant conditions and decrease non-specific binding. Dextran 

coatings provide a new, specific bioconjugation pathway via the use of tetrameric antibody 
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complexes (TACs), that is reagent-free and selective. Dextran-coated Pdots were used in a 

quantitative fluorescence linked immunosorbent assay (FLISA) for a model analyte, 

erythropoietin, with a physiologically relevant dynamic range and minimal non-specific binding. 

Dextran-Pdots were further used to specifically immunolabel breast cancer cells with TAC, 

showing reduced non-specific binding and excellent signal contrast compared to unmodified 

Pdots. Dextran-based surface materials are thus a highly promising strategy for improving Pdot 

stability and performance in bioanalytical applications.  

  

8.2 Future work 

Pdots offer several advantages over other fluorophores, namely their brightness and 

biocompatibility. The rise of Pdots is likely to mirror that of semiconductor QDs to some extent, 

where gradual optimization of the material properties and surface chemistries will allow for 

increased sophistication of downstream applications. Increased understanding of the nanoscale 

structure of Pdots will also aid in their continued development. Of particular interest is the 

development of Pdots for use in point-of-care (POC) diagnostic applications [49]. POC 

technologies may be enabled using consumer electronic devices as the analytical platform, such as 

smartphone cameras as previously demonstrated by the Algar Research Group [268-269]. To date, 

QDs have found extensive use in such platforms at the research stage, but POC platforms reliant 

on luminescent nanomaterials have not been widely deployed in a clinical setting. Owing to their 

high brightness, Pdots are promising materials to overcome limitations in assay sensitivity and 

detection limits for POC applications. Preliminary reports show that Pdots are also promising for 

smartphone detection but require continued development [75, 270]. The challenges of using Pdots 

in these applications stem from difficulties in controlling their synthesis (e.g., poor reproducibility 
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of particle sizes, broad size distributions), poor colloidal stability (e.g., surface-induced unfolding 

and the formation of large aggregates, especially when solutions are not refrigerated as would 

likely be the case in a point-of-need setting), high non-specific binding (to biomolecules and 

substrates), and the dearth of controllable bioconjugate chemistries available. Integration of the 

results presented in this thesis will allow for the development of robust Pdots that may be deployed 

in a variety of downstream applications, including in POC settings.  

 

8.2.1 Flow synthesis of Pdots 

Chapter 5 presented the proof-of-concept for semi-automated, millifluidic flow synthesis of Pdots, 

but continued development and characterization of the system is required to achieve reliable, 

reproducible and highly tuneable Pdots. Many aspects of this work invite continued investigation: 

the age and storage conditions of the polymer stock solutions in THF (Figure 5.6), the impact of 

asymmetric flow rates on both obtained particle sizes and mixing dynamics within the mixer 

element (Figure 5.8), the differences in obtained particle size for 1 mL formulations (Figure 5.10), 

and continued studies into the nature of mixing and particle formation in the system. The 

thermodynamics of interactions between polymer and solvent molecules, and the resulting 

conformation of polymer chains in solution can be described by Flory-Huggins theory [178]. Using 

this framework, the transition of the SPs used in this work from swollen coils in good solvent (i.e., 

THF) to collapsed globules in poor solvent (i.e., water), may be analyzed to better understand the 

nanoprecipitation process [271]. The use of asymmetric flow rates is a particularly promising 

strategy to control Pdot sizes, as reducing the volume of organic solvent increases the extent of 

supersaturation and may result in the formation of sub-50 nm particle sizes which has yet to be 

demonstrated using our system. More data is required to fully characterize the impacts of flow rate 
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and precursor concentration when considering all possible hardware configurations (e.g., mixer 

geometry, mixer internal diameter (ID), tubing ID, pump type). Other types of flow such as 

segmented flow (where streams are divided by air bubbles) or other types of mixer elements (e.g., 

more experiments with dynamic mixers, impinging jet mixers) may also be investigated, with the 

aim of improving mixing efficiency to produce smaller particles and to further control mixing 

efficiency to achieve size tuning.  

 

The use of fluid dynamics modelling may answer some of the remaining questions about the flow 

synthesis system. The nature of mixing within the mixer element is currently unknown. At low 

flow rates, laminar flow is expected with mixing occurring only via diffusion from the interface of 

the two fluid streams. At high flow rates, the flow is expected to be more turbulent in character, 

leading to more efficient mixing and smaller Pdots. The balance between these two regimes likely 

depends on the flow rates used, but also on the relative viscosities of the two solvents (i.e., THF 

and water in our system), the diameter and geometry of the mixing channel, and possibly 

temperature and pressure conditions, which may change over the course of the run. The nature of 

mixing may change drastically if asymmetric flow rates are used, affecting the outcome of 

synthesis. Computational modelling of the flow synthesis system with these variables in mind will 

lead to improved understanding of the nature of mixing, allowing for informed choice over the 

many variables affecting synthesis to obtain the desired outcome (e.g., tuning particle size, loading 

cargo, etc.).    

 

We have demonstrated that the doping of small molecules into the Pdot core can be achieved using 

flow synthesis, but the process itself was not optimized. Flow synthesis utilizing a wider range of 
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conditions (e.g., precursor concentrations, cargo concentrations, flow rates) will allow for the 

determination of maximum loading efficiency. The scope of materials doped may also be 

expanded to include other optically active materials (e.g., acceptor dyes to narrow and red-shift 

Pdot emission, sensitizers for photothermal or photodynamic therapy) and bioactive materials 

(e.g., hydrophobic drug molecules). With tighter control over mixing, more efficient and more 

controllable doping may be possible with flow synthesis than with manual injection, for example, 

offering a predictable method for loading a desired number of molecules into the Pdot core.  

 

Although we have identified some materials that reliably form Pdots, our results for other materials 

are somewhat ambiguous. Determination of particle morphologies by imaging techniques such as 

TEM and AFM will enable more robust confirmation of particle formation, especially for materials 

that are not amenable to NTA analysis. Advanced particle imaging techniques such as liquid-phase 

electron microscopy or liquid-phase atomic force microscopy can give a more robust picture of 

Pdot structure in their native, aqueous environment, at the cost of increased measurement 

complexity. Characterization of the nature of chain packing within the Pdot core and near the Pdot 

surface may provide additional insight into particle formation. For example, small-angle (SAXS) 

and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) may be used to determine nanoscopic or sub-nanoscopic 

level structure in situ (e.g., crystal packing, amorphous structure), respectively, as has been 

demonstrated in semicrystalline polyethylene nanoparticles [272]. 

 

The scope of materials tested should also be increased to identify trends in what polymer properties 

lead to the formation of good Pdots (e.g., contour lengths, backbone rigidity for SPs and molecular 

weight, relative masses of hydrophilic and hydrophobic components for APs). The unexpected 
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behaviour of PE-b-PEG Pdots should be further investigated, for example, by TEM or scanning 

electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX) to obtain spatially 

resolved topographical and compositional information, and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.  

 

Large-scale production of Pdots will require scale up beyond 100 mL, the upper limit for our 

demonstrated proof-of-concept. Larger scales are feasible with the continuous flow pumps as they 

may be operated continuously at a maximum flow rate of 5 mL/min for an arbitrary amount of 

time, so long as a sufficient volume of precursor solution is supplied. However, reproducible and 

controllable Pdot manufacturing will require smooth operation of the pumps with no changes in 

flow, and the heating of the pumps (and increased pressurization) over the course of the run must 

be controlled. These factors were not taken in to account for the 100 mL runs (requiring a 20 min 

run time), but will be important for production on larger scales.  

 

Beyond improvements to the flow synthesis systems presented here, our systems present 

opportunities for continued engineering development. The continuous flow pump system featured 

automated fraction collection, but further automation may be deployed to quickly test the effects 

of different synthesis conditions or rapidly perform replicate experiments. Inline connection of 

characterization techniques (e.g., dilution and delivery of aliquots to the NTA) to the flow 

synthesis system could enable automation of both the synthesis and characterization steps, 

eliminating variations arising from differences in storage time before analysis. In this way, the 

effects of polymer properties (molecular weight, PDI, contour length) could be rapidly surveyed. 

Further increasing hardware sophistication, on-the-fly mixing and dilutions of solutions or the 

introduction of microfluidic elements could also be incorporated, and machine learning algorithms 
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could be employed to develop recipes for ‘made-to-order’ Pdots of a desired size or colour (e.g., 

by combining SPs or doping in dyes) without extensive experimental time or human effort.  

 

8.2.2 Energy transfer studies 

Some of the ambiguity presented in Chapter 6 may be addressed by the use of molecular modelling. 

Monte Carlo simulations have been used to model exciton migration in SPs [273]. Using similar 

methods confined to the structure of a Pdot, the balance of energy migration, the probability of 

energy transfer (ET) and exciton trapping, the distribution of Pdot size and the number of dyes per 

Pdot may be considered and compared to the empirical data. Agreements between the data and 

models based on a given ET mechanism may elucidate which processes dominate in the real 

system. Such simulations have been initiated by collaborators in the Algar Research Group.  

 

Our ET studies also pave the way for future experimental work. The results presented in Chapter 

6 were performed on ensembles of particles, and our interpretation relied on ensemble averages 

that may not be truly reflective of the nanoscopic system. Owing to the heterogeneity of the Pdot-

dye system, single-particle energy transfer studies will likely provide valuable information about 

both the heterogeneity of the sample and ET dynamics in individual particles. For example, the 

extent of quenching for an individual Pdot may be used to estimate the number of quenchers 

associated, and over measurements of many particles be used to determine the distribution of 

quenchers per Pdot. Single-particle FRET has been used to study photobleaching and 

photoswitching in Pdots and SPNs [234, 274], but single particle studies of other photophysical 

processes in Pdots have yet to be reported. The Algar lab is currently constructing a multicolour, 

single-molecule fluorescence microscope system that will enable these studies in the near future.  
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With an understanding of ET in Pdots, more sophisticated ET pathways can be developed. For 

example, energy transfer cascades, where energy transfer occurs directionally from an initial donor 

to several subsequent acceptors, may be used to increase the Stokes shift of a Pdot [217] or, in 

principle, may possibly direct energy from the Pdot core to acceptors near the surface, where a 

biorecognition event that could modulate the fluorescence signal is most likely to occur. 

Concentric FRET (cFRET), which the Algar Research Group has invented and developed, is 

another possible FRET strategy where several unique acceptors are associated with a single donor 

to enable multiplexing with a single probe [275]. cFRET has been demonstrated with quantum dot 

(QD) donors where their well-understood photophysics and significant surface area for the 

conjugation of acceptors make them ideal materials for such applications. The broad emission 

spectrum of Pdots allows them to act as energy donors to a wide variety of potential acceptors in 

a cFRET configuration, and such configurations may be a promising path forward for multiplexing 

with Pdots.  

 

With improved understanding of ET in Pdots, biosensors can be designed more rationally, with 

less reliance on empirical, ensemble-averaged results. Improved sophistication of sensor design 

will undoubtedly lead to improved sensor performance. The combination of bright Pdot 

luminescence and well-controlled ET will allow for the invention of assays with excellent 

analytical figures of merit that may be adapted to a POC platform.   
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8.2.3 Surface chemistries and bioconjugation  

The dearth of reported surface and bioconjugate chemistries, and the reliance on poorly controlled 

carbodiimide chemistry, represent a serious limitation in the development of Pdots. We have 

presented one route forward, but many other surface engineering possibilities exist, including the 

use of silica shells and non-emissive polymer shells [34, 103-105], that retain the excellent 

brightness and photostability of the materials.  

 

Nevertheless, dextran-based surface materials deserve attention owing to their numerous desirable 

properties. Our dextran coatings performed excellently, but optimization of the material may yield 

further improvements. Although we used a fairly short dextran chain (ca. 6 kDa), dextrans of many 

molecular weights are commercially available. The thickness of the surface coating (related to the 

molecular weight of the dextran), the extent of chemical modification (i.e., the percentage of 

monomers oxidized and converted to primary amines), the length of the functionalized alkyl linker, 

the number of dextran chains per particle and the possibility of crosslinking the dextran to itself 

(as in the preparation of dextran hydrogels [276]) are all variables that remain to be optimized. 

Dextran is commonly used as a surface coating material for superparamagnetic iron oxide 

nanoparticles, where crosslinking of the dextran chain via a reagent such as epichlorohydrin 

increases the stability of the structure and prevents dissociation of the non-specifically bound 

dextran from the nanoparticle surface [251]. A similar crosslinking strategy may prove useful for 

Pdots. The nature and extent of branching off of the main chain also varies between the bacterial 

species used for biosynthesis, which may be an important consideration for the nominal 

conformation of the dextran with regards to the Pdot surface (i.e., whether the chain remains close 

to the surface or extends radially into the bulk solution). Where immunolabeling is not possible or 
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desired, reactive functionalities other than amines may be installed along the dextran chain to 

enable other bioconjugation pathways.  

 

We have shown that dextran-coated Pdots can be deployed in bioanalysis and bioimaging 

applications, albeit that our results are proof-of-concept. Owing to the flexibility of 

immunolabeling with TAC, the scope of analytes or labeling targets is limited only by the 

availability of an appropriate antibody. The high brightness of Pdots combined with the reduction 

of non-specific binding afforded by the dextran coating makes dextran-coated Pdots an extremely 

promising fluorescent label for many bioanalysis and imaging applications, and the development 

of assays and imaging techniques with these materials is anticipated.  

 

8.3 Concluding remarks 

This thesis has presented interdisciplinary original research spanning the fields of materials, 

physical and bioanalytical chemistry. Key contributions were made towards the development of 

Pdots in terms of their synthesis, understanding of their photophysics, and engineering their 

surfaces for enhanced performance in bioanalytical applications. Taken together, the results 

presented in this thesis can be integrated for the improved design of Pdot probes. These results 

have important implications in the field of bioanalysis and bioimaging, where the development of 

benign, stable, and ultrabright fluorescent probes will enable future innovations in fluorescence 

sensing and imaging. Pdots are a particularly promising fluorophore due to their extremely high 

brightness and their unique structure compared to other luminescent materials. This work 

represents the first research performed by the Algar Research Group using Pdots and provides a 

robust foundation for future research utilizing these materials. Although much advancement has 
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been made, both by the author and many other researchers globally, continued development is 

required before Pdots will truly rival QDs and molecular dyes in the field of bioanalysis.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A  Characterization data and criteria for data rejection for Chapter 4   

A.1 Additional characterization data 

Some Pdots were seen to visibly photobleach under the acquisition conditions of the NTA. Figure 

A.1 shows the total intensity per frame for PFMEHPPV/PSMA Pdots, measured in scattering 

mode, where infusion of the syringe pump was stopped immediately before video acquisition. 

Ignoring diffusion of the particles out of or into the frame, the same population of particles was 

continuously illuminated and measured for the duration of the 30 s video.  

 

 

 

 
Figure A.1 Photobleaching of PFMEHPPV/PSMA Pdots during NTA video acquisition. Sample was infused 
for ~10 s at 1000 a.u. and the syringe pump stopped immediately before video acquisition. (A) Total 
intensity of the video frame as a function of frame number. (B) The first and last frames of a 30 s NTA video. 
In addition to well-resolved particles (distinct white spots), indistinct fluorescent material (i.e., small particles 
or particles not in the focal plane) in the background contribute to the total observed fluorescence.  
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Table A.1. Selected physical and optical properties of Pdots of varying 
composition synthesized by the syringe pump method. Values are 
represented as the mean and standard deviation of three replicates batches. 
Values highlighted in yellow were deemed unreliable (vide infra). Values 
marked with a hyphen (-) were not measured.  

Semiconducting 
Polymer 

Amphiphilic 
Polymer 

DNTA (nm)a DDLS 
(nm)d Scatteringb Fluorescencec 

F8BT PSMA 59 ± 7 58 ± 6 53 ± 9 

F8BT PMAO 63 ± 20 31 ± 5 - 

F8BT PS-b-PAA 73 ± 24 45 ± 13 - 

F8BT PS-b-PEG 74 ± 2 79 ± 1 - 

F8BT PE-b-PEG 94 ± 8 99 ± 8 - 

CNMEHPPV PSMA 54 ± 1 39 ± 7 48 ± 3 

CNMEHPPV PMAO 67 ± 14 50 ± 10 35 ± 3 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PAA 66 ± 11 24 ± 3 45 ±10 

CNMEHPPV PE-b-PEG 84 ± 4 86 ± 4 84 ± 6 

CNMEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 75 ± 5 80 ± 8 72 ± 4 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PEG 103 ± 2 112 ± 3 105 ± 1 

CNMEHPPV None 97 ± 11 74 ± 56 100 ± 18 

CNMEHPPV Pluronic F127 99 ± 22 110 ± 35 93 ± 9 

CNMEHPPV Brij L23 80 ± 4 90 ± 3 78 ± 2 

MEHPPV PSMA 66 ± 5 146 ± 106 31 ± 3 

MEHPPV PMAO 90 ± 16 83 ± 7 34 ± 14 

MEHPPV PS-b-PAA 102 ± 2 97 ± 32 28.3 ± 6 

MEHPPV PS-b-PEG 100 ± 3 131 ± 1 99 ± 6 

MEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 82 ± 2 77 ± 15 70 ± 2 

MEHPPV PS-b-PEG 105 ± 3 153 ± 22 114 ± 55 

MEHPPV None 121 ± 4 95 ± 39 120 ± 5 

MEHPPV Pluronic F127 105 ± 9 130 ± 27 115 ± 16 

MEHPPV IGEPAL 113 ± 18 87 ± 35 111 ± 26 

PFVA PSMA 100 ± 14 57 ± 3 45 ± 5 

PFVA PMAO 102 ± 9 25 ± 21 41 ± 3 

PFVA PS-b-PAA 114 ± 6 228 ± 281 36 ± 8 

PFVA PE-b-PEG 81 ± 2 25 ± 25 72 ± 3 

PFVA None 85 ± 2 50 ± 9 74 ± 6 

PFVA PSPEGCOOH 93 ± 25 77 ± 66 55 ± 4 

PFVA PS-b-PEG 87 ± 11 39 ± 7 86 ± 2 

PFVA IGEPAL 94 ± 9 41 ± 13 76 ± 6 
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Table A.1. Selected physical and optical properties of Pdots of varying 
composition synthesized by the syringe pump method. Values are 
represented as the mean and standard deviation of three replicates batches. 
Values highlighted in yellow were deemed unreliable (vide infra). Values 
marked with a hyphen (-) were not measured.  

Semiconducting 
Polymer 

Amphiphilic 
Polymer 

DNTA (nm)a DDLS 
(nm)d Scatteringb Fluorescencec 

PFVA 
Jeffamine ED-
600 

88 ± 13 58 ± 19 67 ± 13 

PFMEHPPV PSMA 120 ± 4 53 ± 7 40 ± 1 

PFMEHPPV PMAO 130 ± 18 38 ± 11 39 ± 4 

PFMEHPPV PS-b-PAA 124 ± 3 43 ± 22 41 ± 4 

PFMEHPPV PE-b-PEG 86 ± 3 35 ± 3 66 ± 14 

PFMEHPPV None 97 ± 8 147 ± 68  

PFMEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 108 ± 6 51g 47 ± 1 

PFMEHPPV PS-b-PEG 91 ± 6 73 ± 20 68 ± 26 

PFMEHPPV 
Jeffamine ED-
600 

87 ± 9 73 ± 15 59 ± 9 

PFMEHPPV Brij L23 97 ± 9 97g 79 ± 27 
a Mean diameter from raw NTA data (i.e.,no fitting applied), b Mean diameter from 
scattering mode NTA measurements (no filter), c Mean diameter from fluorescence 
mode NTA measurements (500 nm LP filter) d Mean diameter from intensity weighted 
DLS measurements (lognormal fitted) e Wavelength of maximum absorption for the 
S0-S1 peak, f Wavelength of maximum emission, g Only one replicate batch recorded 
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Table A.2. Optical properties of Pdots of varying composition synthesized by the syringe pump 
method Values are represented as the mean and standard deviation of three replicates batches. 
Pdots synthesized with PSMA were used as the reference material for the determination of χ2 and 
therefore do not have an associated χ2 value. Materials with little change in peak shape compared to 
the Pdot with PSMA are labeled green. Materials exhibiting increased intensity in the red shoulder 
regions are labeled blue. F8BT/PE-b-PEG, labeled red, displayed a new emission peak above the 
emission maximum of F8BT/PSMA Pdots. 

Semiconducting Polymer Amphiphilic Polymer λmax,Abs. (nm)a λmax,Em. (nm)b χ2 c 

F8BT PSMA 464 541 - 

F8BT PS-b-PAA 461 543 5.3 ± 0.9 

F8BT PE-b-PEG 469 543 21 ± 8 

F8BT PS-b-PEG 465 541 0.11 ± 0.03 

F8BT PMAO 464 543 5 ± 2 

CNMEHPPV PSMA 471 616 - 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PAA 475 619 0.12 ± 0.05 

CNMEHPPV PE-b-PEG 468 611 0.16 ± 0.05 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PEG 470 610 0.27 ± 0.07 

CNMEHPPV PMAO 470 615 0.4 ± 0.4 

CNMEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 471 616 0.4 ± 0.3 

CNMEHPPV Brij L23 469 614 0.05 ± 0.02 

CNMEHPPV Pluronic F127 467 611 0.2 ± 0.1 

CNMEHPPV none 468 610 0.3 ± 0.1 

MEHPPV PSMA 497 592 - 

MEHPPV PS-b-PAA 498 592 0.14 ± 0.03 

MEHPPV PE-b-PEG 501 593 0.08 ± 0.04 

MEHPPV PS-b-PEG 500 593 0.2 ± 0.1 

MEHPPV PMAO 500 592 0.14 ± 0.05 

MEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 498 592 0.18 ± 0.03 

MEHPPV IGEPAL 501 591 0.25 ± 0.04 

MEHPPV Pluronic F127 499 592 0.3 ± 0.2 

MEHPPV none 501 591 0.4 ± 0.2 

PFVA PSMA 432 577 - 

PFVA PS-b-PAA 438 583 0.2 ± 0.2 

PFVA PE-b-PEG 439 582 0.08 ± 0.03 

PFVA PS-b-PEG 439 579 0.3 ± 0.3 

PFVA PMAO 436 578 0.3 ± 0.2 

PFVA PSPEGCOOH 436 580 0.2 ± 0.1 

PFVA IGEPAL 440 579 0.5 ± 0.3 

PFVA Jeffamine ED-600 424 569 1.0 ± 0.3 
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Table A.2. Optical properties of Pdots of varying composition synthesized by the syringe pump 
method Values are represented as the mean and standard deviation of three replicates batches. 
Pdots synthesized with PSMA were used as the reference material for the determination of χ2 and 
therefore do not have an associated χ2 value. Materials with little change in peak shape compared to 
the Pdot with PSMA are labeled green. Materials exhibiting increased intensity in the red shoulder 
regions are labeled blue. F8BT/PE-b-PEG, labeled red, displayed a new emission peak above the 
emission maximum of F8BT/PSMA Pdots. 

Semiconducting Polymer Amphiphilic Polymer λmax,Abs. (nm)a λmax,Em. (nm)b χ2 c 

PFVA none 437 579 0.4 ± 0.2 

PFMEHPPV PSMA 452 511 - 

PFMEHPPV PS-b-PAA 451 510 0.9 ± 0.8 

PFMEHPPV PE-b-PEG 455 512 0.2 ± 0.1 

PFMEHPPV PS-b-PEG 453 512 0.05 ± 0.03 

PFMEHPPV PMAO 453 512 0.3 ± 0.2 

PFMEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 452 512 0.12 ± 0.05 

PFMEHPPV Brij L23 450 510 2.3 ± 0.6 

PFMEHPPV Jeffamine ED-600 451 511 3 ± 1 

PFMEHPPV none 454 512 0.04 ± 0.01 
a Wavelength of maximum absorption for the lowest energy peak, b Wavelength of maximum emission (All 
wavelength values are ± 3 nm or less) c χ2 of emission peak against peak shape of SP/PSMA Pdots (± represents 
the standard deviation for 3 replicates). 
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Table A.3. NTA data for Pdots synthesized by flow synthesis.  

Semiconducting 
Polymer 

Amphiphile NTA Mode 
Mean 

Diameter (nm) 
Concentration 

(109 particles/mL) 
Total 

Tracks 
Valid 

Tracks 
Track 
Ratio 

Concentration 
Ratio 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PAA 
Scattering 74 140 6471 1040 0.16 

2.30 
Fluorescence 21 322 4162 904 0.22 

CNMEHPPV PS-b-PEG 
Scattering 101 185 4899 1792 0.37 

0.56 
Fluorescence 110 104 2538 736 0.29 

CNMEHPPV PSMA 
Scattering 54 310 10305 1921 0.19 

1.28 
Fluorescence 33 396 7339 1423 0.19 

CNMEHPPV Pluronic F127 
Scattering 124 261 8074 2667 0.33 

0.61 
Fluorescence 148 159 3901 1233 0.32 

CNMEHPPV PE-b-PEG 
Scattering 89 300 8133 3289 0.40 

0.52 
Fluorescence 88 157 4125 1357 0.33 

CNMEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 
Scattering 73 337 10209 3599 0.35 

0.54 
Fluorescence 74 182 5476 1639 0.30 

CNMEHPPV Brij L23 
Scattering 82 365 10791 4007 0.37 

0.51 
Fluorescence 88 185 5097 1591 0.31 

CNMEHPPV none 
Scattering 85 361 10073 4053 0.40 

0.52 
Fluorescence 92 186 4846 1715 0.35 

F8BT PS-b-PAA 
Scattering 66 46.6 2355 509 0.22 

2.90 
Fluorescence 40 135 3361 559 0.17 

F8BT PMAO 
Scattering 65 190 9481 1344 0.14 

1.67 
Fluorescence 42 317 5877 878 0.15 

F8BT PE-b-PEG 
Scattering 103 163 5139 1686 0.33 

0.71 
Fluorescence 108 115 2747 1045 0.38 

F8BT PS-b-PEG 
Scattering 72 348 12400 4459 0.36 

0.63 
Fluorescence 79 219 5862 2113 0.36 

MEHPPV  PS-b-PAA 
Scattering 103 35.0 2192 281 0.13 

0.18 
Fluorescence 129 6.28 57 13 0.23 
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Table A.3. NTA data for Pdots synthesized by flow synthesis.  

Semiconducting 
Polymer 

Amphiphile NTA Mode 
Mean 

Diameter (nm) 
Concentration 

(109 particles/mL) 
Total 

Tracks 
Valid 

Tracks 
Track 
Ratio 

Concentration 
Ratio 

MEHPPV PSMA 
Scattering 63 133 5624 1148 0.20 

0.03 
Fluorescence 268 3.47 130 20 0.15 

MEHPPV PMAO 
Scattering 71 168 6159 1344 0.22 

0.03 
Fluorescence 86 4.56 129 10 0.08 

MEHPPV none 
Scattering 116 142 3665 1348 0.37 

0.04 
Fluorescence 135 5.13 124 18 0.15 

MEHPPV PS-b-PEG 
Scattering 108 196 7006 2174 0.31 

0.09 
Fluorescence 139 17.5 469 83 0.18 

MEHPPV PE-b-PEG 
Scattering 97 210 6206 2256 0.36 

0.10 
Fluorescence 132 20.0 483 68 0.14 

MEHPPV IGEPAL CO-520 
Scattering 92 264 7373 2701 0.37 

0.28 
Fluorescence 44 74.0 1379 97 0.07 

MEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 
Scattering 81 305 7731 2762 0.36 

0.12 
Fluorescence 62 36.2 878 46 0.05 

MEHPPV Pluronic F127 
Scattering 101 234 7548 2730 0.36 

0.11 
Fluorescence 118 26.8 662 115 0.17 

PFMEHPPV PMAO 
Scattering 110 19.8 748 193 0.26 

0.37 
Fluorescence 50 7.26 297 2 0.01 

PFMEHPPV PSMA 
Scattering 119 24.6 887 256 0.29 

0.08 
Fluorescence 48 1.94 305 1 0.00 

PFMEHPPV PS-b-PAA 
Scattering 123 30.7 969 262 0.27 

0.19 
Fluorescence 33 5.93 306 4 0.01 

PFMEHPPV PSPEGCOOH 
Scattering 112 34.7 1261 411 0.33 

0.07 
Fluorescence 31 2.27 1321 3 0.00 

PFMEHPPV Jeffamine ED-600 
Scattering 94 80.8 3704 798 0.22 

0.01 
Fluorescence 89 0.869 28 4 0.14 
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Table A.3. NTA data for Pdots synthesized by flow synthesis.  

Semiconducting 
Polymer 

Amphiphile NTA Mode 
Mean 

Diameter (nm) 
Concentration 

(109 particles/mL) 
Total 

Tracks 
Valid 

Tracks 
Track 
Ratio 

Concentration 
Ratio 

PFMEHPPV PS-b-PEG 
Scattering 91 109 4202 1020 0.24 

0.06 
Fluorescence 94 6.38 261 6 0.02 

PFMEHPPV none 
Scattering 106 114 4593 1130 0.25 

0.03 
Fluorescence 195 3.27 203 7 0.03 

PFMEHPPV PE-b-PEG 
Scattering 89 137 5638 1194 0.21 

0.05 
Fluorescence 33 6.85 461 4 0.01 

PFMEHPPV Brij L23 
Scattering 91 139 4470 1308 0.29 

0.04 
Fluorescence 97 6.08 117 14 0.12 

PFVA PSMA 
Scattering 109 43.6 2428 480 0.20 

0.09 
Fluorescence 61 3.90 42 9 0.21 

PFVA PS-b-PAA 
Scattering 109 48.2 2002 564 0.28 

0.07 
Fluorescence 57 3.16 62 12 0.19 

PFVA PMAO 
Scattering 94 74.9 4858 760 0.16 

1.07 
Fluorescence 37 80.0 2851 2 0.00 

PFVA PSPEGCOOH 
Scattering 122 91.4 3292 841 0.26 

0.03 
Fluorescence 153 2.77 190 5 0.03 

PFVA Jeffamine ED-600 
Scattering 103 136 3568 1041 0.29 

0.00 
Fluorescence 62 0.566 8 2 0.25 

PFVA None 
Scattering 87 163 5530 1607 0.29 

0.06 
Fluorescence 58 10.5 232 8 0.03 

PFVA IGEPAL CO-520 
Scattering 87 287 8822 2955 0.33 

0.06 
Fluorescence 35 16.3 178 5 0.03 

PFVA PS-b-PEG 
Scattering 92 315 9461 3496 0.37 

0.07 
Fluorescence 45 23.0 375 15 0.04 

PFVA PE-b-PEG 
Scattering 79 364 10337 3640 0.35 

0.00 
Fluorescence - 0 0 0 - 
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A.2 Data analysis 

Sizing data for CNMEHPPV/PS-b-PEG, CNMEHPPV/PSMA, CNMEHPPV/Pluronic F127, 

CNMEHPPV/PE-b-PEG, CNMEHPPV/Brij L23, F8BT/PS-b-PAA and F8BT/PE-b-PEG Pdots 

gave good agreement between scattering- and fluorescence-mode NTA and DLS. The average 

number of valid tracks (scattering and fluorescence modes), ratio of valid tracks to total tracks 

(track ratio) and concentration ratio between fluorescence and scattering modes were calculated 

for these Pdots. A cut-off value was defined as the average value minus one (concentration) or two 

(number of tracks, track ratio) standard deviations of these values. Any value below these cut-offs 

was deemed unreliable and the corresponding scattering or fluorescence mode NTA data not used 

for analysis.  

 

 

Table A.4. Determination of cut-off values for the rejection of NTA datasets.  

Value Average Standard Deviation Cut-off Value 

Number of valid tracks (scattering) 2267 1155 0 

Track ratio (scattering) 0.315 0.0821 0.150 

Number of valid tracks (fluorescence) 1135 376 383 

Track ratio (fluorescence) 0.284 0.077 0.131 

Concentration ratio 1.01 0.873 0.138 
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Appendix B  Fitting of fluorescence lifetime data for energy transfer titrations 

B.1 Derived amplitude-weighted lifetimes for all samples measured in Chapter 6 

 

Table B.1. Amplitude-weighted average fluorescence lifetimes for CyX 
dye titrations. 

Cy5 Cy5.5 Cy7 

ΦD
a  nb  τc (ps) ΦD

a  nb  τc (ps) ΦD
a  nb  τc (ps) 

0.24 

0 748 

0.34 

0 590 

0.36 

0 774 

49 698 33 511 12 872 

117 637 65 467 45 794 

227 586 100 488 173 678 

244 536 131 425 364 610 

378 465 202 378 456 534 

546 429 229 351 517 472 

717 396 247 347    

864 387 284 327    

a Quantum yield of donor  
b Average number of dyes per Pdot 
c Amplitude-weighted fluorescence lifetime of donor 

 

 

Table B.2. Amplitude-weighted average fluorescence lifetimes for 
sCyX dye titrations. 

sCy5 sCy5.5 sCy7 

ΦD
a  nb  τc (ps) ΦD

a  nb  τc (ps) ΦD
a  nb  τc (ps) 

0.25 

0 742 

0.24 

0 671 

0.37 

0 533 

92 720 77 672 36 534 

111 713 178 693 74 557 

153 713 176 656 184 541 

239 715 320 625 112 524 

252 713 441 596 159 512 

366 727 407 600 244 482 

361 749 696 585 283 490 

   635 607 390 454 

a Quantum yield of donor 
b Average number of dyes per Pdot 
c Amplitude-weighted fluorescence lifetime of donor 
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Table B.3. Amplitude-weighted average fluorescence lifetimes for the 
Rh640 titration. 

ΦD
a  nb  τc (ps) 

0.23 

0 480 

21 377 

62 393 

93 356 

199 338 

171 339 

a Quantum yield of donor 
b Average number of dyes per Pdot 
c Amplitude-weighted fluorescence lifetime of donor 

 

 

B.2 Instrument Response Function 

 

Figure B.2 shows the instrument response function for the TCSPC module used for fluorescence 

lifetime measurements, recorded from the second harmonic response of urea (λexc = 948 nm).  

 

 

 

Figure B.2 Instrument response function for the TCSPC module used for lifetime measurements, derived 
from the second harmonic response of urea (λexc = 948 nm).   
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B.3 Rationales for lifetime fitting  

A biexponential decay function, Eqn. B.1, was used to fit and analyze the Pdot lifetime data (i.e., 

fluorescence decay curves) because it resulted in satisfactory empirical fits across all datasets. In 

Eqn. B.1, An and τn are the amplitude and lifetime parameters of the decay respectively, and C is a 

constant determined by fitting.  
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− −
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Fitting was also attempted using a constrained triexponential decay curve, Eqn. B.2. The 

fluorescence decay of the Pdot in the absence of dye was fitted using a biexponential decay 

function, yielding parameters A1,0, A2,0, τ1 and τ2 (the amplitude and lifetime components of the 

decay, respectively). The fluorescence decays of the Pdot in the presence of dye were fit with a 

triexponential function, Eqn. B.2, where τ1, τ2, and the ratio of A1 to A2 were fixed to the values 

obtained from fitting the lifetime of the Pdot alone. This strategy was intended to account for any 

contributions from F8BT molecules or Pdots that did not participate in ET to a dye acceptor. Fitting 

parameters corresponding to the third exponential term, A3 and τ3, were allowed to vary to account 

for a fraction of F8BT molecules that did participate in ET. This constrained triexponential fitting 

did not yield satisfactory fits across all datasets. Considering tetraexponential fitting with 

analogous constraints, our assessment was that there were too many degrees of freedom for 

meaningful fitting.  
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Further complications in the fitting of fluorescence lifetime curves potentially arise from the 

complex structure of the Pdots. Chromophores may exist in different local environments (e.g., 

within the hydrophobic core, adjacent to amphiphilic polymer, or exposed to water molecules on 

the Pdot surface). The fluorescence decay of fluorophores in heterogeneous environments is 

sometimes best represented by a continuous distribution of lifetimes, rather than the sum of 

discrete exponential terms. The stretched exponential function, Eqn. B.3, describes a continuous 

distribution of contributions to the observed lifetime decay, where h (≥1) is the heterogeneity 

parameter of the sample (h = 1 indicates a homogenous sample) [277].  
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Fitting was therefore also attempted using the stretched exponential function. The fluorescence 

decay of the Pdot alone was fitted using a stretched monoexponential function, Eqn. B.4. The 

decay curves for the Pdots in the presence of dyes (i.e., Pdots participating in ET) were fit with a 

stretched biexponential function, Eqn. B.3, where the parameters A1, τstr1 and h1 were fixed and set 

equal to the parameters obtained from fitting the Pdot alone with a stretched monoexponential 

function. Fixing these parameters accounts for the fraction of F8BT molecules that are not 

participating in ET. We first set h2 = h1 because the distribution of lifetimes arising from the Pdot 
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should be consistent in the presence of a quencher. This method did not yield satisfactory fits 

across all datasets.  

 

Stretched exponential fitting was also attempted by applying global fitting for h2 across all 

quenched datasets (i.e., specifying one value for h2 across all quenched datasets), and by allowing 

h2 to vary for each individual dataset. Neither method resulted in satisfactory fits across all 

datasets.  

 

 

B.4 Examples of fitting for lifetime decay curves 

 

Figure B.4 shows examples of the lifetime decay curves for the unquenched (N = 0) and quenched 

(N = 864) samples from the Cy5 ET titration (Figure 6.9A). For data analysis, all decay curves 

were fit with a biexponential function, Eqn. B.1, as this function yielded satisfactory fits across all 

datasets. Fitting quenched datasets with a constrained triexponential function, Eqn. B.2, did not 

yield improved fits (i.e., lower χ2 values) compared to the biexponential function.  Fitting was also 

attempted using stretched exponential (Eqn B.4) and stretched biexponential functions (Eqn. B.3), 

which did not yield satisfactory fits for the unquenched or quenched decay curves. Regardless of 

the fit functions used, the observed trends (i.e., decreased Pdot lifetime with increased average 

number of dyes per Pdot) are not expected to change.   
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Figure B.4 Examples of exponential functions used to fit lifetime decay data. The raw data shown here is 
for the Cy5 ET titration (corresponding to Figure 6.9A). The red curve is the unquenched Pdot (N = 0), and 
the purple curve is the quenched Pdot with N = 864 dyes per Pdot. Top: Biexponential fit curves (Eqn. B.1) 
used for analysis. Middle: Unquenched data fit with a biexponential curve to fix A1,0, A2,0, τ1 and τ2, and 
quenched data fit with a constrained triexponential function (Eqn. B.2). Bottom: Unquenched and quenched 
data fit with single stretched exponential functions (Eqn. B.4). Fitting did not converge for the stretched 
biexponential function. The χ2 values, indicating the goodness of the fits, are shown in the figure.   
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Appendix C  NTA data for Pdots used in energy transfer studies 

 

Table C.1. Pdot size distribution parameters measured by NTA. All dimensions are in nm.  

    Scattering Mode NTA Fluorescence Mode NTA 

Figure Dye Meana Modea SDa Nb 
Mea
na 

Modea SDa Nb 

6.6A, 6.9A Cy5, sCy5, sCy5.5c 68 38 59 1839 53 34 23 484 

6.6A, 6.9A Cy5.5, sCy7c 63 42 45 2334 63 37 39 994 

6.6A, 6.9A Cy7 50 29 39 1984 45 32 25 1142 

6.6A Rh590 106 63 59 4373 103 76 53 2285 

6.6A Rh610 60 43 41 3149 66 46 57 1738 

6.6A,6.10A Rh640 53 41 28 4069 57 43 42 2048 

6.6C sCy5 (NAv) 58 29 40 1547 45 25 25 1442 

6.6C sCy5 (Dex, trial 1) 70 53 55 513 76 43 32 94 

6.6C sCy5 (Dex, trials 2-3)c 65 47 42 1458 74 67 26 234 

6.6C sCy5 (Dex, trials 4-5)c 77 69 34 3679 83 77 32 868 

6.6C sCy5 (Dex, trial 6) 66 52 32 3453 73 76 33 536 

6.6C sCy5 (Dex, trial 7) 48 53 39 587 118 112 55 45 
a Raw mean, mode and standard deviation of NTA data in nm, b Number of particles tracked, c Same batch of 
Pdots used for multiple ET titrations 
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Table C.2. Lognormal fit parameters for the NTA histogram data. Mean, standard deviation 
(SD) and mode are in units of nm.  

Figure Dye NTA xc w A (x10-8) Mean SD Mode 

6.6A, 6.9A 
Cy5, sCy5, 

sCy5.5a 

Scatter. 44.7 0.396 7.82 48 20 38 

Fluor. 47.2 0.470 3.17 53 26 38 

6.6A, 6.9A 
Cy5.5, 
sCy7a 

Scatter. 44.7 0.374 11.46 48 19 39 

Fluor. 53.3 0.523 3.78 61 34 40 

6.6A, 6.9A Cy7 
Scatter. 35.5 0.385 9.23 38 15 31 

Fluor. 38.8 0.491 3.40 44 23 31 

6.6A Rh590 
Scatter. 89.0 0.474 23.61 100 50 71 

Fluor. 91.3 0.480 18.69 102 52 73 

6.6A Rh610 
Scatter. 46.9 0.357 15.31 50 18 41 

Fluor. 47.2 0.427 10.53 52 23 39 

6.6A,6.10A Rh640 
Scatter. 45.3 0.389 20.57 49 20 38 

Fluor. 47.4 0.407 13.30 52 22 40 

6.6C sCy5 (NAv) 
Scatter. 46.2 0.606 10.17 56 37 32 

Fluor. 39.7 0.581 11.56 47 30 28 

6.6C 
sCy5 (Dex, 

trial 1) 

Scatter. 56.1 0.321 1.86 59 19 51 

Fluor. 70.0 0.415 0.68 76 33 59 

6.6C 
sCy5 (Dex, 
trials 2-3) 

Scatter. 56.5 0.406 7.79 61 26 48 

Fluor. 70.6 0.327 2.06 74 25 64 

6.6C 
sCy5 (Dex, 
trials 4-5) 

Scatter. 71.5 0.320 16.30 75 25 65 

Fluor. 80.9 0.360 5.60 86 32 71 

6.6C 
sCy5 (Dex, 

trial 6) 

Scatter. 58.0 0.331 14.90 61 21 52 

Fluor. 69.3 0.426 2.74 76 34 59 

6.6C 
sCy5 (Dex, 

trial 7) 

Scatter. 51.9 1.244 8.83 113 217 11 

Fluor. 103.6 0.426 0.24 113 51 88 

a Same batch of Pdots used for multiple ET titrations. 

 


